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ABSTRACT 
An experimental investigation has been conducted to determine 
mean flow properties for  both near and far  wakes behind several two- 
dimensional slender bodies a t  Moo = 6 .  Three adiabatic wall models 
consisting of a flat plate model and two 20° included angle wedge 
models (H = . l5ls ,  H = -3") were tested. The effect of wall tem- 
perature on wake properties was examined by cooling- the la rger  of 
these two wedge models with the internal flow of liquid nitrogen 
( T ~ / T ~  = -19). F r e e  stream Reynolds numbers were varied from 
5 5 
, Re,/in. = .5 x 10 to 2 x 10 for each of these four configurations. 
In the far  wake, measurements of total temperature, a s  determined 
with hot wire probes, and Pitot and static pressures  were  used to 
derive a l l  other mean flow properties. The effect of transition on 
these far  wake data was determined. Near wake flows were lami- 
nar for a l l  adiabatic wall tes ts  and at least  for  the two lowest test 
Reynolds numbers of the cold wall wedge. Base region flow field 
mappings and shear layer profiles were obtained for  the .3"H wedge 
model by combining Pitot pressure data with hot wire measurements 
of total temperature and mass  flux. These results illustrated that 
for  slender bodies with flat bases,  the basic structure for  laminar 
near wakes i s  appreciably more complex for hypersonic than for 
supersonic flow primarily because, in hypersonic flow, the corner 
expansion fan extends into the separated shear layers  and base region 
shocks now become imbedded within the viscous portion of the shear 
layers 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
The wake of a body moving a t  high speeds through a i r  (fig- 
ure 1 )  has intrigued investigators for  many years. Originally, because 
of the interest in base drag estimates, this problem was looked upon 
primarily a s  a "base pressure problem. " However, with the advent 
of hypersonic vehicles and the necessity to understand and evaluate 
wake observable phenomena, attention has more recently been focused 
on not only the near but also the fa r  wake regimes. To date, reason- 
able progress has been made in analytically treating the laminar and 
turbulent f a r  wake, including the effects of transition, once initial 
profile data have been provided (1  - 7). As a resulb current studies 
a r e  now concentrating on the near wake (that portion of the wake up- 
stream of and including the wake neck) with the intent of suitably 
evaluating the complex coupling processes that occur within the base 
regions of hypersonic wakes. In these regions separated shear 
layers,  which initially may often be considered a s  constant pres  sure 
mixing regions, enclose a low speed, recirculating flow which ex- 
tends downstream to the location where the shear layers coalesce to 
form the wake's r ea r  stagnation point. In the vicinity of this point 
the flow recompresses a s  the shear layers turn  parallel to the wake 
axis. This turning process generates the wake shock observed 
experimentally in hypersonic wake investigations. The wake thick- 
ness beyond the stagnation point continues to thin down because of 
the acceleration sf the wake flow until the neck o r  minimum thickness 
location is reached. In many cases ,  the separated shear layers for 
low supersonic flows and even for hypersonic flows behind blunt 
bodies, experience negligible la tera l  pressure  gradients .(8). This is 
not the case however for high speed flow in the base regions of 
slender bodies with flat bases. The rapid expansion of the boundary 
layer a t  the body's trailing edge gives r i se  to inviscid rotational 
flow phenomena with lip shocks becoming deeply imbedded within the 
vortical flow of the shear layer (9,lO). The Chapman dividing 
streamline model based on conservation of mass  within the recircu- 
lating flow region (1 l), and the significance of base region mixing due 
to momentum transport  as outlined in the Crocco-Lees Theory (12) 
a r e  indeed still  applicable for the slender body near wake. However, 
the outer flow i s  highly complicated in this latter case  and a t  the 
present time the complete matching procedure which joins the base 
region flow to :the pre-separated boundary layer i s  not satisfactorily 
understood. Furthermore this coupling process is dependent on the 
upstream influence of the corner expansion and the pronounced pro- 
file distortion that takes place in the vicinity of the trailing edge. 
Thus a current  need exists for  experimentally investigating the near 
wake with emphasis on flow field mappings and shear layer profiles. 
The f a r  wake investigation reported herein has been carried 
out because it was realized early in the present investigation that 
not only did there appear to be a scarcity of such data for slender 
bodies with which to verify existing theory, but the effect of transi-  
tion on mean flow properties, the approach of laminar wake flow to 
classicaP linear theory and the effect of model cooling on the fa r  
wake properties seemed to mer i t  further study. h addition it was 
well kncswn that the onset of transition sad its proximity to the near 
-3  - 
wake could appreciably al ter  the base region properties. Fo r  ex- 
ample, as Crocco and Lees have shown (1 Z ) ,  the significant increase 
in base region mixing associated with the onset of turbulence in the 
separated shear layers of the base region, results  in a substantial 
increase in the amount of recompression the flow i s  able to sustain. 
In fact,  even for transitional flow a significant r i se  in base region 
mixing may occur, if the most forward location of the wake's 
"transition zone" i s  in the vicinity of the wake's I f  cr i t ical  point". 
This characteristic wake location (the point where the wake goes 
supersonic on the 'average") i s  located just upstream of the center- 
line sonic point. Since the downstream pressure  appears dominated 
by the inviscid flow and i s  relatively insensitive to Reynolds number 
effects, the increased recompres sion capability results in a lowering 
of the base pressure  with a correspondingly greater  expansion of the 
separated shear layers. It i s  therefore important to determine the 
most  forward location of the wake transition region, so that an ex- 
perimental investigation of the laminar near wake can be undertaken 
with confidence that the flow corresponds to only laminar conditions, 
and does not include the additional effects of turbulent mixing phe- 
nomena. Thus the f a r  wake results reported in Section VI. 1 were 
obtained pr ior  to initiating the near wake investigation discussed in 
Section IV. 2. 
It i s  with these ideas in mind that the present study has been 
undertaken. It i s  a study which examines experimentally the effects 
of f ree  stream Reynolds number, wall temperature ratio and model 
geometry on the flow properties of hypersonic wakes behind two 
-4-  
dimensional slender bodies. Taken together the complete set of 
results serves not only as a means for verifying existing theory 
but also provides additional insight into those hyper sonic wake 
regions which are not yet amenable to analytical treatment. 
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11. TEST APPARATUS AND EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES 
11.1 Wind Tunnel 
Leg I of the GALCIT Hypersonic Wind Tunnel (13) with a 
nominal Mach number of 6 was used to obtain the present  set  of wake 
measurements. This tunnel is  a continuous flow, closed return de - 
vice with a 5"x 5" tes t  section. A usable test rhombus extends from 
23" (model position) to approximately 33" downstream of the nozzle 
throat. Tests  were made for stagnation pressures  of p = 10, 35, 
0 
60 and 85 psig corresponding to f ree  stream Reynolds numbers of 
5 Re,/in, = ,465, .94, 1.42, and 1.9 x 10 /in. A reservoir  stagnation 
temperature of 275% and a dew point of - 4 0 O ~  was maintained for 
all tes ts  which satisfactorily eliminated condensation effects. Table 
1 summarizes the various test  conditions covered during the current 
experimental investigation. 
Because of the boundary layer along the tunnel wall the Mach 
number in the tes t  section varies slightly with stagnation pressure 
and with axial position, Pitot and static pressure surveys both in 
the axial and vertical centerplane s were made without a model in the 
tunnel ('fred'tunnel) to determine the magnitude of such variations 
and to establish suitable corrections to measured data. The results 
of these surveys,which compare favorably with similar data of Dewey 
(8)s Herzog (14), and Behrens (71, a r e  shown in figures 2 ,  3 and 4. 
Since flow conditions were sensitive to wall boundary layer effects, 
the tunnel was always warmed up for approximately 2 hours before 
any data were taken. This provided sufficient time for  the tempera- 
ture of the tunnel wall (figure 2) to reach i ts  equilibrium level. 
- 6 -  
In comparing f ree  stream stagnation temperatures,  a s  meas-  
ured with hot wire probes, with the reservoir  temperature of 4 0 8 ~ ~ .  
a consistent deficiency of 1 to 2% was observed. Such a result was 
similarly found by Behrens (7). A calibration check using an iron 
constantan thermocouple located B inch upstream of the nozzle throat 
confirmed the accuracy of the automatic regulator which se t  the 
reservoir  temperature. However some energy loss  take s place a s  
the low speed a i r  accelerates through the nozzle and it i s  tentatively 
concluded that this i s  the primary cause for  the noted deficiency. 
In any event,alf results cited in this report  have been suitably nor - 
malized so that this effect is relatively unimportant to final results. 
11.2 Wind Tunnel Models 
F o r  the present investigation four separate models consisting 
of a flat plate model and three wedge models of 20' included angle. 
were fabricated from Ketos steel,  The geometry of these models 
and the manner in  which they were installed in the tunnel a r e  shown 
in figure 5. The leading edges of all models were carefully machined 
to thicknesses l ess  than .002". Alignment with the f ree  stream flow 
was established either by checking the symmetry of Pitot pressure 
t races  in the wake or by comparing the lower and upper surface 
pressures, a s  was the case for the one wedge model which had surface 
pressure  taps (.3w-1, Table I). To minimize the interference effects 
from the boundary layer on the tunnel wall, fences were designed 
for  the wedge models. These fences were triangular in shape, 1/16" 
in thickness. and attached perpendicular to the base, They were 
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located 3/411 from the tunnel wall and extended two base heights 
downstream. 
The f i r s t  model tested was a flat plate with a 1 ' '  chord and 
, 01 56" thickness. Both the leading and trailing edges of the plate 
were tapered to a 4O included angle with an edge thickness of ap- 
proximately ,001 7' ' . The plate was tested while under tension to 
eliminate vibration. 
The smallest of the wedge models, one with a base height of 
,15It ,  was the next configuration investigated. Two base taps, 
.0135" in diameter, were installed on the model centerline and a 
base pressure lead, .042" stainless steel tubing, was flush mounted 
in a groove on the base and brought out of the tunnel through one of 
the side ports. 
In order  to extend the base pressure results of this small 
wedge model and also to obtain surface pressure data near the t ra i l -  
ing edge of a 20° wedge, another model with the same included angle 
but with a base height of . 3 '  ' , was machined from a solid piece of 
Ketos steel. Surface and base pressure  taps were installed a s  noted 
in figure 5c with the pressure leads, .042" stainless steel tubing, 
being flush mounted in surface grooves and led out one of the side 
ports, 
The design of the final 20O wedge was determined by the 
need to test  a .3" base height model, which could be cooled by the 
internal flow of liquid nitrogen. This model was constructed in a 
r ib  and skin configuration by f i r s t  machining the upper, lower, and 
base surfaces and then soldering them together in the manner shown 
in figure 5d. The thicknesses of the three surfaces were initially 
somewhat oversize so that the assembled model could be machined 
to the specified dimensions. Four copper cons tantan "Ceramo" 
thermocouples, each enclosed within ceramic insulation and a .040" 
stainless steel shroud, were spot welded to internal surfaces a t  
locations specified in figure 5d. Cylindrical model supports, con- 
taining nitrogen coolant lines and the thermocouple leads,  were 
soft-soldered ts each end of the model. Leak f ree  mounting was 
insured by soft soldering metal bellows to these supports after the 
model was installed in thermally insulating micarta inserts  and 
aligned in the tunnel. These bellows proved satisfactory in not 
only sealing the model in i t s  mountings under extremely cold tem- 
perature conditions, but also in allowing for the contraction and 
expansion of the tunnel side walls during the s ta r t  and shut down 
operation of the tunnel. Although this model was designed primarily 
fo r  cold wall testing, i t  was also used a s  an adiabatic wall model, 
and a complete se t  of wake measurements were obtained for both 
cold and adiabatic wall conditions. This proved important to final 
results since the effects of cooling on wake properties were readily 
discernible . 
A schematic diagram of the nitrogen cooling system developed 
during the current  investigation i s  presented in figure 6 .  The sys- 
tem's  inlet side consisted of one nitrogen pressurizing bottle with 
gauge, a pressurized storage tank, and a cooling bath, a l l  in ser ies  
with the model. Similarly, a cooling bath and storage tank, vented 
to  atmosphere, were attached in ser ies  on the outlet side. This 
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arrangement made i t  possible to cycle the nitrogen from one tank to 
the other with relative ease while achieving spanwise uniformity in 
model temperature ( 7 7 O ~ )  with only approximately 1 psig inlet 
pressure.  Some f ros t  buildup was observed on the model, approx- 
imately . O O Z 1 '  after about two minutes of operation a t  this low 
temperature level. However most  t ransverse  t races  took less  than 
two minutes duration so that the effect of f ros t  buildup would seem 
to be relatively unimportant. After each trace, the nitrogen flow 
was shut off and the subsequent heating of the model rapidly "burned" 
off any accumulated frost.  Unfortunately some temperature gradient 
always existed in the chordwise direction since the leading edge 
could never be sufficiently cooled due to its Pack of direct  contact 
with the liquid nitrogen. This was evident in that the f ros t  buildup 
always began about .I"' downstream of the leading edge. Such a 
gradient will influence the initial boundary layer and subsequent 
interaction effects. 
EI. 3 Probe Design and Instrumentation 
A) Pitot P re s su re  Probe 
Pitot pressure surveys were made for the present se t  of 
wake measurements with a .042" diameter probe flattened a t  the 
forward end to a .084" by .035'# opening, figure 7, The probe posi- 
tioning mechanism sf the tunnel activated a Helipot potentiometer 
which in turn converted probe positions to linear electric signals for  
use in a Moseley XY recorder. A 5 ps i  Statham pressure t rans-  
ducer was used for most measurements to convert pressures  to 
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electrical signals which were recorded, after suitable amplification, 
on the XY recorder. The transducer was calibrated against a mer  - 
cury manometer and the results a re  shown in figure 8. Near the 
base of the various models, where measured pressures  fell below 
the lower 1imj.t of the transducer's range of linearity, Pitot pres-  
sures on the centerline were more accurately measured by means 
of a silicon micromanometer. A vacuum reference pressure for  
this manometer was maintained a t  l ess  than a .5 microns by com- 
bining a diffusion pump in ser ies  with a mechanical vacuum pump. 
The precision gauge on the manometer permitted reading pressure 
levels to within .5 rnm of silicon. 
B) Static Pressure  Probes 
Static pressures along the wake centerline were measured 
with the above -mentioned silicon rnicrornanorne ter  using pressure 
probes fabricated from .04Z1' stainless steel tubing. The conical 
tipped probe shown in figure 4 was identical to that designed and 
calibrated by Behrens (15). On this probe three pressure orifices 
I 
were located ten diameters behind the shoulder of a 20° cone tip. 
Although this probe was used for the majority of the static pressure 
measurements, its tip to orifice length prevented taking measure- 
ments near the base of a model, and additional probes were used to 
obtain near wake data for the largest wedge model tested. These 
probes, three in number, consisted s f  2" lengths of ,042'' tubing 
with one end capped off. For  each probe two orifices were located 
a t  a prescribed distance from the capped tip and the open end was 
soft-soldered to a pressure lead holder, In practice the sealed tip 
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of the probe was placed in contact with the base of the model on the 
wake centerline and the subsequent pressure recorded by the pre-  
cision micromanom eter  . Since tip to orifice lengths were different 
for  each of the three probes, it was then possible to obtain a distr i-  
bution of static pressure  on the wake centerline. Great ca re  was 
exercised to maintain all probes at zero angle of attack because of 
the pronounced sensitivity of static pressure  probes to angle of 
attack effects (1 6 ) .  
C) Stagnation Point Probe 
Because of the significance in near wake studies of the r e a r  
stagnation point, a special probe (figure 9 )  was fabricated to aid in 
determining the location of this point. This probe was made from 
, 032q '  stainless steel  tubing and actually consisted of two pressure 
leads. A spanwise section of the tubing, sealed at the centerline 
location, was joined a t  each end to these leads. P re s su re  taps, one 
facing upstream and the other downstream, were located on alternate 
sides of the center cap. When in use the pressure  leads were brought 
out of the tunnel through the probe strut  system and attached to oppo- 
I 
site sides of a silicon "U" tube. The probe was then maneuvered 
along the wake centerline in  the base region until the pressure  levels 
were equal. En principle, a s  the probe moved into and out s f  the 
recirculating region, the pressure levels would be unequal a t  every 
position except the r e a r  stagnation point since, except for that loca- 
tion, one tap would either be experiencing Ifbase typess flow while 
the other would be under impact pressure  conditions, o r  vice versa,  
In this manner the location where the pressures  just balanced each 
other, namely the r e a r  stagnation point, was determined. 
D) Hot Wire Anemometer 
The hot wire probes used for the current  se t  of measurements 
were similar  to those designed by Dewey (17) and modified by Herzog 
(14). Each probe consisted of a platinum -1 070 rhodium wire approx- , 
imately .030" in length, soft-soldered to two needle supports, figure 
10. Chrome1 Alurnel thermocouple wires (, 001 " ) were spot welded 
to within .005" of one support tip for each of the probes. All wires 
were annealed and calibrated in the manner outlined by Dewey (1 7). 
F rom these calibration measurements wire resistivity coefficients 
(a ) and reference resistances (Rr) for zero current  were deter-  
r 
mined. Manufacturer specified resistance value s for 68OF were 
checked against these calibration results and slight variations, l e s s  
than 1% were observed. 
F o r  the actual flow measurements, the instrumentation 
system (figure 11) developed by Herzog (14) was used with consid.. 
) erable success. This system not only automatically positioned the 
probe in the tunnel but was also capable of measuring and recording 
on IBM cards  the probe position, support temperature, and wire 
voltages corresponding to five known currents,. A comprehensive 
description sf this system i s  furnished by Herzog (14) and a dis - 
cussion sf the manner irm which the measured data were reduced to 
furnish adiabatic wire temperatures and measured Nusselt numbers 
is given in Appendix A, 
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111. DATA REDUCTION AND ACCURACY ESTIMATES 
111.1 Corrections to Measured Data 
All Pitot and static pressure measurements have been 
adjusted so a s  to account for the tunnel axial gradients discussed 
in Section 11. This was accomplished by dividing the measured 
pressure at a given axial location by the ratio of the pressure a t  
the same location to the pressure at the location corr,esponding to 
the model's leading edge under "free1' tunnel conditions, figure 3.  
Since lateral gradients in Pitot pressures  under g l f r ee f f  tunnel 
conditions (figure - 4 )  were relatively minor no corrections have 
been made to the measured data for these effects. 
Virtual leak corrections were also made for  Pitot and static 
pressure measurements a s  well a s  base pressure data. Because 
all  high vacuum systems experience some outgassing o r  even small 
in-leaks, a pretest calibration of each probe was carried out using 
the silicon micromanometer to determine, if necessary, suitable 
corrections for these effects. As discussed in reference 21, such 
corrections a r e  determined for a sealed system with a given volume 
by f i r s t  measuring the change of pressure per unit time for  that 
system. The product of the volume and this rate of pressure change 
can be shown to be proportional to the mass  inflow rate  for  a sealed 
system. Using the perfect gas Paw and assuming small volume 
changes this follows from: 
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The noted product is  often termed the throughput in vacuum technology 
and given the designation Q. Under actual tes t  conditions this mass  
flow is  exhausted out the probe opening and,as a result,a certain 
pressure  drop occurs along the length of pressure  lead between the 
micromanometer and the probe orifice. Since the pressure  levels 
for the present measurements corresponded to viscous rather than 
f ree  molecular flow, i t  can be shown from Hagen-Poiseuille pipe flow 
theory that the resistance to such a mass  flow is given by: 
and the resultant pressure  drop i s  then determined from: 
For  many pressure  measurements this virtual leak correction is  
relatively unintbortant and can often be disregarded. On the other 
hand, in regions where very low pressures  exist,  such a s  base r e -  
circulation regions behind slender two dimensional bodies, this 
pre s sure'  10s s can prove significant to final results  and should be 
accounted for where applicable. Thus all low pressure data herein 
have been corrected for this effect whenever the estimated pressure 
drop was greater  than 170 of the measured data, 
A) Pitot P re s su re  Probes  
Additional corrections to Pitot pressure  data, such a s  those 
associated with angle of attack, streamline displacement and viscous 
effects were also investigated. Probe angles of attack were main- 
tained within - + lo to the local flow direction for  a l l  measurements 
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except the separated shear layer and outer flow regimes of the near 
wake. For  these cited exceptions the angle of attack varied by a s  
much a s  - + lo0. Since the data of Matthews (22), McCarthy (16) and 
also Dewey (8) indicate that even for these angles, corrections to 
Pitot pressure data a re  negligible, no corrections for angle of attack 
effects have been applied to any of the Pitot pressure data presented 
herein. 
Similarly, streamline displacement effects for those shear 
flows investigated herein were also found to be unimportant. Dewey 
(8) indicates that these effects become negligible when the ratio of 
free shear layer thickness to probe size i s  greater than 2. For  the 
present set of experiments this ratio was greater than 25. 
The final correction, that of viscous effects, was examined 
with the aid of figure 12. In this figure the different flow regimes 
covered during the present tests a re  easily discernible, Although 
the Reynolds numbers for those measurements in supersonic flow 
were sufficiently high, according to Matthewsf results so a s  not to 
make necessary any viscous corrections for the supersonic data 
(< l% 'o), such i s  not the case for the subsonic measurements, Using 
the data of Sherman (23)  which describes the variation of the nor - 
rnalized viscous correction 
* pimpact pimpact w/o viscous effects 
2 4 PU 
as  a function of Reynolds number, this correction has been applied 
to aPP subsonic Pitot pressure data measured during the current 
investigation. For some of the low Reynolds number results herein 
this correction reduced measured data by a s  much a s  20%. 
B) Static Pressure  Measurements 
Since the conical probe shown in figure 7 was identical to the 
probe calibrated by Behrens (1 5), all corrections for viscous inter- 
action effects have been carried out using the results of reference 15. 
In that reference Behrens indicates that the increase in pressure 
associated with viscous interaction phenomena i s  given by 
For the present measurements the noted corrections were always 
less  than 2%. Figure 12 indicates the various flow regions covered 
by this probe during the present tests and iflustrates the range of 
applicability for the BehrensD data. 
Those data taken with the base region probes have been left 
uncorrected for low Reynolds number effects. From the Behrens' 
results such corrections to probes of this diameter appear to be 
less  than 1 % .  If any corrections a r e  in order it wodd seem that 
interaction effects resulting from the probe's interference with the 
base recirculation region should be considered. Because of the 
difficulty in obtaining a quantitative measure sf this correction, such 
an effect has not been accounted for, and there exists greater uncer- 
tainty in the resulting data (Section U[I. 3. ) 
C) Rear Stagnation Point Probe 
During a pretest checkout of the virtual leak effects associ- 
ated with the stagnation point probe it was determined that the 
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required corrections to each of the two measured pressures were 
identical. Therefore the uncertainty in the measured location of the 
r ea r  stagnation point was caused primarily by the base interference 
effects.' No corrections were made to the data for this effect and 
the resultant uncertainty is  discussed in Section 111.3. 
D) Hot Wire Probe 
The hot wire probe, with the availability of suitable calibra- 
tion data, has been shown to be an effective tool in ~ a r r y i n g  out mean 
flow measurements (1 7,24). By direct measurement it determines 
recovery temperature and heat transfer rate for a wire (cylinder) 
immersed normal to a fluid stream. These measurements, when 
corrected for end-loss effects and coupled with established calibra- 
tion results, can then provide stagnation temperature and mass  flux 
data for the flow in question. A detailed discussion sf the manner 
in which the raw data measurements have been reduced, corrected 
and finally combined with recovery temperature and Nusselt number 
calibration data i s  presented in Appendix A. 
UI. 2 Mean Flow Calculations 
By suitably combining the corrected data discussed in the 
previous section, with the compres sibPe flow rePations (25), final 
mean flow calculations have been carried out for the present inves - 
tigation. Because of the characteristics peculiar to the various wake 
regions examined, several different computation procedures were 
necessary. A11 these calculations were made o m  an HBM 7894 
using semiprofile t races  of Pitot pressure and total temperature 
along with a third independently measured quantity. F o r  the majority 
of the present results this third quantity was the static pressure  
which was assumed constant ac ross  the wake and equal to i t s  value 
a t  the centerline. This procedure was followed not only for a l l  f a r  
wake results  herein but also for those neck and base regions within 
the wake shock boundaries. F o r  comparison purposes flow field 
results  for  these lat ter  regions were also calculated by using semi- 
profile t races  of the mass  flux data in place of static pressures.  
All other shear layer data were computed by similarly combining 
m a s s  flux data with Pitot pressure and total temperature results,  
F o r  those regions of inviscid flow located between the nose shock 
and the shear layer edge, a s  determined from total temperature 
profile t races ,  total temperatures and stagnation pressures  remained 
constant throughout since it was assumed that all streamlines suf- 
fered the same total headloss in passing through the leading edge 
shock. As a resulbthe calculation procedure adopted herein for 
determining mean flow properties for  these isentropic, inviscid 
regions combined total pressures ,  a s  calculated f rom the nose shock 
orientation and f ree  stream conditions, with f ree  stream total tern - 
peratures and measured Pitot pressures.  Admittedly, curvature 
of the nose shock wave near the model's leading edge invalidates 
the assumption that all streamlines within such inviscid regions 
experience the same total head losses, BTP fact it i s  estimated that 
stagnation pressures  along streamlines closest to shear layer edges 
may in some cases  be l 0  to 20% l e s s  than stagnation pressures  
based om the  "straightss portion of the nose shock, Hswevel; even 
with this uncertainty in stagnation pressure ,  derived mean 
flow results a r e  still  within the accuracy limits of hot wire 
data (Section 111.3) and thus the assumption that stagnation 
pressures  remained invariant for these outer inviscid regions 
was considered reasonable. F o r  one model, the smallest 
wedge configuration (. P ~ w ) ,  total temperature distributions 
were not measured, and calculations in this case were 
made by assuming that all stagnation temperatures remained 
constant and equal to the f ree  stream value. Streamline 
calculations for the base region were performed by inte- 
grating mass  flux data from the nose shock toward the 
wake centerline, Since near the wake centerline such a 
procedure results  in appreciable e r r o r s ,  additional streamline 
data were obtained by integrating from the centerline out 
to the wake shock. Fo r  these calculations the f i r s t  compu- 
tation procedure described above was used wherein static 
pressure  was assumed constant ac ross  the integration 
region. 
All profile results  for  the present investigation 
have been normalized with respect to edge conditions. Al- 
through the definition of edge location i s  often somewhat 
nebulous, depending on whether total temperature o r  velocity 
traces a r e  used, the values for edge properties can be 
established with some degree sf consistency. F o r  example, 
most transverse t races  of Pitot pressure  in the fa r  wake 
exhibit the existence of a maximum value outside the viscous 
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wake and within the wake shock boundaries. Such a value, when 
present,has been used to compute edge properties. F o r  several of 
the most aft locations of the smallest wedge model investigated 
(. 15w) the "inviscid" Pitot pressure t races ,  instead of displaying 
a peak, exhibit initially a plateau followed by a gradual r i se  until 
the wake shock position i s  reached (Appendix C). The slight r i se  
in Pitot pressure  between the plateau region and the wake shock i s  
believed caused by the weakening of the leading edge shock by the 
expansion fan generated a t  the base of the model. Thus streamlines 
in the f a r  wake a t  increasing la tera l  distances from the centerline 
of the wake will exhibit lower total head 10s s e  s with corresponding 
Pitot pressure  variations. As a result the edge property data for 
these t races  has been based on the plateau pressure  level in lieu 
of the maximum 'sinviscid'' value. In the near wake all edge r e -  
sults correspond to mean flow data as measured at the actual edge 
location determined from total t e m ~ e r a t u i e  traces.  
111.3 Accuracv Estimates 
A) F r e e  Stream Mach Number 
The f ree  stream Mach numbers herein were determined 
under ' sfreel ' tunnel conditions from the rat io of measured Pitot 
pressures  to the tunnel's reservoir  pressure  ( 2 5 ) .  Because the 
magnitudes of reservoir  and f ree  stream Pitot pressures  were rela-  
tively high and thus could be measured very precisely, Mach n u -  
bers  so comlputedwzz correspondingly quite accurate, However 
some repeatability difficulties existed due to  wall boundary layer 
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effects, which caused the flow in the test section for a given set of 
measurements to deviate somewhat from that for the tunnel survey 
results. This effect was most pronounced at  po= 35 psig since transi- 
tion of the wall boundary layer occurred at this pressure. By combin- 
ing measurement accuracies with repeatability difficulties it i s  
estimated that values of the free stream Mach number, which have been 
used herein for flow field calculations, a r e  accurate to within .5%. 
B) Positioning and Alignment 
From repeatability checks and by examining the reliability 
of position indicators it i s  e s t h a t e d  that probe position uncertainty 
was within - + .002' ' . In order to eliminate the mechanical backlash 
effects, al l  vertical and axial positionings of a probe were carried 
out by moving the probe upward and forward respectively. It i s  
interesting to note that the semiprofile results herein a r e  perhaps 
even more accurate from a position standpoint than the cited - to 002'$, 
since final results were established by averaging full profile data 
and thus any systematic off set would be compensated for in the re-  
duction procedure, 
Alignment of the pressure probes with the free stream direc- 
tion was accomplished through use of a precision level. Because the 
tunnel used for the present investigation was designed with the flow 
parallel to the horizsntal, this level was capable s f  aligning f i e  
pressure probe to within .so of the axial flow direction. 
C) Pitot Pressure Measurements 
h Section El. B i t  was indicated that all Pitot pressure 
results he rein have been corrected for axial tunnel gradients, 
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subsonic viscous effects and even virtual leak phenomena. Presum- 
ably, therefore, the uncertainties in Pitot pressures  due to these 
effects have been all  but eliminated. On the other hand, the effects 
of streamline displacement, angle of attack, lateral  tunnel gradients, 
and viscous interaction in supersonic flow have been examined and 
a r e  believed to have a cumulative e r r o r  amounting to less  than - +I%. 
Since extreme care was exercised to minimize e r r o r s  caused by 
electronic circuitry, transducer calibration, and Moseley recording 
uncertainties, only an additional - + 1 % uncertainty i s  expected from 
a l l  these effects. Admittedly, for the large pressures measured 
outside the viscous wake regions, the percentage e r r o r  arising from 
recording uncertainties i s  much smaller than for the centerline data, 
and thus this latter e r r o r  estimate probably should be only about 
+ .5% for such data. By taking into consideration all  these effects 
- 
the overall e r r o r  for Pitot pressure measurements is believed to be 
within 2 % ,  
D) Static Pressure  Measurements 
As mentioned above for Pitot pressure data, corrections for 
low Reynolds number effects, axial tunnel gradients and virtual leak 
phenomena have also been made to static pressure measurements, 
and thus any uncertainties caused by these effects should be of negli- 
gible importance to final results. In addition the use of a precision 
micromanometer for measuring these pressures reduced consider- 
ably possible recording e r rors .  Thus the primary cause for e r r o r  
with these data appeared to be angle of attack effects and the assump- 
tion that the static pressure was constant across the wake. Several 
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la tera l  surveys were made to check this lat ter  a s  sumption and slight 
dips in the pressure t races  were observed near  the wake edges for 0 
laminar flow conditions. However, since static pressure  probes a r e  
exceptionally sensitive to angle of attack a s  brought out by McCarthy 
(1 61, it i s  tentatively concluded that the noted sdips" a r e  caused by 
probe alignment difficulties that occur near the wake edge. As a 
result, static pressures  ac ross  the wake have been assumed constant 
and equal to the value a t  the wake centerline for  all the f a r  wake com- 
putations herein. Since centerline data a r e  accurate to within 2% 
when al l  uncertainty factors a r e  considered, it i s  estimated that the 
assumption of zero lateral  pressure gradient causes a n  e r r o r  in the 
value used for the pressure  at the wake's edge to be approximatelly 
+ 5%. Because those static pressure probes, used to measure 
- 
recirculation region pressures ,  caused s o m  base interference 
effects the resulting measured data a rw.un~er ta in  a t  the lower pres-  
sures  by a s  much a s  -9- 7%. 
E) Stagnation Point Measurements 
Since the accuracy of the stagnation point probe in measuring 
the location of the r e a r  stagnation point i s  dependent to a great  extent 
on probe diameter, the smalle s t  tubing size,  .832" OD, consistent 
with structural requirements was used for i ts  construction. Possible 
virtual leak effects for  this small probe, though of importance in 
quantitative pressure measurements, w e r e not significant to final 
comparative results because, a s  discussed in  Section 11II. 2, any such 
effects te n d e d to be self -compensatinga Therefore, recognizing 
the interference effects which exist when the probe i s  situated just 
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a t  the r e a r  stagnation point, i t  i s  estimated that measured values of 
(x/H)+ a r e  accurate to within one probe diameter, namely - + .032If. 
F o r  the .3" wedge model, the only configuration for which r e a r  
stagnation point locations were measured, this amounts to an  uncer- 
tainty of within one -tenth of a base height. 
F) Base and Surface P re s su re  Measurements 
The lowest pressures  measured during the present investiga- 
tion were the base pressures  and great  care  was exercised in 
obtaining these data. Not only were measurements made by the 
already mentioned precision micromanometer and virtual leak 
effects accouqted for, but spanwise three dimensional effects were 
minimized, if not eliminated altogether, by use of base fences. 
Pronounced base pressure  increases were observed at the higher 
tunnel pressures  for the . 319 wedge models when the models were 
tested without fences a s  compared to similar data with fences. 
Apparently the boundary layer on the tunnel sidewall, turbulent 
a t  these high pressures ,  caused a significant c ross  flow to occur 
because of turbulent mixing effects and the pressure  differential 
which existed between the sidewall boundary layer and the rec i r -  
culation region. Dewey ($1, on the other hand, observed no differ- 
ence between the base pressures  with and without fences. However, 
the included angles of Dewey's models (45O and 30') were larger  
than the present 20° case. For the . 151s wedge model, with its 
higher aspect ratio, no indication of cross  flow effects was evident 
since the data with and without fences were nearly identical. 
In determining the suitable fence configuration for these 
models, i t  was considered necessary not only to position the fences 
near the edges of the sidewall boundary layers ,  but also to extend 
their  length downstream to a t  leas t  the wake's centerline sonic point. 
To determine \the final spanwise separation distance of the fences 
(b = 3.5") measurements of base pressures  and Pitot pressure pro- 
f i les in the far.wake were  carr ied out for separation distances of 
both 2.5 and 3.5 inches. Since both sets  of data were virtually iden- 
tical, the 3.5 inch separation distance, with its correspondingly 
la rger  aspect ratio, was selected for the final design. Taking all 
the above factors into consideration i t  i s  estimated that base pressure 
uncertainties vary from - 9 570 a t  the lowest pressure  level tested, 
Po = 10 psig, to - + 3% at po = 100 psig. These noted uncertainty 
estimates correspond to those data measured by base pressure taps. 
Since the wedge model designed for  the cold wall1 tes ts  (. 3w-2) was 
fabricated without such base taps, all1 base pressure data for this 
modell were taken with the Pitot pressure  probe positioned within 
. 001'0 to . 002'! of the base on the wake centerline, Comparison of 
base pressure  data obtained in this manner with "tapsv data for the 
adiabatic wall model (. 3w-1) indicated that these Pitoe probe data 
were high a t  the lowest pressure  investigated by 97% due to base 
interference effects, Thus the uncertainty factors for cold wall 
base pressure  data range from ~ 7 %  for po = 10 psig to - + 5% at 
po = $5 psig. 
Since surface pressures  measured with the .3" wedge model, 
(, 3w - P ) were relatively high, it was pos sible to obtain data with good 
accuracy. For  example the small pressure e r r o r  that occurred due 
to virtual leak effects was essentially negligible when compared to 
the magnitude of the measured pressure. Similarly the slight read- 
ing uncertainty that existed with the precision micromanometer was 
relatively unimportant in determining the overall uncertainty for the 
surface pressure data. Thus, based primarily on repeatability 
results, i t  is estimated that the surface pressure data herein a r e  
accurate to within + 2%. 
- 
G) Hot Wire Anemometer Measurements 
In making uncertainty estimates for  hot wire data, considera- 
tion must be given to such factors a s  the reliability of the tempera- 
ture-resistivity data for a given probe, measurement and recording 
procedures, probe end loss corrections, and finally wire calibration 
results for determining stagnation temperature and mass  flux data 
from a wire's recovery temperature and Nusselt number. One ad- 
vantage in evaluating the f i r s t  of these factors is  that often post-test 
calibrations a r e  possible which enable a redetermination of a probe's 
temperature -resistivity curve. As Dewey has indicated (1 7), starting 
loads and exposure of these annealed hot wires for long periods of 
time at high temperature levels sometimes cause slight shifting of 
calibration curves. Thus post-test results offer a method for esti- 
mating any resulting uncertainties. Several wires used for the 
present results were therefore recalibrated after testing and changes 
in reference resistance due to tunnel exposure effects of less  than 
+ .02 ohms (+ l / Z O ~ )  were observed. No variations in resistivity 
- - 
coefficient ( a r)  were evident however. Although on occasion some 
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wire calibration curves exhibited slight deviation from linearity, 
only those wires which had a variation of l e s s  than .02 ohms for 
the temperature range considered were used to obtain the results  
herein. Thus the overall uncertainty arising from wire calibration 
effects is estjmated at being about - C .04 ohms, i. e. , - + 1 OK. 
The actual hot wire data were obtained with the system de- 
signed and used by Herzog (14). Hot wire resistances a s  measured 
by this system a r e  accurate to within - + .02 ohms. An additional 
uncertainty in  adiabatic wire resistance of - + ,02 ohms exists be - 
cause of slight e r r o r s  that a r i se  when reducing the measured data 
(Appendix B. 1). The curve fitting technique discussed in Appendix B1,l 
although reasonably accurate in determining the zero power inter-  
cept (adiabatic wire resistance), i s  however somewhat poorer when 
evaluating the zero current  slope of the resistance power curve 
because of the high sensitivity of this slope to the measured data. 
Since measured Nusselt numbers a r e  proportional to these slopes 
it i s  estimated that these data a r e  thus only accurate to within - +Z'$o. 
The end loss  corrections to measured hot wire data herein 
, varied between 1.05 and 1.2 for adiabatic wire temperatures and 
ranged from .B3 to .85 for measured Nusselt numbers, Any est i-  
mate of the uncertainty associated with these corrections has to take 
into consideration not only the analysis of Dewey but the dependence 
of such corrections on other measured quantities with their own 
accuracy Pimitations. By using these accuracy estimates with an 
analysis of the dependence sf derived parameters om measured datas 
uncertainties in stagnation temperatures arising from end loss  
corrections have been made. These uncertainties vary from 9 ZOK 
- 
for edge data to a s  much a s  - + ~ O O K  for those centerline measure- 
ments corresponding to cold wall, low Nusselt number conditions. 
In a similar manner it i s  estimated that uncertainties in final Nusselt 
numbers due to end loss corrections alone a r e  approximately 9 3%. 
- 
The final factor of importance in evaluating hot wire accu- 
racies is the recovery factor and Nusselt number calibration data. 
Dewey (l 7)  indicates that recovery factors a s  determined from his 
correlation results have a maximum uncertainty of less than - 4- 1.5% 
for all values of Mach number and Reynolds nunnber. Qn the other 
hand, for the Reynolds numbers covered during the present investi- 
gation and using the Nusselt-Reynolds number correlation of Kubota 
(Appendix A), the uncertainty in mas s flux data (Reynolds number) 
for given values sf Mach number and Nusselt number i s  less  than 
+ 5%. 
- 
h determining overall accuracies for stagnation tempera- 
tures and mass flux data some improvement over the accumulated 
uncertainties mentioned above is pos sibbe, This was accomplished 
by reducing the effects of data scatter with proper curve fairing, 
by averaging gull profile data into semiprofile results , and finally 
by compensating for possible systematic e r ro r s  through suitably 
normalized final results. Several repeatability checks confirmed 
the acceptability of this procedure, When all  these effects a re  
considered together with the specified uncertainty factors the over- 
all  accuracies for stagnation temperature and mass flux data 
- 2 9- 
are as shown in Table 11. This table also summarizes uncertainty 
estimates for all other measurements and those derived results 
which are of interest to the study herein, 
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
IV. 1 Far Wake 
A) Mean Flow Results 
To initiate a discussion on the results from the present  se t  
of fa r  wake measurements, i t  seems appropriate to begin by f i r s t  
examining data along the wakes s centexline and edge for each of the 
four configurations under investigation. These data a r e  indicated 
in figures 15 through 22, and the trends exhibited by a given flow 
variable are observed to be quite similar for all four cases. The 
one pronounced exception, a s  might be expected, occurs for the 
total temperature and enthalpy data for  the highly cooled model (fig- 
u res  18b and 20d) and these results  will be discussed shortly, 
i) Centerline Static P re s su re  
In figures B 5a through 1 5d-2 static pressure  data along the 
wake centerline a r e  presented. Except for  the flat plate results,  
these data illustrate the degree of recompression the flow experi- 
ences in rising from the low pressures  in the base region to the 
downstream pressure  levels. It was not possible to determine the 
amount of recompression for the flat plate model, since any attempt 
to measure centerline pressures  near the model's trailing edge 
would result in  appreciable flow disturbance (figure 15a). In any 
event, al l  pressure  data indicate an initial overshoot followed by a 
gradual decay back to f ree  stream conditions. A slight oscillatory 
feature to this decay is observed, especially downstream of the cold 
wall model (figure B 5d- 1). This type of behavior has been ob- 
served by other investigators such a e  MartePfucci et a9, (26)  and 
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Badrinarayanan (27) and a s  of now there still does not exist a satis- 
factory explanation. It i s  interesting to note that the decay of the 
centerline pressure from its "overshoot" value seems to commence 
a t  locations closer to the base a s  the Reynolds number increases. 
As will be shown shortly, these initial decay locations, in general, 
coincide with the onset of the wake transition region, which like - 
wise moves forward with increasing Reynolds number. It i s  not sur- 
prising then that the flow will attempt to readjust itself to free 
stream levels a t  a faster rate, once turbulent diffusion effects begin 
to play a more dominant role. 
For the wedge data, rough estimates have been made of max- 
imum pressures a t  the overshoot location and these a re  labeled 
"Inviscid Estimate" in figure B 5. To obtain these approximations, 
inviscid flow along the wedge face was expanded to measured base 
pressure values and then turned through an oblique shock which 
would bring the flow parallel to the wakess axis. All the calculated 
values a r e  seen to be within 5% of the overshoot pressures. Such 
a finding, in spite of the fact that base pressures vary as  much a s  
25% for the Reynolds numbers considered, illustrates that the in- 
viscid flow plays a significant role in downstream pressure Bevels. 
One final observation appears worthy of comment a t  this 
time and that i s  the noticeable inflection in the centerline pressure 
curves near the bases of the adiabatic and cold wall wedges (figures 
11 5c -2 and B 5d-2). Such a trend has been similarly observed by 
Hama (28) in his experiments with wedges in supersonic flows. For 
his results Hama points out that this effect i s  caused by an expansion 
fan emanating from the region of interaction of the base's lip shock 
with the wake shock. F o r  the present se t  of measurements the lip 
shock and wake shock, a s  determined from transverse Pitot pres-  
sure  surveys, appear to form a continuous shock structure (Section 
IV. 2). This was found also by Hama in his  experiments a t  high 
Mach numbers and occurs because the lip shock turns more toward 
the wake axis a s  the Mach number increases until eventually it ap- 
pears  to coalesce with the wake shock. The fact that the noted 
change in centerline pressure  gradient occurs for Hama's high 
Mach number data and for the present results, suggests that some 
shock interaction phenomena may be taking place for these cases  
even thoughp with the current measurement r e  solutions, two dis - 
tinct shocks a r e  not discernible in  the base regions. 
ii) centerline' Mach Number 
Mach numbers along the wake centerline and edge have been 
computed using Pitot  and static pressure measurements, and these 
results  a r e  shown in figure 16. As discussed in Section III, static 
pressures  at the edge have been assumed equivalent to static pres-  
sures  measured on the wakev s centerline. The centerline data of 
figure 16 illustrate a tendency to break away from the curve cor res  - 
ponding to the lowest Reynolds number at progressively mareforward 
locations as the Reynolds number i s  increased. Such an upstream 
movement of the @'break away8' point with increasing Reynolds number 
reflects the influence s f  transition om the centerline flow. This 
trend has also been observed in other wake investigations, 
Behrens (7) in his experiments on hypersonic wakes behind cylinders 
and also Sato and Kuriki (29) in their investigation of incompressible 
flow behind a flat plate, have compared such growth increases in 
centerline mean flow data with fluctuation measurements. Both in- 
vestigations have shown that these pronounced centerline deviations 
a r e  not necessarily indicative of fully developed turbulent flow but 
only of the termination of a linear growth region characterized by 
linear stability theory, and the initiation of a region of non-linear 
instabilities. The absence of any "break away1' phenomena for the 
lowest Reynolds number data suggests that these data correspond 
to completely laminar flow, even to the most aft location at which 
measurements were made. Additional discussion s f  the laminar 
nature sf  these Power Reynolds number results will be made in 
Section HV. 143. 
Except for the cold wall model, a11 centerline Mach number 
data illustrate that the onset of the transition region i s  well down- 
stream of the centerline sonic point. Since disturbances in super- 
sonic flow cannot propagate upstream, the near wake for the adia- 
batic wall ZOO wedge (. 3w-2A) i s  experiencing steady, laminar flow 
for the present set s f  measurements, even for the highest Reynolds 
n m b e r  under investigation. This result is not necessarily true 
for the near wake of the cold wall wedge especially at  RemH = 
4 5.5 x BO (.3w-2C). The proximity of the "break awayDD location 
to the centerline sonic point i s  obvious from the data of figure 16 
and the possible effect of fluctuations on the base region should be 
kept in mind when examining the near wake results for this case. 
The trend of transition to move closer to the base with cooling, how- 
ever,  i s  an effect predicted by linear stability theory (6). 
In an attempt to verify the consistency of the Mach number 
results in figure 16, a comparison was made using the data for the 
two adiabatic wall wedges. Since f r ee  stream Reynolds numbers 
were equal for two tes t  conditions for  each model, even though base 
heights differe4 by a factor of two, it would be expected that axial 
Mach numbers should be in agreement. Figure 17 presents the r e -  * 
suPts of this correlation and the comparison is seen to be quite 
favorable. 
iii) Centerline Total Temperature 
Corrected total temperatures along the wake centerline for 
both the flat plate and the large 20° wedge models a r e  shown in 
figure 18. Similar data for . B 5'! base height wedge were not meas- 
ured and all  results specified herein for  this ZOO wedge model cor-  
respond to the assumption of isoenergetic flow, namely Tt = T e 
a 
Figure 18 again illustrates the increase in centerline growth rate 
a s  the flow experiences the onset of transition, The upstream 
movement of the most forward location of the transition region 
with increasing Reynolds number, is  again clearly evident, and 
offers another illustration of the effect of turbulent diffusion on the 
wakes s mean flow properties. Total temperature data were ob- 
tained only up to 6 inches downstream of thewedgebases because of 
probe support Pimitations. The absence of data forward of X/H = 1.5 
for the ZOO wedge data (excluding the wall temperature measurement) 
was caused by the ineffectiveness of the hot wire probe in very Pow 
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density, low speed flow. Convective heat losses  from the wire were 
so small  that the wire temperature became dominated by probe sup- 
port  effects resulting in unacceptably inaccurate total temperatures, 
The variation of total temperature with Reynolds number and the 
distribution of total temperature within such a near wake region areof 
considerable importance to development of the wake downstream. 
The inability to obtain such information from the present investiga- 
tion points out the necessity of other techniques for obtaining total 
temperature data in base flow regions. F o r  example, several  
investigators have succeeded in measuring near wake temperatures 
behind slender bodies in both shock tubes and shock tunnels 
taking advantage of transient phenomena. 
Examining the total temperature data of figure 18 clearly 
illustrates the pronounced effect which model cooling has  on center- 
line total temperatures. Since wall temperature ratios (% / T ~  = 
00 
.03 +. 12)  associated with high speed entry into the atmosphere 
correspond to cold wall conditions, the cold wall data ( T ~ / T ~ _  = .19) 
would seem to be of more practical interest than the adiabatic wall 
results ( %/Tt_ = .87). The measured wall temperature, inciden- 
tally, for the adiabatic wall model agrees favorably with that pre-  
dicted by theory for laminar flow (r = .85) at Ma = 6 .  
iv) Centerline Velocity 
Centerline velocity data for a l l  four models used in the 
current investigation a r e  presented in figure 19. Since the Mach 
number and total temperature data used to generate these results  
have already been discussed, little comment seems necessary a t  
this time. The typical growth increases associated with the onset 
of transition a re  again clearly evident. The comparison between 
linear wake theory (5) and the lowest Reynolds number data for the 
adiabatic wall models i s  seen to be quite reasonable. The results 
for the larger wedge model (.3w-2A) a re  the least favorable and this 
i s  primarily the result of applying the theory not far enough down- 
stream where the velocity defect has become sufficiently small 
u (1 - - C< 1 )' a s  required by linear theory, Additional discussion 
u 
e 
of the validity of using linear theory for the present results will be 
presented shortly. 
v) Centerline Enthalpy 
Another quantity which i s  of interest in any study of f a r  wakes, 
especially with the extreme temperatures associated with high speed 
reentry, i s  that of the distribution of enthalpy along the wake center - 
line, Figure 20 presents the results from the current investigation 
and, a s  might be expected, an appreciable difference between the 
adiabatic . and cold wall data is  evident. All three adiabatic wall 
cases a re  quite similar in their decay characteristics, even to dis- 
playing the upstream movement of transition with increasing R eyn- 
olds number. Results of linear theory calculations a r e  also shown 
on figures 28a, 20b and 2Bc illustrating the effects of Prandtl num - 
ber and initial conditions on the computations. The cold wall results 
indicate a maximum c e n t e r  l i n e  temperature of almost triple free 
stream values and in addition, for the low Reynolds number data, 
these relatively high temperatures persist for some distance down- 
stream, a factor of great importance in evaluating wake observable 
phenomena. The sharp temperature rise taking place in the vicinity 
of the base occurs primarily within the recirculating zone of the 
base region. This result and the fact that a maximum temperature 
occurs somewhat downstream of the r ea r  stagnation point can be 
explained by examining the balance between thermal and kinetic 
energy along the wake centerline. Since the flow velocities within 
the recirculating zone a re  small, the total energy of the centerline 
flow initially consists primarily of thermal energy. The axial dis - 
tribution of enthalpy along the centerline thus follows closely the 
total enthalpy variation (figure H 8). However once dowflstream of 
the rear  stagnation point the flow velocities increase rapidly with 
the result that the centerline enthalpy attains a maximum followed 
by a gradual decay a s  the kinetic energy s f  the flow increases and 
begins to account for a greater share of the centerline total enthalpy. 
This Patter effect i s  clearly in evidence in the adiabatic wall cases 
wherein, because the total enthalpy i s  nearly cons tane in the far 
wake, the enthalpy decay along the centerline is just matched by 
the kinetic energy increase. 
vi) Integral Thicknesses 
Integral wake thicknesses for the present results a re  pre- 
sented in figure 21. Integration s f  the boundary layer equations 
indic-s that the expected variation for  these Ithichess data shotald 
be as follows: 
The slight increases in momentum thickness with axial distance a r e  
partially caused by the small axial pressure gradients depicted in 
figure 15 and the transverse entropy gradient characteristic of some 
viscous wakes. This Patter effect is brought about because some of 
the streamlines passing through the stronger portions of the curved 
bow shock first enter the viscous far  wake a t  varying distances 
downstream. The additional "drag" associated with these stream- 
lines i s  similar to the outer wake drag typical of blunt bodies which 
experience extensive normal shock pressure Posses. Some growth 
of momentum thickness (drag) with axial distance is  thus mot sur - 
prising 
Similar explanations based on fluid mechanical phenomena 
cannot be made to account for  the slight increase in energy thickness 
of the cold wall data. Since these data should remain constant with 
axial distance, the small growth rate experienced by the energy 
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thickness in figure 21d represents a measure of the cumulative e r r o r  
occurring for  the present results. Considering the various correc- 
tions and calibrations associated with the current  measuring tech- 
niques such a result ,  however, i s  not unexpected. 
vii) Wake Thickness 
Figure 22 presents results of wake thickness and wake shock 
position for the four models used in the current investigation. The 
rapid change in  Pitot pressure  a t  the wake shock (figure 44 ) clearly 
&ermines the location of this shock. The midpoint of this sharp 
Pitot pressure  change has been used a s  the wake shock position. 
The wake edge data of figure 22 were obtained by determining those 
locations where the tangent to the maximum transverse gradient in 
Pitot pressure  intersected the edge value s f  Pitot pressure.  
This definition coincides, within the accuracy of the present results ,  
with the total -temperature edge (figure 45). From the data in figure 
22 estimates of wake neck position a r e  possible by noting the location 
of the minimum thickness point. Fur ther ,  these results indicate 
that a l l  the wakes initially grow almost linearly with downstream 
distance until, except for  the Pow Reynolds number data, some point 
i s  reached where a sudden growth rate change takes place. The new 
growth rate again is nearly constant. Since fluctuations bring about 
increases in wake growth ra tes ,  these data a r e  good indicators of 
the breakdown of the steady laminar flow condition. The upstream 
movement s f  this "transitionsD point with increasing Reynolds number 
is very noticeable. Similar results for  wake thickness were obtained 
by Demetriades (30) in his experiments on hypersonic flows behind 
20' wedges using hot wire probes to measure turbulent fluctuations. 
B) Analysis of Transition 
Wake transition distance i s  defined a s  the axial distance 
downstream from the base of a body to a location where the effects 
of transition produce a pronounced change in flow characteristics. 
In Deme triades' measurements behind 20' wedges (30) and also 
Sato and Kuriki's data for incompressible flow behind a flat plate 
( 2 9 ) ,  the onset of increased turbulent fluctuations was designated 
a s  the beginning of transition. A similar approach has  been used 
by Behrens for  flow behind cy linders in hypersonic flow (7). The 
present results correspond to a transition location based on the 
axial distance from the model base to the position in the wake where 
the wake thickness growth rate shows a sudden change. These 
transition locations a r e  specified in figure 22 and a r e  replotted in 
figure 23 a s  a function of reciprocal of Reynolds number, The r e -  
sults therein illustrate that a linear variation exists not only when 
free stream Reynolds numbers a r e  used but also when the Reynolds 
0 
number is based on edge conditions. This linear variation in turn 
can be used to define a transition Reynolds number since the slope 
of the curves, for each of the models, corresponds to a Reynolds 
number based on the axial distance between a zero intercept dis- 
tance, obtained by extrapolating the measured data to infinite Reyn- 
olds number, and the transition location. As explained by Lees (31 ), 
the noted linear variation of transition distance cannot continue 
indefinitely a s  the Reynolds number is decreased. h fact a minimum 
critical Reynolds number is reached below which viscous dissipation 
prevents the existence of wake turbulence. Thus a l l  curves in figure 
23 would eventually curve upward if lower Reynolds number meas- 
urements had been made. Demetriades illustrates this effect in his 
measurements (30). 
From the results of figure 23 the following transition Weyn- 
ofds numbers seem appropriate: 
Model 
Flat  Plate 50,008 35 ---  - - - 
20OWedge, adiabaticwall 3 . 5 ~ 1 0 ~  8.5 2 . 8 ~ 1 0  8.5 
20° Wedge, cold wall 3 . 3 ~ 1 0 ~  2 . 0  2 . 5 ~ 1 0  2.0 
s 
Although the flat plate value corresponds closely to the result 
which Demetriades obtained by extrapolating his wedge data to the o0 
included angle case (flat plate) [Re,&= 56,0001 , the zero intercept 
distance found.herein [x/H) = 351 differs substantially from his 
TRO 
data [ x / ~ ) ~ ~ l 5 ] .  fi a s  used both for the present correlation and 
o 
Demetriades' resultsp represents the sum of the total boundary layer 
displacement thickness, a s  calculated, and the plate thickness. A 
satisfactory explanation for the noted discrepancy is not known a t  the 
present time. 
On the other hand, present transition results for the adiabatic 
wall 20O wedge data not only show agreement between the two differ- 
en t  sized models, but a r e  seen to compare favorably with those data 
measured by Demetriades in his turbulent fluctuation experiments. 
This agreement occurs both in terms of free stream transition Reyn- 
olds number (Remh = 3. x 1 059 Demetriades) and the zero intercept 
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distance. In addition, transition data for flow behind sharp nosed 
cones at  Moo = 6 indicate that a transition Reynolds number based 
on edge conditions (Re - 2 .3  x 1 o'), compares favorably with the 
ehx- 
present data. Such findings verify the use of the present mean flow 
technique for locating the approximate location of transition in lieu 
of detailed flow turbulence measurements. 
It should be pointed out, however, that centerline properties 
apparently ' I  sense9 the onset of transition a short distance upstream , 
of those locations of transition as  defined from wake thickness r e -  
sults. This i s  evident from figure 16 by comparing these transition 
locations with the initial deviation of the centerline Mach number 
data from the Pow Reynolds number results, These centerline devi- 
ations become important when evaluating the forward extent of the 
transition zone and i ts  relevancy to the laminar nature of the near 
wake, For  example, from figure 16, i t  i s  questionable whether o r  
4 
not the near wake for the cold wall wedge at  ReooH = 5.5 x 10 i s  
indeed completely laminar, since the cente rline Mach number data 
therein commence deviating as  far upstream as  x/H = 3.  
Figure 23 illustrates the pronounced effect which cooling has 
on wake transition. The significant upstream movement of transition 
distance for a given Reynolds number with cooling indicates the in- 
creased flow instabilities associated with cold wall bodies. 
As a final comment om these transition results, it i s  approp- 
riate to reexamine the low Reynolds number data of figures l 5  
through 22. Since now transition Reynolds numbers are available, 
it is possible to make estimates of transition distances for these 
cases. The results  are:  
Model 
Fla t  Plate,  L = 1 inch 7.5L 
20° Wedge, adiabatic wall, H = .15 inch I 58.5H 
20° Wedge, adiabatic wall, H = .3 inch 33.5H 
20° Wedge, cold wall, H = .3 inch 27.5H 
These results additionally substantiate the ear l i e r  claim that 
the low Reynolds number data were representative sf laminar flow 
for large downstream distances. Furthermore,  the absence of the 
!'break away1' phenomena in the centerline measurements also veri-  
fies that such data correspond to laminar flow even to the farthest 
downstream station a t  which measurements were made. 
C)  Comparison of Present  Results with Linear Wake Theory 
The two-dimensional linear wake theory, a s  derived by 
Kubota (4) fo r  compressible flow and arbi t rary  streamwise pressure 
gradient, incorporates the Bseen type approximation along with the 
assumption that the initial velocity and enthalpy distributions cor res -  
pond to delta functions. A modified version of this theory has been 
developed by Gold wherein arbi t rary  initial profiles a r e  acceptable 
(5). Basically the theory requires, in addition to the necessity for 
the boundary layer equations to remain valid, that the velocity defect 
u be small (1 - C< B 9 ,  and that both the Prandtl number and Chap- 
e PePe 
man-Rubesin factor (C = -) be constant. Under these assumptions 
PP 
and with the additional approximation of negligible axial pressure  
gradient, which wodd  seem appropriate from the far  Wake results 
of figure 15, the linear wake theory gives the following results: 
h-h 
g z  -'= he dPr go(T/ET)exp [-a(Tp-w)2]d(z/h) 
4 l r x / ~  4x/H 
PeUe 
where = -4- fe d y  
PooUoo 
0 " e 
89 -u 
w o E / ~ )  = -$- a t  initial wake station where x = x 
e 0 
h-h 
e 
go(S/H) " - at  initial wake station where x = x 
he o 
This formulation of the linear wake solution has been pro- 
* grammed om the IBM 7094 and various calculations Rave been car-  
ried out to examine f i e  effect of initial conditions and Prandtl number 
on the computations. Several results of these calculations are  shown 
in figures l 9 and 20, where centerline distributions of velocity and 
enthalpy for the low Reynollds number cases a re  compared with meas- 
ured adiabatic wall data. In general, the flat plate calculations of 
* 
Behrens , private communication 
both velocity and enthalpy a r e  in favorable agreement with the data. 
The velocity results, for the small base height 20° wedge (. 15w), 
similarly agree with the data. However such agreement is  not a s  
satisfactory for the large wedge model (. 3w-2.A) for both velocity 
and enthalpy results due apparently to the use of initial conditions 
(g)o = 10) not sufficiently far  downstream where velocity defects a r e  
small enough to justify using linear theory. 
The relatively large deviation between theory (Pr = .75) and 
data for the enthalpy results of the small wedge, figure 20b, a r e  
perhaps due mainly to the lack sf measured total temperature data. 
The noted variations therefore should not be taken too seriously. 
Shown also on this figure is the effect of varying Prandtl number 
from .75 to 1 . The P r  = 1 case,  which compares quite favorably 
with the data, may be more realistic here since it too corresponds 
to constant total enthalpy. 
Velocity and enthalpy profile distributions have also been 
calculated and these results a r e  presented in figures 24 and 25 a s  
functions of the transformed y coordinate. For  the flat plate and 
small wedge models, the comparisons beween predicted and meas- 
ured velocities appear to be quite good,' A better correlation in the 
case of the large wedge data (. 3H-2A) for both velocity and enthalpy 
results would be possible if the initial stations were chosen further 
downstream say a t  X/H) = 15 instead of X / H ) ~  = 10. The flat plate 
0 
enthalpy profiles, a s  predicted, a r e  not in very satisfactory agree- 
ment with the measured data even though centerline results agree 
quite favorably. Again this indicated deviation would improve 
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considerably by making use of an initial station further downstream. 
From linear theory it can also be shown that velocity defect 
results for all models should correlate well with the normalized 
axial distance 
The results of such a correlation a r e  presented in figure 26 and the 
collapsing of the data for all three adiabatic wall models investigated 
verifies the use of this normalized distance. 
h general, the Pow Reynolds number bar wake data obtained 
during the present investigation under adiabatic wall conditions show 
very satisfactory agreement with linear theory. Such a finding 
further substantiates the laminar, steady nature of these data and 
illustrates the value of this theory a s  an effective method of analysis 
for  the laminar fa r  wake behind two -dimen sional slender bodie s . 
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IV. 2 Near Wake 
A) Near Wake Geometry for a Fla t  Plate in Hypersonic Flow 
The flow in the vicinity of the trailing edge of a flat plate 
represents a problem in fluid mechanics which has been of in- 
terest to investigators foq many years. Since some near wake 
measurements were made during the present  investigation of 
the flat plate hypersonic wake, it was considered desirable to 
report  on available data even though, because of inherent meas-  
urement limitations, results  were limited p rha r i l i y  to near 
wake geometries. Figure 27 presents these geometry data for 
each of the four Reynolds numbers investigated. Shear layer 
and wake thicknesses were determined from total temperature 
distributions (figure 45) whe seas  both the wake and leading 
edge shocks were located from pilot pressure  t races  (figure 
44 ), Those boundary Payer edge locations indicated on the 
figure were calculated from the weak interaction theory (36) and 
* 
the finding sf Kendall (321, from his flat plate study, that 6 /6 4 
.75. The existence of the wake shock illustrates that the flow 
recompresses as it turns back to the f ree  stream direction 
from its trailing edge orientation. The two degree reverse 
taper to the trailing edge, and the thin but finite thickness 
of the plate a r e  clearly not in keeping with the infinitesimally 
thin flat plate a s  sumption of analytical studies , Also shown in 
figure 27 a r e  centerline sonic point locations (x/k .2) as de- 
termined by extrapolating the Mach number data of figure l6a. 
Correlation of the wake thickne s s data with predicted boundary layer 
thicknesses a r e  shown in figure 28. The favorable correlation indi- 
cated in  figure 28 illustrates' the dependence of the near  wake thickness 
on the plate boundary layer thickness. The fact that the initial wake 
thickness i s  somewhat l a rger  than what would be predicted from 
boundary layer theory can be accounted for by analyzing the mass  
flow balance between the boundary layer and near  wake. This analysis 
indicates that , 
3 
where 
Since 
and uBL uNW 
the mass  balance equation reduces to 
However, assuming isentropic flow, it follows that 
Thus, because the near wake pressures  a r e  lower than the plate 
pressures  (figure P 5a), some increase in wake thickness over that 
predicted by boundary layer theory is expected. 
Another wake feature that can be determined with reasonable 
accuracy from the present results is the wake neck thickness. From 
the wake growth results of figure 22a it i s  estimated that the neck 
occurs a t  or near X/L = .5. The resulting thicknesses a re  presented 
in figure 29 as  a function of free stream Reynolds numbers and a 
square root variation with Reynolds number i s  evident, The variation 
of the neck thickness with Reynolds number in this manner can be de- . 
duced from a mass balance analysis, similar to that described above 
for the initial near wake thickness, and on the dependence, according 
to boundary Payer theory, of the thickness of the trailing edge bound- 
a ry  layer on the square root of Reynolds number. 
B) Near Wake Behind 20° Wedge 
The near  wake behind slender bodies has been the subject of 
many experimental investigations for the past several  years. Both 
shock tunnel facilities and continuous flow wind tunnels have been 
used for these investigations. Mach numbers ranging from low super- 
sonic to hypersonic value s and flow regime s from all laminar through 
transitional to  fully turbulent flow have been examined. The primary 
aim has  been to define a physically realistic model for  the flow which 
will be amenable to analytical study. Since many of these investiga- 
tions were somewhat limited in  the amount and type of measurements 
that could be obtained, i t  was felt early in the current  experimental 
program that a reasonably detailed study of the near wake with hot 
wire and Pitot probes would prove meaningful even though some 
accuracy difficulties would be experienced, Such data, although able 
to provide only limited information on the base recirculation region, 
because of previously mentioned hot wire uncertainties in subsonic 
flows, would furnish an interesting supplement to the near wake data 
already available. 
i) Neck Thickness 
By examining the wake growth results s f  figure 22 the mini- 
mum wake thickness values have been determined for a l l  three of the 
20° wedges used in the present investigation. These neck thickness 
results a r e  presented in figure 29 a s  a function of Reynolds number 
and a square root variation i s  apparent. The mass  balance analysis 
discussed above for the flat plate results (Section IV. 2A) , and which 
provided an  explanation for the dependence of the flat plate neck 
thickness on the square root of Reynolds number, is similarly appli- 
cable for these wedge data. Consistency of the adiabatic wall results 
i s  evident in that the data for both the H = .15" and H = .3" wedges 
coincide in a favorable manner. Also shown on the figure a r e  trailing 
edge boundary layer thicknesses a s  measured f rom total temperature 
profiles for  the three tenths base height wedge under adiabatic and 
cold wall conditions. From boundary layer theory these data should 
vary with the square root of Reynolds number and the results  of figure 
29 satisfactorily indicate this trend. 
h conducting an investigation of this type it i s  of interest to 
determine the significant scaling parameters which play a dominant 
role in establishing the flow field. Although the neck thickness data 
in figure 29 illustrate that a correlation with Reynolds number exists,  
i t  i s  also indicated therein that, when presenting the data in this 
manner, the results for  the adiabatic and cold wall wedges correspond 
to two separate curves. However, if  the data a r e  replotted in t e rms  
of the thickness of the trailing edge boundary Payer, both the adiabatic 
and cold wall data collapse to one curve (figure 3 0 ) .  This result 
additionally verifies Chapmans s ( 3 7) finding that the noted 
thickness represents a m  important length scale fo r  near wake flows. 
Figure 3 0  also indicates that for Bow approaching zero boundary layer 
thickness the neck thickness behaves properly for this inviscid limit 
and becomes negligibly small. 
ii) Wedge Surface P re s su re  
The upstream influence of the Bow base pressure  and the 
corner expansion on wedge surface pressures  is illustrated in  figure 
31. These adiabatic wall data were obtained with the solid wedge 
model (. 3w-1A) discussed in Section I1 and indicate that the flow f i r s t  
"senses" low base pressures roughly two to three boundary layer 
thicknesses upstream of the base. Also shown on the figure for com- 
parison purposes a r e  calculated trailing edge pressures a s  determined 
using Kendall's results from his investigation of hypersonic flow over 
a flat plate (38). 
Unfortynately, the small size of the model used in the present 
investigation prevented making pressure distribution measurements 
along the model base. Hama's results for such base pressure data 
on 12O wedges ( 2 8 ) ,  clearly demonstrate that an undershoot in pres - 
sure f i rs t  occurs on the base after which the flow undergoes a r ise  
in pressure to the base pressure  value. Such a trend is indicative of 
flow which remains attached to a surface so  long a s  a favorable (de- 
creasing) pressure gradient exists but then tends to separate once it 
senses an unfavorable (increasing) pressure gradient. Thus separa- 
tion of the flow from the body does not necessarily occur just a t  the 
corner but in fact occurs some distance below the corner and only 
when a sufficient overexpansion takes place such that the surface 
pressure falls below the final base pressure level. This off-corner 
separation result is further substantiated from the flow field mapping 
results to be discussed in detail shortly. These data illustrate that 
zero velocity and sonic line extrapolations upstream to the base, 
intercept the base line below the corner in the manner depicted by 
Hama, This finding suppoxts the conclusion of Hama that the Pip shock 
in the near wake is caused by a separating boundary Payer and thus 
i s  similar to the separation shock generated in the near  wake of a 
cylinder . 
iii) Wedge Base P re s su re  
The results  of base pressure  measurements for the three 
wedge models a r e  presented in  figure 32. These data show the 
variation of base to f ree  stream pressure  ratio with trailing edge 
Reynolds number . ~, as determined from inviscid flow theory. Also 
shown in figurg 32 for  comparison purposes, a r e  the adiabatic 
wall data of Dewey for both 30° and 45" wedges (8). General 
agreement in both trend and magnitude is seen to exist for  all 
adiabatic wall results. The significant decrease in base pressure  
with increasing Reynolds number i s  again emphasized by the present 
results. Consistency of the present adiabatic wall data i s  illus- 
trated by the correlation of results from both the small  (. l5w) and 
large (. 3w-2A) ZOO wedges. Figure 32 also indicates that a drop 
in base pressure  i s  associated with model cooling. 
Since Chapman (37) a s  well as others have pointed out the 
dependence of base pressure  on the thickness of the trailing edge 
boundary layer,  and further,  because a successful correlation of both 
adiabatic and cold wall neck thickness data has a lso  been achieved 
herein with this scaling parameter,  a correlation of the base pressure  
data has also been made with the trailing edge thickness and the r e -  
sults a r e  shown in figure 33. F o r  the adiabatic wall data the weak 
interaction theory modified per KendaPlls results  has been used to  
determine (6p) On the other hand, the cold wall trailing 
T E ~ h e o r y  
edge thickness is based on Chapman-Rubesin boundary layer theory 
fo r  arbitrary wall temperature (38). Base pressure estimates using 
Chapman's dividing streamline model (11) have been made and results 
for  0 = 45O and 8 = 20° a r e  shown on figure 33. According to the 
idealized version of this model, the flow along the dividing streamline 
separating the base' s recirculating flow from the outer flow, attains 
- 
a maximum velocity of u*/ue = u* = ,587 and then recompresses 
isentropically and instantaneously to the downstreap pressure level. 
Thus 
Here, ( )' refers  to downstream conditions determined by expanding 
inviscid wedge flow isentropically back to the free stream direction. 
Such a computation method has been found to give essentially the same 
results, a s  one where inviscid wedge flow is  f i r s t  sverexpanded, then 
recompressed through a weak oblique shock back to  the f ree  stream 
direction. The factor, !kL represents a "recompression effi- 
P' a7 
ciency factors'  and accounts for  the uncertainties in the analysis. 
Although the e s t h a t e s  on figure 33 a r e  invariant with Reynolds num- 
/ 
bers ,  the overall levels seem to compare favorably with the measured 
data for an "efficiency factorss s f  one. This favorable magnitude 
result occurs even though the isentropic recompression assumption 
of the Chapman analysis is seen not to be realistic for the present 
results (figure 15). 
Although the method of correlation used in figure 33 still  r e -  
tains the wedge angle a s  an important variable in the base pressure ' 
determination, it  i s  clear  that the data for each wedge scales favor- 
ably with the trailing edge thickness. Admittedly, for  the adiabatic 
wall data, this is an expected result  since it has already been shown 
that the base pressure  varies with trailing edge Reynolds number 
(figure 32).  However, a s  was found in correlating the neck thickness 
data discussed above, the important finding indicated by the figure 
33 results  is the collapsing of both the adiabatic wall and cold wall 
base pressure  data for the present investigation to a single curve. 
This result  further substantiates the significance of the trailing edge 
thickness a s  a suitable length scale for the base flow problem. 
In an effort to determine additional characterist ic  parameters 
for  the base pressure  data several other combinations of variables 
have been attempted. One finding is that all adiabatic wall data from 
both Deweyss and the present studies collapse to one curve with only 
+ 770 scatter by presenting p a s  a function of f ree  stream Reyn- 
- b 
olds number based on the base height (figure 34). This result,  indi- 
cating only minor dependence on wedge angle, was similarly found 
by Cheng e t  al. (39) in their experimental investigation of wakes 
behind wedges in Pow density flow. 
iv) Rear Stagnation Point 
The r e a r  stagnation point location i s  the position on the wake 
axis where the flow stagnates and separates the reverse  flow in the 
base region from the downstream wake, Most initial conditions for 
near wake calcuPations make use of profile data corresponding to the 
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location of the rear  stagnation point. In addition, relatively high 
temperatures exist at  this point, a s  discussed in Section IV. 1 ,  and 
thus electron densities can be correspondingly large in actual a t -  
mospheric entry. For  the present set of measurements with the 
three -tenths base height wedge and for  both adiabatic and cold wall 
conditions, the position of the rear  stagnation point has been located 
a t  x/H = .75. These results a r e  evident from the data of figure 35 
wherein centerline static and Pitot pressure data were plotted a s  a 
function of axial distance. Although the location of the point where 
the curves coalesce (rear  stagnation point) may be somewhat uncer- 
tain because of the small cross  angles involved, the resdt ing Boca- 
tions of the rear  stagnation points a re  believed to be accurate to 
within - 9 . l H at  Beast for all the adiabatic wall data and for those 
results corresponding to the two lowest Reynolds numbers of the 
cold wall model. An uncertainty estimate somewhat larger may 
seem more realistic for the two highest Reynolds number cold wall 
data because of the greater difficulty in accurately determining the 
crossover point. The X/H) = .75 result was also confirmed, for 
SP 
the adiabatic wall condition, by use of the differential pressure 
probe discussed in Section U. Both of these methods for determin- 
ing the rear  stagnation point position have been used by Mar&elluccir 
e t  al, (26) in their experiments on the turbulent near wake of a cone 
at M = 6 and similar agreement between the two techniques was 
obtained, The values of X/H) = .a5 for the present results a re  in 
SP 
good agreement with the summary curvk! of reference 26 showing the 
variation s f  rear  stagnation point location with trailing edge Reynolds 
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number. The data used by Martellucci e t  al. for this summary com- 
pr ise  measurements from not only wedges but also cones and cylin- 
de r s  a s  well under cold and adiabatic wall temperatures and even both 
laminar and turbulent flow conditions. A satisfactory correlation of 
most data and a general trend indicating a slight aft movement of the 
r e a r  stagnation point with trailing edge Reynolds numbers (trailing edge 
boundary layer thickness) a r e  evident. The movement aft of x/H) 
s P 
for  the high keynolds number cold wall data in the present investi- 
gation may appear to have occurred (figure 35b) but the noted data 
uncertainty prevents concluding such a trend. If such were  the ease 
however, it  would be in agreement with the summary data of refer-  
ence 26 for decreasing trailing edge boundary layer thickness. 
v )  Wall Temperature Ratio 
Of interest  in an experimental investigation of this nature is 
the comparison between already existing data and current  results. 
One such comparison, in the case of the cold wall model, is the 
relationship of the temperature a t  the wake's r e a r  stagnation point 
to  the model's wall temperature. Figure 36 presents a summary of 
results  from other investigations along with the present data showing 
this relationship in term s of normalized temperature ratios, The 
f r ee  stream stagnation temperature has  been used a s  a normalizing 
parameter for  the data. It i s  evident from figure 36 that the present 
cold wall results compare favorably with previous data. 
vi)  Typical Shear Layer Profiles 
Before arialyzing flow field mappings of the near wake behind 
the three-tenths base height wedge, it seems appropriate to discuss 
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briefly several  typical profiles for the near wake shear layers. 
These profiles, all for  the low Reynolds number adiabatic wall 
case ,  a r e  plotted in figure 37 in overlap fashion with the base 
geometry, so a s  to illustrate the manner in which characteristic 
lines and/or regions a r e  distinguishable. F o r  example, figure 
37a, showing transverse Pitot pressure t races ,  indicates that the 
leading edge.and wake shock positions were determined from the 
Pitot pressure  gradients occurring a t  these respective locations. 
The relatively slight change in  Pitot pressure  gradient indicated 
near the axis for the X/M = .5 t race is  more  suggestive of com- 
pression Mach waves, and thus has been associated with the Pip 
shock arising from the flow separation a t  the base. From these 
data, and also the profile r e  sults of figure 44, showing a l l  the 
Pitot pressure  data taken during the current investigation, i t  can 
be seen that both the wake and lip shocks have substantial width 
(A .10 H). This was similarly observed by Dewey ( 8 ) in 
his studies of the near wake behind a cylinder. A computation was 
made of the orientation of the leading edge shock wave based on the 
assumption of weak shock-boundary-layer interaction and the 
existence of simple wave flow between the boundary Payer edge 
and the shock wave. The calculated result was within .5" of the 
measured shock wave angle a t  the modelq s trailing edge. The u = 0 
Pine indicated in figure 37a corresponds to those transverse Pocations 
where the static pressure ,  a s  measured on the wake's centerline, 
and Pitot pressure a r e  equal. This Pine terminates at the r ea r  stag- 
nation point location which has been determined in a similar manner. 
One near wake characteristic,  which has not been determined 
to any great  extent by existing near wake investigations, i s  the loca- 
tion of the shear layer edge. Figure 37b presents total temperature 
profiles fo r  the near wake shear layer,  and the temperature over-  
shoot, typical of adiabatic wall boundary layer profiles, is evident. 
The locations where the overshoot decreases to zero,  namely where 
the total temperature achieves equilibrium with the f r ee  stream 
total tempera$ure, represents the shear layer edge, This edge, in 
essence, corresponds to the boundary between that portion of the 
flow unaffected by the temperature of the wall and that part  of the 
flow which has been affected by the wall through the action of vis  - 
cosity and heat conductivity. It will be recalled that in the fa r  wake 
either Pitot pressure  or total temperature results  could be used to 
determine the wake edge. K the near wake region, downstream of 
the base, such use of the Pitot pressure  data is not possible because 
of the Pitot pressure  gradients associated with the expansion fan 
outside the shear Payer. At the trailing edge, where the effect of 
the expansion fan on Pitot pressure  is  quite small,  values of the 
boundary layer thickness based on the Pitot pressure  profile com- 
pare favorably with edge data derived from total temperature traces. 
The one open symbol indicated in figure 37b om the model surface a t  
X/H = -. 5 corresponds to a calculated boundary layer thickness 
based on the Chapman-Rubesin compressible boundary layer theory 
(38) for arbi t rary  wall temperatures, The thickness so  noted agrees 
favorably with similar  thickness estimates based on the weak imter- 
action theory. An interesting restoft of figure 37b i s  the location and 
variation of the shear layer ' s  edge with axial distance, Not only i s  
the wake neck, defined a s  the wake's minimum thickness location, 
not located near the wake's r ea r  stagnation point, but it even occurs 
downstream of the centerline sonic point a s  will be shown shortly. 
The tendency of the shear layer to avoid turning sharply downstream 
of the model base indicates that extremely Pow densities exist within 
the immediate vicinity sf the base. This result  is of significance 
to the development of the viscous sublayer postulated in many of the 
analytical techniques currently under investigation. Complete total 
temperature profile data for  the current  investigation a r e  presented 
in figure 45 and the above comments, regarding the shear layer 
edge, a r e  seen to hold true for a l l  cases. 
The Mach n m b e r  distributions of figure 37c illustrate that 
rather high Mach numbers (M L 6 )  a r e  experienced by the separated 
shear layers in the present near wake investigation. This consti- 
tute s a rnaj o r  distinction between near wakes behind slender bodies 
with flat bases,  and near wakes behind blunt nosed bodies with 
rounded bases such a s  spheres and cylinders where shear layer 
Mach numbers a r e  usually less  than three ( 8 ). From figure 37c 
the location of the sonic line and the manner in which it  f a i r s  
smoothly into the centerline sonic point is clearly apparent. Such 
a line i s  also arr ived a t  directly by locating the position where the 
ratio of static pressure ,  assumed equal to the pressure  on the 
centerline, to Pitot pressure  corresponds to the value a t  Mach 
number unity, namely, P/PtZ)M=I = 5283. This represents a 
satisfactory method for determining the sonic Pine since the static 
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pressure,  a s  will be shown shortly, i s  nearly constant across  the 
base region up to the wake (or lip) shock. Between the wake shock 
and shear layer edge, the accuracy with which certain flow data, 
such a s  Mach number, static pressure,  and static temperature, have 
been determined is rather poor a s  discussed in Section 111. The 
present m e t h ~ d  for determining these data using hot wire measure- 
ments was shown to have inherent uncertainties that limit data 
accuracy at  high Mach numbers. This point should be kept in mind 
when evaluating certain trends and even data scatter. On the other 
hand, those data within the wake shock boundaries correspond to 
low Mach numbers (M < 3 )  and thus should be reasonably accurate. 
Several interesting results from the present investigation 
have been obtained from static pressure profiles such a s  those 
shown in figures 37d and 42. Bfl the data in figure 37d, repre - 
sented by open symbols and below the shear layer edge, a r e  the 
values of static pressure arrived at  by combining Pitot pressures 
with total temperatures and mass  flux data from hot-wire meas- 
urement. Within the accuracy limits specified in  Table 11, the 
results indicate that, not only is the static pressure constant from 
the centerline out to the wake shock and equal to the value measured 
a t  the centerline with a static pressure probe, but also that the 
static pressure,  a t  least  for X/H = 1. 5, from the wake shock out 
to the shear layer edge i s ,  in addition to being constant, equal to 
the base pressure. The data near the corner show that the effects 
of the corner expansion become progressively more dominant within 
the shear Payer, until a t  the trailing edge, the entire shear layer 
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from the edge down to the zero velocity line i s  experiencing large 
la tera l  pressure  gradients. Thus, clearly the shear layer cannot 
be considered as a region of constant t ransverse  pressure  until 
several boundary layer thicknesses downstream of the base. Such 
a pressure  gradient exists also in the case  of attached flow negoti- 
ating an expansion corner.  Because these data show that the static 
pressure  i s  roughly constant from the wake axis out to the base 
region shocks, a simplified data reduction procedure was carr ied 
out, in which a l l  the wake profiles and the flow f ield mappings 
within the base region shock boundaries have been derived by cal- 
culations based on a zero pressure  gradient assumption in a manner 
similar  to a l l  fa r  wake results.  Figure 37d also shows the locations 
of the leading and trailing rays of the corner expansion fan defined 
by the method of tangents indicated on the figure. Admittedly the 
determination of these limiting rays  for the corner expansion is 
somewhat arbitrary.  In fact i t  may even seem more  appropriate 
to select the round off points experienced by these curves a s  more 
representative of the location for the leading and trailing rays. 
If such a technique were used, the leading and trailing rays  would 
be displaced outward and inward respectively from the location 
indicated in figure 37d. However, the difficulty in consistently 
locating the round off points resulted in appreciable uncertainty 
in the final orientation of the limiting rays. Thus the present 
technique, based on the tangent to the maximum static pressure 
slope, has been adapted for determining the Beading and trailing 
ray positions. The leading ray  orientation, incidentally, as 
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determined in this manner agrees very well with the Mach wave 
angle for the inviscid wedge flow of the present investigation. Nor- 
mally, since the total pressure i s  constant within the outer inviscid 
region, the leading ray can be determined from the Pitot pressure 
data directly. However the trailing ray, since i t  becomes immersed 
in the shear layer, cannot be located by Pitot pressure data alone, 
and thus the present results, using hot wire measurements, provide 
another characteristic line which has not been determined in most 
near wake measurements to date. Because the Mach number de- 
creases in the shear layer a s  the trailing ray approaches the bases 
a slight curvature of this Pine i s  observed, The Mach wave angles 
for the local flow along a trailing ray have been compared with the 
orientation of the trailing ray itself and a satisfactory agreement 
was obtained, The forward extension of the Beading ray of the ex- 
pansion fan shows the approximate region of upstream influence to 
which the body boundary Payer i s  subjected. Recognizing the fact 
that some outward adjustment of this estimate of the leading ray 
position i s  warranted because s f  the above -mentioned uncertainty 
in locating this line, the extent of upstream influence agrees in 
general with the results of the surface pressure measurements dis- 
cussed earlier.  
The final set  sf shear layer profiles, which merit some 
attention, a re  the velocity and static enthalpy results of figures 37e 
and 37f respectively. IResuPts such a s  these a re  often used a s  initial 
profiles for analytical studies of the near wake. The data s f  figure 
37e and also the complete profile results of figure 43 illustrate that 
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the velocity profiles experience a noticeable gradient change in the 
vicinity of the wake shock. The small velocity variation that occurs 
in the shear layer outside the wake shock, a t  least  for the down- 
stream stations, i s  not entirely unexpected since the velocity is 
relatively insensitive to the variations in the high Mach numbers 
which exist in this region of the shear layer. The enthalpy data of 
figure 37f point out that peak enthalpies for  the near wake of an 
adiabatic wall model occur on the wake axis. Shortly, similar data 
will be presented for the near wake behind the cold wall wedge and 
a pronounced difference in enthalpy distribution will be in evidence. 
vii) Near Wske Flow Field Mappings 
Perhaps the most important set of results ,  from the present 
near wake investigation, a r e  the flow field mappings for both the 
adiabatic and cold wall models shown in figures 38 and 39. The data 
presented in these figures not only indicate the location of the char- 
acteristic Pines discussed in the previous section, but also illustrate 
the relative orientation of base region streamlines , constant total 
pressure Pines and, a s  in the case of the cold wall wedge, lines of 
constant total temperature. Position accuracy for these lines is  
estimated to vary from - + . O1H a t  the base station to about 9 .O2H 
- 
at  stations further downstream. The streamlines were obtained by 
integrating profile data from the leading edge shock down to the wake 
shocks, a t  which location they were then matched with calculated 
streamline values arrived a t  by integrating from the wake centerline 
using the assumption of zero pressure gradient. In an effort to 
verify the streamline orientation for the adiabatic case, additional 
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calculations of flow direction were made by combining Pitot pressure  
data, both upstream and downstream of the wake shock, with center- 
line pressure  data. The resulting flow orientation angles a r e  indi- 
cated by the short lines drawn to the shock location symbols, The 
comparison between the streamlines and these flow "direction lines 
i s  seen to be very favorable. The tendency of the flow to be disin- 
clined to negotiate the sharp turn a t  the base i s  clearly obvious 
in a l l  the figures. Fur ther ,  the small  mass  flow present within the 
lower portions of the shear Payer i s  now well pointed out. The r e -  
sulting low Reynolds numbers then suggest that any viscous Payer 
which i s  developing within the shear Payer will experience an  appre- 
ciable growth rate. This foPPows by noting that, a s  a f i r  st 
approximation, the viscous Payer will grow according to the flat 
plate boundary layer theory: 
At station X/H = 0.1, which i s  just downstream of the base separa- 
tion point, the Reynolds number i s  of the order  of 208 for the data 
corresponding to figure 38a. A thickness of about S,/H = 0.1 and 
a growth rate ( d ( ~ ~ / H ) / d ( x / ~ ) )  corresponding to approximately 30° 
a r e  thus calcu1ated for this station, By making a rough estimate 
of the Pocation and orientation of the inner edge s f  the viscous layer 
f rom the position of the sonic and u = 0 l ines in figure 38a, it is 
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seen that such a viscous layer edge i s  in only fair  agreement with 
the so-labeled line indicated in the figure. This line has been de- 
termined a s  the locus of points where the total pressure  lines begin 
to diverge from the streamlines. However, considering the uncer- 
tainties associated with both measured and calculated results ,  such 
a discrepancy, which represents a rough estimate of the orientation 
and location accuracy for the viscous layer ' s  measured edge, does 
not seem unreasonable. The fact that the total pressure  remains 
almost invariant along streamlines within the shear Payer and for  
some distance downstream of the corner,  a s  indicated in the figure, 
illustrates that such a flow corresponds to an isentropic turn,  so 
often postulated in analytical studies. Although the various data 
uncertainties discussed in Section III a r e  inherent in the flow field 
mapping results ,  the consistent trends exhibited by both cold and 
adiabatic wall data for  all Reynolds numbers investigated offer sub- 
stantial verification for  the noted findings. The complexity of the 
base region problem is now quite obvious. At one time it had been 
speculated that the viscous layer was contained within the wake shock 
boundaries and that inviscid rotational characteristic methods could 
then be utilized for  the flow between the wake shock and shear layer 
edge. It i s  seen that this analytic model is open to question since 
the wake shock now appears to be imbedded within the viscous layer 
itself. Admittedly the viscous layer edge tends to  move toward the 
wake shock with increasing Reynolds number and cooling, but even 
a t  the highest Reynolds number cold wall results ,  figure 39d-1, it 
still is observed to be distinctly above the wake shock itself. The 
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cold wall total temperature lines exhibited in figure 3 9 - 2 indicate 
only minor variations of total temperature along streamlines outside 
the base region shock boundaries. Apparently the effects of thermal 
diffusion and viscous dissipation compensate each other in such a 
manner that total temperature variations along streamlines within 
th is  viscous region a r e  negligible. 
V a r i o ~ ~  other results  can be deduced from @e data of fig- 
u res  38  and 39,  F o r  example the projection upstream of the lip 
shock, sonic line and zero velocity line all indicate that flow sepa- 
ration i s  apparently occurring, not a t  the base corner,  but actually 
some distancx below the comer ,  a s  experiments of Hama have 
indicated. In addition, these figures show that the shear layer edge 
and location of wake shocks move toward the centerline with in- 
creasing Reynolds number and model cooling. Also, with cooling, 
the lip shock exhibits a tendency to s 'or igimte 's  farther upstream 
than for the %ow Reynolds neunber adiabatic wall cases. This result  
i s  evident from the Pitot pressure profile data of figure 44. With 
regard to the lip shock strength, it has  been found that a t  x/H = 1.0, 
the farthest downstream position where the lip shock may be es t i -  
mated to exist and where i t  appears to be the strongest, a variation 
of -p2/p1 from 1.75 to 2 exists for a l l  the near  wake results of fig- 
u re s  38 and 39. These values of shock strength agree very well 
with Hamas s correlation of wedge data (28) and further substantiate 
his  claim that the lip shocks found in near wakes behind slender 
bodies a r e  not necessarily negligible but, indeed, may be quite 
strong. The noted shock strengths, it should be pointed out, were 
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obtained by ratioing centerline static pressures  a t  X/H = 1.0 to base 
pressure  data, since the static pressure profiles already discussed, 
indicated that pressures  "upstream" of the lip and wake shocks 
were essentially equal in magnitude to base pressures ,  and that the 
pressures  downstream were constant and equal to centerline values 
of static pressure.  
Since detailed flow field mappings, such a s  presented in fig- 
u res  38 and 39, provide a "picture" of the base region flow, a com- 
parison can be made between such a "picture" and a Schlieren photo - 
graph of a given flow. This type of comparison i s  shown in figure 
38d-2, where the base region mapping results for  the high Reynolds 
number, adiabatic wall case (figure 38d-I), have been superimposed 
on a Schlieren photograph of the near wake behind a 20O wedge under 
virtually the same free  stream conditions. The locations of the nose 
and wake shocks and the leading ray  of the expansion fan as determined 
by the detailed flow field mapping and those a s  shown by the Schlieren 
photograph a r e  seen to be in very favorable agreement. A similar  
comparison regarding the wedge boundary Payer was not possible 
because light reflection effects due to model misalignment, obscured 
the boundary layer along the wedge surface in the Schdieren photo- 
graph (figure 1). The large density gradients which exist in the 
expansion fan and which extend into the shear layer itself, a s  results 
herein have indicated, a r e  clearly shown by the "white shadingts of 
the Schlieren portion of figure 38d-2. The inability of Schlieren 
photography to locate shear layer edges in these high speed wake 
flows, is thus well illustrated by this figure. At lower supersonic 
speeds and even for hypersonic flows behind blunt bodies where 
density gradients in the vicinity of and outside the shear layer edge 
become negligibly small,  the edge of the shear layer is easily dis-  
cernible. F o r  these latter flows the corner expansion fan does not 
extend into the separated shear layer in the manner shown by the 
present flow field mappings. Fo r  slender bodies with flat bases, 
this result represents another major distinction between supersonic 
and hypersonic near wake flows, 
viii) Static EnthaPpy Profiles for  Near Wake of Cold Wall Wedge 
Of current interest  to wake investigators is the temperature 
distribution within separated shear layers of near wakes behind high 
speed vehicles. It i s  well known that in boundary Payers on a cold 
wall a local temperature peak, o r  "hot spo t s fg  exists within the 
boundary layer. The possible existence of similar off -axis hot spots 
has also been postulated in the case of near wakes behind cold wall 
bodies. The behavior of the static enthalpy a s  shown in figure 37f 
i s  quite typical of adiabatic wall boundary layer flow with the peak 
in enthalpy occurring on the wake centerline. Similar data for the 
highest Reynolds number investigated for the cold wall wedge a r e  
presented in figure 40. Not only i s  the off-axis peak evident in this 
h Patter figure but its initial magnitude 2.8), compares quite 
favorably with the maximum value a s  calculated by the theory of 
reference 38 for a laminar boundary layer with heat transfer.  h 
addition, it appears that the location of this peak a t  each axial station 
corresponds approximately to the same streamline indicating that 
such v'ho& spots" follow along streamlines, These data also point 
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out the rapid rise of centerline temperature with axial distance such 
that the enthalpy distribution downstream of the base exhibits both 
two "hot spots" of approximately equal peak temperature a s  well a s  
two "cold spots." Additional static enthalpy data for the other 
Reynolds numbers a re  presented in figure 41, and similar trends 
a re  indicated. These results not only confirm the existence of off 
axis "hot spots", but also illustrate that the peak temperatures 
existing within the shear layer downstream of the base a r e  compar- 
able to the temperatures of the flow on the wake centerline, The 
data of figure 41 further illustrate that the noted hot spots coalesce 
with centerline tempera tu~e  peaks within two base heights down- 
stream from the model base. 
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V. SUMMARY OE' RESULTS 
An experimental investigation has been conducted to determine 
mean flow properties for both near and far  wakes behind several  two- 
dimensional slender bodies a t  M, = 6 .  Three adiabatic wall models, 
consisting of a flat plate model ( &  = 1 " , T = . OP 56") and two 20" in- 
cluded angle wedge models (H = . B5", H = .3") were tested. The 
effect of wall tempe rature on wake properties was examined by cool- 
ing the la rger  of these two wedge models with the internal flow of 
liquid nitrogen. F r e e  stream Reynolds number per  inch were varied 
5 5 from .5 x 10 to 2 x 10 for each of these four configurations, 
V. 1 Far Wake 
The main results  which have been obtained from the f a r  wake 
investigation a r e  a s  follows: 
1. Wakg transition distances based on wake thickness data 
agreed favorably with results from hot wire fluctuation measurements, 
Mean flow properties along the wake centerline, however, f i r s t  
deviated from laminar steady conditions somewhat upstream of "wake 
thickness '' transition locations. 
2 ,  Transition in the f a r  wake moved upstream with increas-  
ing Reynolds number and decreasing wall temperature. 
3. Satisfactory agreement between experimental data for al l  
low Reynolds number, adiabatic wall cases  and linear wake theory 
confirmed that the flow in the f a r  wake for these cases  was laminar 
to the farthest downstream stations at which measurements were ob- 
tained, 
4, Base region flows for the three adiabatic wall 
configurations were laminar fo r  all test  Reynolds numbers, F o r  the 
cold wall wedge, the flow in the base region was laminar a t  least  
fo r  the two lowest test  Reynolds numbers. 
5. Maximum centerline pressures  in the f a r  wake for all  
four configurations were generally 1070 higher than the f ree  stream 
pressure,  These 'sovershoot' '  pressures  depended primarily on 
tAe inviscid flow field and, because they occurred a t  locations rela-  
tively f a r  downstream illustrated that the wake recompression 
process was spread out over a considerable axial distance, 
6. F o r  the cold wall wedge (TWITo = .19) the maximum 
enthalpy along the wake centerline for a l l  tes t  Reynolds numbers 
occurred about two base heights downstream of the model base and 
was approximately tr iple the magnitude of the f ree  stream enthalpy, 
When the f a r  wake was laminar, tbe decay ra te  of enthalpy was 
extremely small. 
V.2 Near Wake 
The main results which were obtained from the present in- 
vestigation of near wakes behind a 20O wedge model (H = .3") under 
adiabatic and cold wall (T /T = . 19 )  conditions a r e  a s  follows: W 0 
1. Collapsing of adiabatic and cold wall data was accomp- 
lished by correlating both base pressure and wake neck thickness 
measurements with trailing edge boundary Payer t h i c h e s s ,  This 
successful correlation, which illustrated that base pressures  in- 
creased with increasing trailing edge thickness, further substantiated 
that the thickness of the trailing edge boundary layer represents a 
significant length scale for the near wake problem. 
2 .  The flow along the wake centerline became supersonic 
for a l l  cases  within an axial distance of. two base heights. 
3.  Base region r e a r  stagnation points were located a t  approx- 
imately three quar ters  of a base height downstream of the model base 
for al l  cases. 
4. The temperature ratio a t  the r e a r  stagnation point for 
the cold wall wedge for a l l  test  Reynolds numbers was approximately 
5, F o r  the cold wall wedge, peaks in static temperatures 
occurred in the shear Payers outside the wake shock structure. Initial 
magnitudes of these peak temperatures agreed favorably with es t i -  
mates from laminar boundary Bayer theory. These "hot spots" fol- 
lowed along streamlines and coalesced with centerline temperature 
peaks within two base heights downstream from the model base. 
6 .  Wake shocks, shear Payer edges, base region sonic lines, 
and even ssviscous layer edges1$ moved closer to the wake centerline 
with increasing Reynolds number and decreasing wall temperature. 
7. The boundary layer on the wedge surface was influenced 
by the Pow base pressure two to three boundary layer thicknesses 
upstream of the base. Separation of this boundary Bayer appeared 
to occur on the model base slightly below the corner. A "separa- 
tiongs shock, similar  to that appearing in the near wakes of bodies 
with rounded bases, was generated during the separation process. 
8. h this Mach number six study, the base separation 
shock, which B'rotatess '  toward the wake axis with increasing Mach 
numbers, coalesced with the wake recompression shock to form a 
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single shock structure,  
9. Most of the outer flow of the separated boundary layer 
turned very slowly in the vicinity of the base with the result  that 
the amount of mass  flow contained within the base region proper 
corresponded to a small  fraction of the total boundary layer flow. 
The structwes of the base regions behind the present slender bodies 
were thus established by flows of very low densities, 
10. Ths  supersonic turning of the separated boundary layer,  
fhough gradual, caused appreciable la tera l  pressure  gradients in 
the near wake shear layers. These gradients became negligible 
once the flow had progressed several boundary layer thicknesses 
downstream of the base, The downstream boundary of this pressure  
gradient zone was represented, approximatelyp by a Mach wave 
originating from the vicinity of the corner. Downstream of this 
boundary and above the wake shock, static pressures  were con- 
stant and equivalent to the base pressures.  For  Mach numbers 
appreciably higher than the present case,  this region of constant 
pressure  should decrease in extent because the noted Mach wave 
boundary rotates toward the wake axis with increasing Mach number. 
B 1. Inside the wake shocks, la tera l  gradients in  pressure  
were negligible. 
12. Initially, during the corner turning process, the varia-  
tion of total pressure along streamlines was negligible, This 
"isentropic turns extended downstream to  where constant total 
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pressure lines began diverging from streamlines. The locus of 
these points of divergence separated the inviscid rotational flow 
from the viscous flow of the shear layer. These l 'viscous layer 
edges" were positioned in the outer portions of the shear layers 
indicating that wake shocks were imbedded within viscous regions 
of the shear layers.  
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APPENDIX A 
HOT WIRE ANEMOMETRY TECHNIQUES 
FOR MEAN FLOW MEASUREMENTS 
A, 1 Raw Data Measurements 
Hot wire raw data a r e  obtained by exposing a short,  small  
diameter wire to a given flow condition, and measuring the wire 
resistance corresponding to each of several heating currents. By 
extrapolating the variation of resistance with wire power ( I ~ R ) ,  
i.e., wire heat loss ,  to zero power, the adiabatic wire resistance 
i s  obtained. A p ~ t e s t  calibration giving the correlation between 
wire resistance and temperature then enables the determination 
of the adiabatic wire temperature. Measured Nusselt number is 
also determined from the resistance-power curve since it is pro- 
portional to the slope of this curve at zero power (17). Appendix 
B. 1 describes the computer program by which both the zero -power 
resistance and slope were determined for the present results ,  
A. 2 End Loss Analysis 
In using hot wire probes it is often necessary to c a r r y  out 
end loss corrections to account for the conduction of heat from the 
wire to the probe supports so that results correspond to infinite 
wire data, These corrections were formulated by Dewey (1 7) from 
h is  analysi s sf the conduction of heat from a finite length wire to 
two end supports at a temperature, Ts , The wire was assumed to 
be in uniform flow with uniform temperature existing at each c ross -  
section, Additionally it was as s w e d  that the thermal conductivity 
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of the wire remained constant and that the electrical resistance 
varied linearly with temperature, His results a r e  
where 4 and +N, recovery ratio and Nusselt number end loss cor- 
r 
rection factors respectively, a r e  given by: 
'3- 
The Nusselt number end loss correction factor stated here is  that 
derived by Behrens ( 3 )  a s  a corrected version to the one formulated 
by Dewey* Examination of these formulae indicates that an iterative 
scheme using infinite'wire calibration results, to be discussed 
shortly, i s  necessary for solution since the Nusselt number itself 
i s  a required input to both correction factors. 
In many experiments both static and Pitot pressure measure- 
ments a re  carried out jointly, and only one of the two measurements 
provided by the hot wire probe i s  necessary since three independ- 
ently measured quantities a re  sufficient to define comp1etely the 
flow a t  a given location. This redundancy in measured data makes 
i t  possible to compare the Nusselt number correction factor, a s  
measured, with that derived through Dewey's 6nd loss  analysis. 
From measured values of static pressure, Pitot pressure and adia- 
batic wire temperature and using the iterative calculation procedure 
described in Appendix B. 3 the complete flow field was determined 
f o r  various transverse traces across the wake behind a slender body 
at  M, = 6 .  Values of Nusselt numbers obtained with these data were 
then ratioed to measured Nusselt numbers to determine measured 
end loss correction factors. When these factors, for a given wire, 
were plotted a s  a function of the dimensionless quantity coo, plots 
such a s  shown in figure 13 resulted. Here cob+is given by 
where 
The functional form shown in figure 13 was considered appropriate 
for comparing measured with predicted values of Nusselt number 
end loss correction factors because the formula for Q1 indicated IN 
that + depended more strongly on o* than on the resistance parame- N 
ter  s ,  or the nondimensional support temperature ts. Hn general, 
noticeable differences were observed to exist between measured 
and predicted results. The tendency of all the data for one wire 
to describe a single curve (within - + 5% ), suggested possible syste - 
matic e r ro r s  were involved. Replotting the correction factor data 
a s  a function of w o ,  instead of o$, illustrated that these measured 
results appeared to be consistently offset from the Behrens' curve 
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by a nearly constant percentage of vo. This offset can perhaps best 
be explained by noting that inaccuracies in wire conductivity and 
wire aspect ratio exist because of measurement difficulties. F o r  
example the function vo, being directly proportional to the aspect 
ratio, i s  thus subject to question and would be off by a constant per-  * 
centage amount for a given percentage e r r o r  in aspect ratio, In 
any event, the measured results  demonstrate that a calibration 
curve, showing the variation of Nus selt  number correction factor 
with the function oo , can be established for each wire in lieu of the 
Behrenss formula. Such curves were obtained for  all the wires used 
in the present investigation. To check the suitability of using these 
calibration curves in conjunction with measured Nusselt numbers 
to determine mean flow data, comparison calculations were made 
for representative profile results. Both stagnation temperature 
and NussePt number were calculated using Pitot pressure ,  adiabatic 
wire temperature and either static pressure or  measured Nusselt 
number with a corresponding wire calibration curve for the Nusselt 
number correction factor. The results indicated that stagnation 
temperatures compared to within 1% whereas Nusselt number r e  - 
sults differed by a t  most  5%. Such a favorable comparison con- 
firmed the acceptability of this calibration procedure for determin- 
ing NussePt number data in regions of the flow where static pressure  
measurements were unavailable. APP shear layer data presented 
herein were obtained in this manner since the large pressure  gra -  
dients for  these Payers prevented making static pressure  measure- 
ments, 
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It should be pointed out that this method of calibrating Nusselt 
number correction factors in a known flow is similar, in certain re -  
spects, to the flow calibration technique proposed by ~ e m e t r i a d e s *  
for flows where M 2  3.  This latter procedure is  based on establish- 
ing, for each hot wire, a calibratian curve showing the variation of 
measured Nusselt number with Reynolds number. Such a correlation 
is  obtained by carrying out hot wire measurements in f ree  stream 
flow under varying Reynolds number conditions. For  small changes 
in support temperature and local stagnation temperature this ap - 
proach was shown to be quite accurate in determining Reynolds 
number. F o r  many of the present results for  M> 3 tihe Nussellt 
number correction factor shows only minor dependence on Mach 
number and support temperature. Furthermore when air and wire 
conductivity undergo only slight changes, the correlation results 
shown in figu;e 13 ,  which indicate that 
tanh vo,, 
vo 
also suggest the following simplified relationship 
* 
Private communication 
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Thus, since i t  has been shown ( 7 ,  24) that for M 3 2 the Nusselt- 
Reynolds number correlation i s  independent of Mach number, it 
follows that, a s  in Demetriades' case for M a  3 ,  
It should be emphasized, however, that for this calibration technique 
to be applicable, the above noted assumptions should be valid. For 
those flows where appreciable stagnation and support temperature 
gradients exist and especially for hi< 2 ,  the present method (figure 
13) would seem more appropriate. 
A. 3 Znfinite Wire Calibrations 
In usingthe hot wire probe to conduct mean flow measure- 
ments the investigator relies on established calibration data for a 
perfectly conducting cylinder (wire) Minite in extent. Such data, 
consisting of recovery factor ( Taw / T ~  ) and Nus selt number given 
* 
a s  functions of Mach number and Reynolds number, in combination 
with end-loss corrections, permit the determination of local stagna- 
tion temperatures and mass flow rates from hot-wire measurements. 
Many experimental and theoretical studies have been made to deter- 
mine such calibration data, and a comprehensive review is given by 
Dewey (17). Figure 12 shows the range of test conditions for the 
hot-wire probes used in the present investigation and it i s  evident 
that most of the measurements fell within the transitional regime. 
Furthermore, many measurements occurred at low supersonic 
speeds and thus the recovery factor and heat transfer correlation 
of Behrens (7) were not applicable, since his data were not only 
independent of Mach number but also were valid only for M 2 2. 
i) Normalized Recovery Factor 
Dewey, by combining the data of several investigators with 
his own measurements (1 71, found that a single curve (t - .1 in y*) 
could satisfactorily describe the variation of a normalized recovery 
factor with Knudsen number from continuum flow to free molecule 
flow for all Mach numbers greater than approximate;ly .7. This 
normalized rgcovery factor has been used herein and-is given by: 
where q an4 qf a re  the continuum and free molecule recovery fac- 
C a 
tors  respectively. 
ii) Nus selt-Reynolds Number Correlation 
Sherman (28), in examining heat transfer data for spheres 
in subsonic flow, found that a single curve of the form 
correlated data from continuum flow through free-molecule flow. 
Such a result suggested that perhaps a similar correlation may exist 
* 
even for higher Mach numbers, Kubota in re-examining the data 
used by Dewey for his heat transfer correlation found Ithat, indeed, 
such a correlation existed. By normalizing NussePt number with 
the NussePt number for free molecular flow (a = 1) 
* Private communication 
and plotting the result a s  a function of the normalized Nusselt number 
for incompressible continuum flow (Nuc C NU^ ) (the M = 0 curve in 
Dewey's correlation), Kubota found the results  shown in figure 14. 
Not only did a single curve seem appropriate for  correlating the data 
but one form which appeared reasonable for  correlation purposes 
was identical to that of Sherman. Although this correlated curve did 
show noticeable deviation (t150jo) from the Dewey measurements a s  
the continuum flow regime i s  approached (Nuc/Nuf < 1 ,  Ret > 10) it  
seemed satisfactory for the present calculations since it was always 
within 5% of Dewey's results for the range of Reynolds numbers 
covered in the present tests  (Ret < 4, Nuc/Nuf > 1 91 1- This form 
for the Nusselt-Reynolds number correlation also was much simpler 
than that established by Dewey and thus proved eas ier  to check out 
and use in machine computations. F o r  Mach numbers greater  than 
1 these results  a r e  believed within -570 of measured data. Fo r  lower 
Mach numbers and for Reynolds numbers greater  than 4.0 the cor re -  
lation results of Dewey would seem more appropriate. 
* 
This formula was misquoted in reference (17). 
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APPENDIX B 
DATA REDUCTION PROGRAMS 
B.1) Raw Data Program 
Although some modifications have been made in the hot wire 
raw data program a s  established by Herzog ( l4) ,  the basic purpose, 
input requirements and output data for this program remain the same. 
The input data to this program consist of punched IBM cards repre- 
senting initial hot wire measurements a s  recorded by the Automatic 
Hot Wire Recording System. The data for a given input card l ists  
hot wire position, probe support temperature, and attenuated hot wire 
voltages corresponding to each of 5 currents and 5 bucking voltages. 
In the raw data program these hot wire ..voltages a r e  transformed 
from their digitized form to mv readings using system calibration 
data, and the known wire currents and bucking'voltages. Conversion , 
2 
of these data in turn to hot wire resistance (R,) and power (I R )  
results i s  straightforward, Once in this form the wire resistance 
dRm 
(Rawm ) and curve slope (- ) corresponding to zero power a r e  de- 
~I 'R  
&ermined by fitting a parabolic curve to the data with a least  squares 
procedure. Often more accurate and consistent results were possible 
if only those data corresponding to the lowest four currents were used 
to obtain this fit. After compPeting several additional calculations , 
the program, a s  output for each probe position, l ists  and punches out 
on PBM cards such results a s  normalized probe position, adiabatic 
wire resistance and temperature, zero power slope of the resistance 
power curve, and probe support temperature. These cards a r e  then 
used directly as input data to the plotting and end loss programs. 
-90- 
B. l a )  Raw Data Program ID Listing 
NPT NPT number of data points to be used in calcula- 
tion of slope ( ~ R / ~ I ' R )  and Rawm 
LARRAY IARRAY code name (hot wire, o r  Run No) 
ID ID identkfication number 
ALPHA ar slope of calibration curve of Rwm(Q) 
versus Tw, (OC) for  zero current. (~PK)  
RR Rr reference resistance a s  calibrated for zero 
current and zero OC, $2 
L 1 /d wire aspect ratio 
6;8(1), I= 1-1,15 voltage calibration factors for each of five 
currents 
CO(I), P=16 ,20  bucking voltages for each of five currents, 
mv 
CO(I), P - 21,25 constant current vallues (five), mv 
PC1 % 70 injection 
XD X/D probe! tip position in axial direction 
co(l) Yo centerline probe position in transverse di- 
rection relative to a standard position, in. 
Ql Y probe position in transverse direction rela- 
tive to a standard position, in, 
A(J) *J=l, 5 C ( a H W )  attenuated hot wire voltage decrement, mv 
Q7 T support temperature, "C S 
CORM CORN card number 
VC V support temperature correction factor 
c 
SC S support temperature correction decrement, 
e OC 
DR D reference diameter, in. 
B(J),5=1,5 AEHW hot wire voltage decrement for each of five 
currents mv 
C(J), J=1,5 Em measured Plot wire voltage for each sf five 
currents, Mv a. 
D(J),J=1,5 Rwm measured hot wire resistance for each of 
five currents, D 
2 E(J) ,J=1,5 I Rwm measured hot wire power for  each of five 
currents, (ma)' Q 
Z1 Y/D normalized axial distance 
2 2  R 
awm 
wire resistance for zero current, $2 
23 ~ R ~ ~ / ~ I ~ R ~ I  I= 0 
slope of resistance -power curve a t  I = 0, 
(ma)-2 
24  Tawm wire temperature for zero current, OK 
2 5  product of measured Nu selt number and 2 a i r  conductivity, J2(ma) /OC in, 
26 T* corrected support temperature, OK 
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B. Id) Fortran Listing of Raw Data Program ; 
SIBFTCMAIN DECK 
C FIRST CARD MUST HAVE IN COL 1 394% OR5 FOR NO OF POINTS 
- - 
C REAL L I  NUKOI NUKMINr NUKMAX 
\ 
DATA NAME / 6HHOT WI/r NRUN / 6HRUN NO/ 
INTEGFR CORN0 
DIMENSION A(5)tB~5)rC(5)rDf5)rE(5)rt0(30)rlARRAYl13l*TITLE(lO)r 
1 X(ZOO)r TM(2OO)r NUKO(ZO0) 
DIMENSION DIFt5) 
DIMENSION SLOPE(5) 
DIVENSION COEF(3) 
D(5r610) NPT 
610 FORDAT(11) 
10 READ ( 5 ~ 5 0 2 1  XARRAY 
WRITE (69516) IARRAY 
15 IF(IARRAY(1)eNE.NRUN) GO TO 17 
GO TO 19 
16 READ 5 0 3 ~  I A R R A Y , I B S A L P H A ~ R R I L ~ ~ C O ( ~ ) ~ X  = f l 9 1 5 )  
READ (595041 1CO(I)rI=l6r2$) 
RFAD (5r5071 VCI SC r DR 
CO(3) = ALPHA +.001 
READ (5,5021 IARRAY 
GO TO 15 i 
1 7  ( ' f l u U F  
C ERROii RETURN - PAcK'MUSP START WITH NEW PClr XDv Cot11 
~ R I T F  L6*510) 
STOP 
C U N I E i G  OF PACK - D PER CENT INJECTIONr X/D, COP. 
# 
- 
1 9  W I l F  
READ 505rlARRAY* PC19 XDI COfll P 
7 0  RFAD 15~500)Qlr (A(J)sJ=lc 5 ) c  Q7rCORNO - 
iFIOl.EQoO.0) GO TO 6 0  
C(J) = B(J) + CO(J+15) 
, DIJ) = C(J) / CO(J+201 
E(J) = CIJI * CO(J+20B i 
30 CONTINUE 
CALL L S T S Q I E I D ~ N P T ~ S L O P E ~ X ~ ~ C O E F )  
IN = 6 - NPT 
DO 35 J = IN95 
DEVAL = COEF(1) + COEF(ZI*E(JI + COEF(3) * E(JI * EtJ) 
DIFIJ) = D(J) - DEVAL 
35 CONTINUE 
DIFMAX = DIF(IN1 
IJ = IN+1 
DO 36 J = IJ95 
IF(ABS(DIFMAX1 .GTe ABS(DIF(J))) GO TO 36 
DIFMAX = DIF(JI ' 
36 CONTIEiUE 
21 = tQl - CO(l))/ DR i 
22 = Xl I 
7~ = n-rt - - + 9 7 3 - 9  
WRITE (6r515) PCIrXD1ZlrZ2rZ3r24tZ5rZ6r 1DrCORNO rDlFMAX 
Y 515 FORMAT(lX3HPCl 2XF3elr2XZHXDZXF5eZrZXlOHZl THRU 26 ZX6F12.6, 
1 ZXZHIDZX13rZX4HCeNe 1XI3rlX F8.5) s 
PUNCH 6001 PCI* XDr Zlr 22r 239 249 Z5r Zbr ID r 
1 CORN0 
WRITE (6r5201 (D(J)r J=lr5) 
WRITE (69520) (E(J)rJ=lr5) 
GO TO 20 
500 FORMATlF4e3r5F4e3rF5elr48Xi3) 
502 FORMAT113A61 
503 FORMAT L7~X3rZXFBe7*F8e6rF808r5FB.6) 
504 FORMAT(4X5F7e4r5F7e6) 
510 F O R m T [ f f  RETURN - CK MUST START WITH PCIt XDr CP// I 
505 FORMAT(15X F5eZr3XF5e3rF5e4) 
- 507 FORMAT tF403rlXF4olr lXF4.3) 
600 FORMAT(F3olt F5eZrlXF603rlXF5~2rlXF806~1X F50lrlXE1105~ 
1lXF5e1. 18X l X I ~ l X I 3 )  
60 CONTIMUE 
h GO Ta 10 
END ' 
6 SIBFTC LST DECK 
SUBROUTlNE L S T S Q ~ X ~ Y I N I S L O P E I Y I N C E P ~ B )  
e DIMENSION X(5)r Y(51r C(10)e A ( 5 0 r 3 ) ~  8(59,1)  
DIMENSION SLOPE(5) 
.. 6 1 3 s 1 1  = C 1 7 1  
CALL MATXNV(A~NO,BI~+DETI 
B. 2 Raw Data Plotting Program 
Currently this program has the capability of plotting, a s  a 
function of y/H, adiabatic wire temperature, probe support temper - 
ature, and zero power slope of the resistance-power curve. Punched 
output from the raw data program are  used directly a s  input to this 
program. Some flexibility i s  possible in the plotting routines since 
three different models or  variable ranges in y / ~  and Tawm a r e  made 
available. These were necessary in order to scrutinize the raw data 
not only for both the adiabatic and cold wall wedge models but also 
for the flat plate configuration. 
B. 2a) Plot Program ID Listing 
NUK Numkt product of measured Nusselt number and 
a i r  conductivity, S2 (rna) ' /(O~ in) 
PC1 % 70 injection 
YD Y/D normalized t ransverse  distance 
T M  T ~ w m  wire temperature for  zero current ,  OK 
TS T support temperature,  OK 
S 
XD X/D normalized axial distance 
ID ID identification number 
SLP [ ~ R / ~ I ' R  ] slope of resistance-power curve a t  zero I= 0 power, (ma)-' 
MODEL plotting format, 1, 2 or  3 
plot request - PR > 2 implies only "SLP" data 
will be plotted 
B. 2b) Fortran Listing of Hot W i r e  Plot Program 
--. C I, (r : 
c  PI^ DFrK 
C PUT ONE BLANK CARD BETWEEN EACH SET OF DATA* 
ITIO-NK CARD TO SFPARATE TWO MODELS. 
C ADU ONE MORE BLANK CARD AT END OF ALL DATA (TOTAL 3 )  
C , 
C MODEL 1 PLOTS 1 SHEET FOR EACH 1 SETS 
C P I U S  1 SHEET FOR REMAINING SETS 
C MODEL t PLOTS 1 SHEET FOR EACH 7  SETS 
C P u  1 S W T  FOR REMAINING SETS 
C MODEL 3 PLOTS 1 SHEET FOR EACH 7 SETS 
C P I U S  1 SHEET FOR REMAINING SETS 
C 
L. 1 ~ I . X L ~ 0 1  
DIMENSION XDCY(40)* T S ( 4 0 0 0 ) r  T X ( 2 0 0 1  
c D I W I O N  D A T F I ~ N ( ~ ) v D A T M A X ( ~ ) ~ D E L T A ~ ~ ) ~  NPLOT(31  
DIMENSION DAXMIN(3 l rDAXMAX(3)  
A X M I N ( I W A X M A X ( l ) ,  I = l r 3 )  / - 1 0 b 1 0 r - l r , l o r - * f r * 2  / 
DATA ( D A T M I N ( 1 ) r  DATMAX( I1 r  D E L T A ( l ) r  1 ~ 1 9 3 )  / - 4 5 0 * r 3 0 0 * r 2 5 0 e r  
0O.r - 5 0 0 0 t 2 5 0 0 ~ 1 0 0 0  /
DATA ( N P L O T ( I ) r  I = l r 3 )  / 3 9 7 1 7  / 
- DATA ( T 1 T L E I I ) s  I = l r l Z )  / 6H r 6H r 6H 9 6H 9 
1 6 W  r 6 H  r 6H r 6H r 6H r 6H I 
2 bH r 6H / 
5 CONTINUE I 
REAO ( 5 t 5 7 4 1  MOD- i . 
1F (MODEL mEQc $ 0 )  STOP 
- WRITE I b r b O C )  MODEL 
XMIN = DAXMIN(M0DEL) 
L 1 
J = l  
N = c l  
1 0 N = N + 1  
READ ( 5 s 5 0 0 1  PF-9 YD(N),SLP(N)~TMIN)PTS~N~~ID 
I F l I D  * E Q o  0 1 GO TO 20 
J = J + l  
I F t J o G T *  40) STOP 
- 
- N2 z 0 
WRITE ( 6 r 1 0 0 1 )  t N N ( L L I r L L  = PDJI 
* I &  a 11 
TMlN = DATMI N (  MODEL) 
TMAX r -Fl j 
lSET a 0 
o o b n  I = 1. I i 
ISET  = ISET  +l  i 
GO TO 4 6  
42 CONTINUE 
i A B  = 0 
TMIN = DATMINIMODEL) 
TMAX = DATMAX (MODELI 
46 CONTINUE 
NPT = N N ( I )  - J K  
I F  INPT eGTm 2 0 0 )  STOP 
DO 52  KK = l r N P T  
JJ = J K  + KK 
X ( K K )  = YD(JJ3  
Y (KK)  a - T M t J J )  
TX(KK)  = -TS(JJ) 
52 CONTINUE 1 
WRITE (6,5101 X D D ( I ) p  P C I ( 1 )  I 
CALL XYPLTINPT,YpX r T M I N ~ T M A X ~ X M I N p X M A X I T I T L E ~ L A B 1  < 
SF IiN eEQe NPLOTlMODELi i  GO TO 45 
I F ( I S E T e E Q o J 1  GO TO 45  1 
GO TO 47 
45 CONTINUE 
1 
t 
I 
I N  = 0 C' i 
LAB = 1 I 1 
TMIN = TMIN - DELTA(MODEL1 
TMAX = TMAX - DELTA(MODEL1 I 
J K  = N N I I )  1 
I F  ( LAB eEQe ' 1 t CALL PPLOT4 I 
i F  ( LAB  eFQe 1 .AND. I ONE* J )  CALL PPLOT l  
60 CONTINUE 
i N  = 0 
ISET = 0 
CALL PPI OT1  ! 
D O E 0  I = 1, J 
I S F T  = ISET  +1 
, I N  = 1N+1 
I F  ( I N  aEQe 1 *AND* I S € ?  oEQe J i  GO TO 69 
IF( IN .EQe4)  GO TO 65  
GO TO 68 
69 LAB = 1 
I N  = 0 I 
YMINK -800. 
YMAXK = 22000  i 
GO TO 6 8  I 
67 CONTINUE 
LAB = 0 
YMINK = - 8000  I I 
YMAXK = 2200. 
t GO TO 68 I 
6 5  CONTINUE 
LAB = 1 - - - - .. . - . . - , 6 
I N  = 0 
JJ = J K  +KK 
X l K K I  = Y D ( J J I  
Y l K K )  =-SLPlJJ)  , 
7 0  CONTINUE 
dHIlE l 6 r 5 1 1 )  X D D I I ) ,  PC1411 
CALL X Y P L T ( N ~ ~ Y I X , Y M I N K I Y M A X K ~ X M I N * X M A X ~ T I T L ~ ~ L A B )  
YMlNK = YMINK - 7500 3 
YMAXK = YMAXK - 750. 1 
JK = N N l I )  
I F  (LAB OEQO 1 )  CALL PPLOT4 
LF l l A B  aEQo 'l .AND. 1 ONE* J)  CALL PPLOTl 
8 0  CONTIMUE 
5 0 1  F 
510  F m X 6 H X I D  = F 1 0 0 2 r l O X  21HPER CENT INJE<TION = F10-2.  
.0 1 
1 10X Z6HPlOT OF T VS Y/D 
5 1 1  F O R M A T T /  10X6HX/D = F l o e 2 9  10X ZlHPER CENT INJECTION * F10 .2~  
- 1 -1 f 3 T  OF NUKO VS Y/D ) 
524 FORMAT ( 5 X r  12~3XF5.0)  <, 
600  FORMAT f l H l r  //, 1 0 x 1  5HMODELr 1 2 0  / / k  t 
605 FORMAT (1HO) 
a1 n F W A T  l 5 X a  -41 
630  FORMAT l l H O 9  / / *  10x1  6HPPLOTl / )  
~14n FORMAT 1 1 H n . P L O T 4  / 
6 5 0  FORMAT (1HOv 10x9  2A6 / I  
inno F O ~  = F170 m 4 H Y  = _Elfr06110X4HX = f 1 2 0 2 ~ 1 0 X 4 H Y  €150 
1 8 )  
FORMAT[S[I10.1OXI 
C USE CONTROL CARDS* 
C B l E L m m L U P P I  
C SIBLDR+MLLXYR IINSTEAD OF MLLXYP) 
B.3 Hot Wire End Loss Program--Static Pressure Version 
The purpose of this program is  to determine total tempera- 
tures by making suitable end loss corrections to measured adiabatic 
wire temperatures using the end loss analysis developed by Dewey 
(17). The present program is actually an updated version of Dewey's 
original end loss program a s  modified by Herzog (14). Current 
input requirements consist of adiabatic wire resistance, probe sup- 
port temperature, wire calibration data, tabulated semiprofiles of 
Fitot pres sure, and centerline static pressures whlch have been 
corrected for viscous and tunnel gradient effects. An interpolation 
procedure determines the Pitot pressure corresponding to each 
probe position. IBM punched cards from the raw data program a re  
used directly 'to furnish probe position, adiabatic wire resistance , 
and probe support temperature data, Since Mach number is  readily 
determined from the Pitot and static pressures, al l  other flow 
quantities involved in the end loss analysis can be computed once 
an initial tr ial  value s f  stagnation temperature i s  selected. The 
end loss correction factor corresponding to this initial estimate 
then determines a revised stagnation temperature value. The corn - 
putation i s  cycled until a specified convergence criterionis met. In 
general, convergence based on a differential between t r ia l  and cal- 
culated stagnation temperatures of . 0 4 O ~  is  possible within 5 
iterations. 
B.3a) End Loss Program ID Listing 
(Static and Nusselt number version) 
Q1 70 70 injection 
Q2 X/D . normalized axial distance 
Q3 Y/D normalized transverse distance 
Q4 N"mkt product of measured Nusselt number and 
a i r  conductivity (based on local total tem- 
perature), 8 ( m a ) 2 P ~  in 
Q5 open 
Q6 
ptz 
local measured Pitot pressure,  mmHg 
Q7 T 
S 
support temperature, OK 
Q8 2 (p /po)xl 0 measured local Pitot pressure,  normalized 52 to f ree  stream total pressure 
Q9 2 (p/po)cxl~ corrected local static pressure,  a s  normalized 
to f ree  stream total pressure  
- Q l o  Po-Pt, f ree  stream total pressure,  mmHg 
Q l l  qs = T ~ / T ~  support temperature ratio 
s 
Q12 ID hot wire identification number 
Q13 R reference resistance a s  calibrated for zero 
r 
current and zero "6, 
i / a  wire aspect ratio 
Q15 d wire diameter, crn 
4216 a 
r 
slope of wire calibration curve, IPK 
218 Nut Nus selt number for wire of infinite length 
h*-qc) - 
- ZP9 ?,- normalized recovery ratio for infinite wire 
9 -Tc  
220 M Mach number 
221 Tt corrected Bocall total temperature, OM 
222 PU 2 local mass flow, gmm/cm sec 
2 23 u local velocity, cm/sec 
2 24 Tm f ree  stream static temperature, OK 
225 Re 
td Reynolds number based on local total tem- perature and wire diameter 
226 Red Reynolds number based on local static tern - perature and wire diameter 
227 T* recovery temperature for infinite wire, OK 
228 Kn =e M / R ~  local ~ n u d s e n  umber 
.- 
Z29 open 
230 Q* T* q r = ; i -  = -  recovery ratio end loss correction factor 
- Tm 
231 l/Jr = ?;hm normalized form of recovery ratio end loss 
correction factor 
l/J = NU t / ~ ,  Nus selt number end los s correction factor 
(PIP, 2)c Rayleigh-Pitot ratio Qw/correction) 
Tawm measured adiabatic wall temperature for finite length wire,, OK 
235 number of iterations 
237 convergence code 
ratio of local total to f ree  stream total 
pressure 
PIP, ratio of local static to free stream total 
pressure 
constant in wire conductivity relation 
constant in wire conductivity relation 
initial. value for q 
rn 
gas constant, cm2/secoK 
specific heat ratio 
C42 TR reference ternpe rature (273OK), OK 
EPS r=q*-qm generated 
ETAS q* = T * / T ~  recovery ratio for infinite wire 
FKO kt conductivity of a i r  based on local total tempera- 
ture 
FKW k 
W 
wire conductivity, cal/sec cm°K 
FMUN qrn= Tawm/Tt measured recovery ratio 
FMUO pt viscosity of ai r  based on l ocaQ total tempe rature , 
grnm/cm sec 
FNBR 7 = qm -qc normalized recovery ratio for finite length wire 
" laf' qc 
FNU v = -  
FNUC q 
c 
experimental recovery ratio for  continuum flow 
FNUF qf theoretical recovery ratio for free molecule 
flow 
S orrTt/[l*ar(Tawm - ~ ~ ) l  
generated 
SS % n M  generated 
TAW f l  (ss)  table 
TSBZ gl(ss)  table 
TS TS= qS -qm generated 
V E I N  pm viscosity based on local static temperature, 
gm/cm sec 
generated 
2 
SLP [dRm/dI Rwml I=O 
slope of resistance -power curve a t  P = 8 ,  (ma) -2  
DYD DYD 
RAWM Rawm 
D 
NUCO Nuc 
IDXX IDXX 
NOP NOP 
correction constant for transverse coor- 
dinate 
wire resistance for  zero current, Q 
open 
open 
storage for q 
rn 
storage for Nu It 
storage for M 
open 
iteration number for PRkCM subroutine 
Nusselt number for continuum flow 
input integer code (1 o r  2) to indicate input 
location of ) x 1 o2 t 0, m 
number of entires in table of @ ho) x 10 2 
versus y / ~  5 
IQl2 XI12 hot wire number 
Q20 open 
NUFM Nut% Nusselt number for free molecule flow 
Q l 7  open 
Q18 open 
Q19 R e t p t ~ / P ~ Z  Machnumber function 
FNUM Num measured NussePt number 
NZ35 NZ35 iteration number for  main program 
NY35 NY35 iteration number for Mach number program 
x 10' measured local Pitot pressure, normalized 
to f ree  stream total pressure (table) 
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B.3d) Fortran Listing of Hot Wire End Loss Program--Static- 
Pressure Version 
1 W K  " .  . I ? . . . * &  
- ---  .--- 
. - 
C MAIN PROGRAM 
DI-N T ~ ~ ~ ~ I . T B L ~ P ( ~ ~ ) ~ L ~ ~ ) I T W P ( ~ ~ I * T B L ~ ( ~ ~ ) ~  
1 TBL4P(13)rTBL5(43)rTBL5P(43)tTBL6(45)rTBL6P(45lrT6L6PP(45)r 
l 7 ~ 9 1 ) ~ T D L 7 P ~ 9 1 ) r T B L 8 ~ 4 O ~ ~ T B L 8 P ~ 4 O ~ r Y D ~ 1 O O ~ r Q 8 V ~ ~ O O ~  
DIMENSION L37(3) 
CO- Z72 r ~ Z 7 5 r Z 2 6 r Z 2 7 r Z 2 8 r Z 3 O r Z 3 1 r Z 3 2 r  
1Z33rZ34rZ35rZ37rCl~C2rC5~C4OrC41rC42rOTrQ2rQ3rQ4rQ5rQ6rQ7rQ8e 
1Q14rQl5r316rQ17rQ181Q19~QZOrQ9r~~EPSrETAS~FKOr 
~ F K W ~ F M U N ~ F M U O ~ F N B R ~ F N U ~ F N U C ~ F N U F ~ F N U M ~ F ~ ~ ~ N Z ~ ~ & O ~ S S ~ T A W ~ T S ~  
4T-aY1 r Y Z * Y 3 * Y b * m 3 5  rNUCOnRAWM*SLP*DYD 
COMMON /CONST/TBLlrTBLlP*TBL3rTBL3PITBL4rTBL4P*TBL5*T8L6rTBL6P9 
1 TRL 6PPe TBL5P* TB1 7, TBL7Ps TBLBe TBL8P 
5 0  READ 1 5 ~ 5 1 )  1DXXr410rQ14rQ16rQl3rQ99DYDrNOP 
5 1  FORMAT I I 4 r ~ b F l Q . 0 ~ 3 X I 3 )  
GO TO ( 3 1 0 ~ 3 2 0 )  r IDXX 
1 3  FORMAT ( 16F5.5 1 
RFAD t5Am141 !QBQl!l e l - l d Q P )   
14 FORMAT (16F5.4) 
A n  1 5 3 3 1  Q1-rQ7.RA17 
1 2  F O R M A T ( F 3 ~ l t l ~ F 4 ~ 2 r l ~ F 6 ~ 3 r 1 X F 5 ~ 2 ~ l X F 8 ~ 6 ~ ~ 9 ~ F S a l ~ l 9 X I 3 ~  
GO TO 330 I 
3 1 0  READ ( 5 r l l )  Q;ioaQ2, Q3rRAWMrSLPr Q 7 r  Q89 Q9r  l a 1 2  
11 F O R M A T t F 3 ~ 1 e 1 X F 4 e 2 ~ 1 X F 6 ~ 3 e 1 X F 5 a 2 e 1 X F 8 ~ 6 ~ l 9 X F 5 e l  l X F 5 0 4 r l X F 4 e 4 r  
1 8 x 1 3 ) '  
330 I F  (RAWM*EQeOe) GO TO 5 0  
Q12 = I Q l 2  
t C s C  T ANTS AND I N I T I A I  VALUES 
C40 287100000  
t41 t 1.4 
C42 = 273.2 
015 1; -060256 
218  0.1 
7 3 1 = 3 7 1 , 2 , L R A Y M Q 1 3 1 / f Q 1 6 1 3 1  - * 
Q4~(Q13*Q161/(3~14159265*Q14*SLP*~OOOll i 
RF- 
NUCO = 0.5 
- 
e F K W  r n.Of7 + ( 7 3 4  C421+QO0QQQ(-j77 
2 3 3  = Q9/Q8 
i NO = 91  
CALL TBLKP ( Z ~ ~ ~ T B L ~ ~ Z Z O I T B L ~ P V N O ~  
06 = nzn*OR/_lnn. 
SS = 220*SQRT10.5*C41~ 
NO = l.5 
CALL TBLKP (SSrTBL6rTAWrTBL6P,NO) 
f A l  I T R I Y D T R I  &pP&l 
NO1 = 4 0  
c - 4 4  1 
FNUF = (TAW/TSBZ) / ( l o 0  + a 5  * (Z20**20)  * IC41-1.01) 
r C n u F  
NL35 = 1 
HFT-SF - 
FMUN = 2.0 
20 ZZl=Z34/FMUN 
CALL PRLCM 
CAI  1 PRLCM 
GO TO 200 
40 I F  (FMUN1-3.5) 41*200*200  
4 1  FMUN = FMUNl 
GO TO 20  
200 CALI  OUTPUT 
GO TO ( 3 1 0 r l O ) r  I O X X  
S1RFTC PRL OFCK 
SUBROUTINE PRLCM 
4 D L L  T L3P 46  B L 4 ( 1 3 ) r  
1 T B L ~ P ( ~ ~ ) ~ T B L ~ ( ~ ~ ) ~ T B L ~ P ( ~ ~ ) ~ T B L ~ ( ~ ~ ) ~ T B L ~ P ( ~ ~ ) * T B L ~ P P ( ~ ~ ) *  
2 TBL7(91)~TBL7P(911rTBL8(40)rTBL8P(40) 
DIMLNSION 2 3 7 ( 3 )  
COMMON Z18~Z19rZ2OvZ,21rZ22~Z23~Z24~Z25~Z26~7~Z28~Z30~~3l~Z32e 
1 Z 3 3 r Z 3 4 r Z 3 5 p Z 3 7 r C l ~ C 2 ~ C 5 p C 4 O ~ C 4 1 ~ C 4 2 & l ~ Q 2 ~ Q 3 ~ Q 4 ~ Q 5 ~ Q 6 ~ Q 7 ~ ~ 8 ~  
~ Q ~ ~ ~ Q ~ ~ ~ Q ~ Z P Q ~ ~ ~ Q ~ ~ ~ Q ~ ~ ~ Q ~ ~ P Q ~ ~ ~ Q ~ ~ ~ Q ~ ~ ~ Q ~ O ~ Q ~ ~ D ~ E P S ~ E T A S ~ F K O ~  
. ~ F K W ~ F M U N ~ F M U O T F N B R I F N U I F N U C I F N U C ~ F N U F ~ F N U M ~ F ~ ~ ~ N Z ~ ~ ~ S O ~ S S ~ T A W ~ T S ~  
~ T S B L I V I S I N ~ W O ~ Y ~ ~ Y ~ ~ Y ~ ~ Y ~ P N X ~ ~ ~ N U C O ~ R A W M ~ S L P  
COMMON / C O N S T / T B L l e T B L l P ~ T B L 3 r T B L 3 P ~ T l 3 L 4 P I T F 3 L 5 e l b L 6 e T B L 6 P e  
1 TBL~PPI  T k 5 P 1  TBL7r T U L ~ P I  TBL8, TBLBP 
NO = 4 6  
C A L L  T B I K P I ~ r T t i L l r F K O r T B L l P r N O )  
FKO=FKO*(Oa00001) 
a11 = a7 / 2 2 1  
NOA=46 
CAI I TRI KP(Z21  sTBL~~FMUOITBL~PPNO~ 
F M U ~ ~ F M U 0 * ~ 0 ~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 ~  
7 2 4 = / 7 1 / (  1*0+0a5*(C41 - 1.0) * 1 Z20**2 1 1 
CALL TBLKP(Z24rTBL3rVISINvTBL3P9NOl) 
V I S I N = V I S I N * ~ O ~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 )  
I F  (220-1.) 1 0 ~ 1 1 1 1 1  6 
1 0  L 2 5 = L ~ m 3 3 8 6 * ~ 6 ) / ( ~ ~ ~ 0 * ~ ~ ~ f 1 ~ ~ 4 9 + 1 a ) * ~ 4 0 ~ ~ / ( 2 a * ~ 4 1 ) ) 1 1 * ~ ( ( ~ 4 1  
1 + 1 ~ ) * ~ 2 0 * ~ 2 0 / 2 ~ ) * * ~ 5 ) * 1 1 ~ / ~ ~ 1 ~ + ~ ~ 4 1 - 1 e ) ~ ~ 2 0 * ~ 2 0 / 2 e i * * ~ ~ ~ 4 1 + 1 e ~ /  
7 ( Z p * [ C 4 1  - 1.) ) )  i) .  
GO TO 12 0 
REAL NUCO 
RkAL NUFM 
NX35 = 1 
1 3  I F  tNX75 - 701  1 5 s 1 5 r 1 4  
1 4  NZ35 = 2 0  
GO TO 990  
15 FRNU = - Z 2 5 + 1 a 4 5 * ( N U C O * * ( a 1 2 8 * ~ ~ 2 e - N U C 0 1 * * 4 ~ 9 + 2 a 6 7 ) 1  
DFRN= 7 7 5 * ~ l r 1 2 8 * [ ~ 7 a - N U C O l * * 4 ~ ~ + 2 ~ 6 7 ) / N U C O  - 0512 i? 
' 1((2a-NUCO)**3a)*ALOG(NUCOII 
RN 
NX35=NX35+1 
I F  (w - NUCO)/NUCl) - a0001)  30130120 
2 0  NUCO=NUCl 
GO TO 13 
3 0  NUCO=NUCl 
N U F M = - n l 7 9 6 * l T W S S ) * 7 7 5  
2 1 8  = NUCO/(la+(NUCO/NUFM)) 
F u l l  s F n R T i  l n lL*X7.  I * l F w F K W l * f P R I  
WO = ( E X P ~ ~ ~ O * F N U ) - ~ ~ O ) / ~ F N U * ~ E X P ( I F N U * ~ O O ~ + ~ ~ O ~ ~  
NO-3 
CALL T B L K P ( L Z ~ I T B L ~ ~ Z ~ ~ ~ T B L ~ P ~ N O ~ ~  
7 1 1  - 1-I-I * uo it (I&+[F-] - / (FMUN - F N U C ) )  f(lr_~01 - 
ETAS=Z19*1FNUF-FNUC) + FNUC - 
i -I I I 1 1 t-YO I 
990 RETURN 
FNh 
- S I B F T C  OUT DECK 
SUBROUTINE OUTPUT 
D IMENSION T B L 1 ( 4 6 ) t T B L l P ( 4 6 ) 9 T B L 3 ( 4 6 ) , T B L 4 ( 1 3 ) e  
1 T B L ~ P ( ~ ~ ) ~ T B L ~ ( ~ ~ ) ~ T B L ~ P ( ~ ~ ) ~ ~ B L ~ ( ~ ~ ) ~ T B L ~ P ( ~ ~ ) ~ T B L ~ P P ( ~ S ) Q  
7 TBl7~91)rTBL7P(91)rTBL8(40)~TBLBP(40) 
DIMENSION Z 3 7 ( 3 )  
COMMON Z18~Z19rZ20rZ21rZ22~Z23rZ24~Z25eZ26~Z27rZ28~Z3OeZ3leZ32e 
1Z33rZ34rZ35rZ37rClrC2rC5~C4OeC41rC42rQ1~Q2~Q3~Q4eQ5eQ6tQ7*Q8e 
~ T S B Z ~ V I S I N I W O ~ Y ~ ~ Y ~ ~ Y ~ ~ Y ~ ~ N X ~ ~ ~ N U C O Q R A W M ~ S L P ~ D Y D  
COMMON /CONST/TBLlrTBLlPrTBL3eTBL3PeTBL4*TBL4PeTBL5eTBL6*TBL6Pe 
1 TBL6PPp T B L ~ P I  TBL7r  TBL7Pr  TBLBr TBLBP 0 
Z23=ZZO*SQRT(C41*C40"224) 
2 2 2  = 7 7 5  * FMUO / Q15 
Z26=Z2 '5+FMUO/V IS IN  
Z27=ZZl*(FNUC+IFNUF-FNUC)*Z191 
Z 3 0 = ~ l i 0 - W O * ~ Q l l / F M U N ) ) / ~ 1 ~ 0 - W 0 ~  
FNUM = ( Q 4 / t F K 0 + 4 . 1 8 7 * 2 . 5 4 ) )  * 1.OE-6 
- - . - 
W R I T F  16.5009 I D q Q 2 r Q 3 ,  N 7 3 5 9  N X 3 5 e Z 2 0 r 2 2 3 r Z 2 2 r  
1  Z24rZZlrZ99rZ98rZ25vZ26rZ30~Z27vZ18eQ8 r Z 1 9 ~ Z 2 8 r Z 3 l r F N U v F N B R v  
TC BLO n ~ r r  
dLOCK DATA 
0IMLNSION ~B~1(461rTBLlP(46)rTBL3(46),T8L3P(46),TBL4(13)r 
1 Tb~4P(l3)rTBL5(43)rTBL5P(43)rTUL6(45),TBL6P(45)rTbL6PP(45)* 
2 T B L ~ ( ~ ~ ) , T B L ~ P ( ~ ~ ) ~ T B L ~ I ~ O ) ~ T B L ~ P ( ~ O )  
DIMtNSION Z.37(31 
COMEQN / C O N S T / T B L ~ ~ T B L ~ P P T B L ~ ~ T B L ~ P ~ T B L ~ ~ T B L ~ P ~ T B L ~ ~ T B L ~ ~ T B L ~ P ~  
1 TDL6PPr TBL5Pr TBL7r TBL7Pr TBL8r TBLBP 
DATA tTBLl(IIr1 = 1*41)/ 
1 r 1 2 0 ~ r 1 3 0 ~ 9 1 4 0 ~ r 1 5 0 . r 1 6 0 ~ r 1 7 0 ~ r ~ 8 ~ ~ r 1 9 0 . r 2 0 0 ~ r 2 1 0 ~ ~ ~ 2 2 0 ~ r 2 3 0 ~ r 2 4 0 ~  
2 r250.s260.,270.r280~r290mr300e~310e~320ar330m~~40*r~50~~~60~e3~0~ 
3 r 3 8 0 ~ v 3 9 0 ~ r 4 0 0 * r 4 1 0 ~ r 4 2 0 * r 4 3 0 * /  
DATA ITR1Jll)eI = 429461/440ms450mr460es470~~480*/ 
OATA ITBLlP(Ilr1 = lr411/ 0 * 7 0 3 9 r 0 . 9 1 1 7 r 1 * 1 3 1 r 1 * 3 5 0 r 1 ~ 5 5 8 r 1 * 7 8 4  
1 r i ~ 9 9 6 r ~ 0 ~ 7 ~ 4 7 5 ~ 2 ~ 6 4 0 r 2 m 8 5 5 r 3 ~ 0 6 8 r 3 a 2 8 1 r 3 ~ 4 9 2 r 3 ~ 7 0 3 r 3 * 9 1 2 r 4 ~ 1 l  
2 Y~4*324r4.5L7r4.72Yr4*929r5*12795*323r5*517r5m709r5*897~6*087r6*2 
3 72~6*457,6*641r6.820p6*999'17*178r7.357r7*530r7*?03~7*876~8.043~8. 
4 21ir8.37at8.545/ 
DATA LTBLlPLI)r1 = 4 7 r 4 6 ) / 8 m 7 0 6 t 8 ~ 8 6 8 ~ 9 * 0 3 0 r 9 m 1 9 2 r 9 * 3 4 7 /  
OATA (T&L3(I)rI = lr46)/ 3 0 ~ r 4 0 m r 5 0 ~ ~ 6 0 * r 7 0 ~ r 8 0 ~ 1 9 0 ~ r 1 0 0 ~ ~ 1 1 0 *  
1 r170 0 ~ r l 4 0 r r 1 5 0 ~ r 1 6 0 ~ r 1 7 0 e r 1 8 O ~ r 1 9 O ~ r 2 O O m ~ 2 1 O ~ r 2 2 O a r 2 3 O ~ r 2 4 O ~  
2 r 2 5 0 ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ 2 7 0 ~ r 2 8 0 ~ ~ 2 9 0 m r 3 0 0 ~ ~ 3 1 0 . r 3 2 0 ~ r 3 3 0 ~ r 3 4 0 * r 3 5 0 * ~ 3 6 0 ~ ~ 3 7 0 m  
3 r 3 8 0 ~ r 3 9 0 . r 4 0 0 ~ r 4 1 0 o t 4 2 0 ~ ~ 4 3 0 ~ ~ 4 4 0 ~ r 4 5 0 ~ ~ 4 6 ~ ~ ~ 4 7 0 * r 4 8 0 * /  
DATA (TBL3P(I)rl = lr46)/ 2 1 5 * 7 r 2 8 1 . 1 ~ 3 4 7 * 3 r 4 1 6 * 3 ~ 4 8 5 * 6 r 5 5 5 m 1 , b  
1 22m9r692.9r763~3~831~9r899~O~964~6r~O29~rlO9lerll52*~l2l~~rl27ler 
2 132Y.o1385~~1440~~1494~~1547.r1599~r1650~r170b~r1750~vl~98~r1846e 
3 o ~ . 1 9 3 9 a r 1 9 8 5 . . 2 n 3 a . r 2 0 7 5 * s ~ i 6 0 * s 2 2 0 2 * s 2 2 4 5 * * 2 2 8 6 * e 2 3 2 7  
4 * r 2 3 6 6 r r 2 4 0 6 e ~ 2 4 4 5 * r 2 4 8 5 * r 2 5 2 0 * r Z 5 6 0 ~ * 2 5 9 5 * /  
DATA lTR14(IIsI = lr131/ 0 * r 0 v 2 r 0 * 4 ~ 0 ~ 6 r 0 e 8 9 1 * O ~ 1 ~ 2 r 1 ~ 4 v 1 m 6 r 1 *  
1 8r2*0,2*2r8*0/ 
DATA (TBL4P(I)rI = lr13)/ 1~O~O~998r0~995e0.99lsOe985eO~977rO~9 
1 70r0~964e0~959v0~955vO*952~0*950~0*950~ 
DATA (TBL5II)rI = is4311 0~05r0~06r0~07~0~08eO*O9eO*lOrOmllr0. 
1 1 2 ~ 0 . 1 4 r 0 . 1 5 r 0 ~ 1 7 r 0 ~ 1 9 9 0 ~ 2 0 r 0 ~ 2 3 r 0 ~ 2 5 v 0 e 3 0 r 0 ~ 3 5 r 0 ~ 4 0 r 0 ~ 5 0 r 0 ~ 6 0 r 0 ~  
7 70.Q.BO.n.90,1~0r1~1r1~2~1e3r1~4r1~5~1~7~1*9r2*0~~*5r3*0~3*5r4~0r 
3 5 ~ 0 r 6 ~ 0 r 7 ~ 0 r 8 ~ 0 ~ 1 0 ~ 0 r 1 2 0 O r 2 0 * /  
1 9 7 r 0 ~ 1 1 2 r 0 ~ l 4 4 r 0 ~ 1 5 8 r O ~ 1 8 8 r O ~ 2 i 8 r ~ . 2 3 2 ~ O ~ 2 7 2 r O ~ 2 9 4 r O m 3 5 O ~ O * 3 9 7 r O ~  
7 ~ 3 7 * ~ a 6 4 0 s 0 . 6 7 2 s O * 7 O O r O ~ 7 2 4 r O m 7 4 4 r O ~ 7 6 5 ~ O ~ 7 8 3 ~ Q -  
3 ~ 8 0 0 r 0 ~ 8 2 6 r 0 o 8 4 Y r O ~ S 5 C ) e O ~ 8 9 5 v O ~ 9 1 6 r O ~ 9 3 2 r O e 9 4 4 ~ O ~ 9 6 O r O ~ Y 7 O ~ O ~ 9 7 7 ~  
1 Il.9- 
UATk (TBL6(I)*I = lt451/ 0 ~ 2 v O . 4 r 0 ~ 6 r 0 e 8 r l . O r 1 ~ Z r 1 ~ 4 r 1 a 6 ~ l ~ 8 r 2  
1 e O L 2 r 2 r 7 - 4 s 7 ~ 6 * ? m 8 s 3 ~ 0 r 3 e 2 ~ 3 ~ 4 r 3 e 6 r 3 s 8 r 4 ~ O ~ 4 ~ 2 r 4 ~ 4 r 4 . 6 r 4 * 8 r 5 e O r 5 m  
2 2 r 5 * 4 r 5 e 6 r 5 e 8 v 6 a 0 r 6 * 2 v 6 e 4 r 6 * 6 ~ 6 * 8 r 7 * 0 r 7 * 2 r 7 * 4 v 7 e 6 v 7 * 8 ~ 8 * 0 r 8 * 2 r  
?-.%A/ 
3ATA (TBL&P(I)rI = lr451/ 9e80271r lOe94784r12*89399r15*69746 ,19  
1 ~ 4 3 6 0 9 . 2 4 . 2 0 7 8 1 ~ 3 7 a 3 ~ ~ 4 5 ~ 9 5 2 3 0 r 5 6 * 1 4 9 3 2 r 6 8 * 0 7 7 7 1 r 8 1 * 8  
2 9Y47r97~77902rl15~88287r136*37821~159*4336l~l85*21769r213~89927r2 
3 ~ 5 ~ 4 7 4 r 6 3 3 4 n . 3 1 ~ ~ ~ 9 9 ~ r 4 . 4 ~ ~ c ~ a 5 2 ~ ~ 4 5 6 . 3 3 3 6 4 ~ 5 ~ . 0 4  
4 7 5 6 r 5 6 8 m 0 1 7 3 0 r 6 3 0 . 4 1 1 8 2 ~ 6 9 7 . 4 o 2 2 9 ~ 7 6 9 . 3 1 ~ 8 4 5 ~ 8 9 r 9 2 7 ~ 6 3 r  
r, 1 ~ n 7 - l l . i 9 n 1 ? ~ b 1 6 1 R , R . 1 r j 3 4 . 7 . 1 6 5 6 . 7 . ~ .  
6 1 9 2 0 e 4 r Z 0 6 2 ~ 2 r 2 2 1 0 o 9 r 2 3 6 7 ~ O r 2 5 3 0 ~ 2 s 2 7 0 0 ~ 7 /  
nA-P 1 I I . I  z 1 . 4 5 )  1 9-24. 
1 a63288v15~22758r16e9606a918e79408~20*69872r22065358v24*64392r26*6  
Y 5 5 1 9 1 4 * 3 9 -  
3 0 0 ~ 4 3 ~ 2 0 9 0 4 ~ 4 5 e 3 ~ 3 5 4 r 4 7 ~ 4 0 1 0 8 r 4 9 e 5 0 1 2 6 r 5 1 ~ 6 0 3 6 6 r 5 3 e 7 0 8 0 8 v 5 5 ~ 8 1 4 2 6  
I r v v 9 2 ,  
5 74~802r76e910~79e025081013Or83~242P85r352~87e46lr89e561~9le676~ 
A 6-1 
DATA(TBL7PtX)ri * lr91)I 8*0r7r95r7o9007e85r708007~75~7070e7e650 
1 7 7  
- 
- 6 0039.0 / 
DATA (TBL7(11r I  = l r911 /001207r  m012229*01237r~01253 , .01269r  
SIRFTC THI I'1FC-K 
SUBROUT I N E  TBLKP(VO,VARIFO,FCN,NO) 
DIMF-0 1 a F C u 0 0 1  
C T H I S  SUBROUTINE PERFORMS TABLE LOOK-UP OPEHATlONSe 
DO 100 l * l r N O  
V A R l r V A R ( 1 )  
I F  (VO - V A W  20-100 
1 0 0  CONTINUE 
WHITE 1 6 r 9 0 0 1 V O ~ N O  
9 0 0  FORMAT (34H VARlABLE EXCEEDS TABLE FOR VALUE E l l e 4 ~ 1 3 H  TABLE S I Z E  
2 9 0  F O = F C N f I )  + 
3 0 0  RETURN I 
-114- 
B.4 Hot Wire End Loss Program--Nusselt Number Version 
As Dewey (17) and Herzog (14) have already indicated, con- 
siderable difficulty was experienced in the initial set up and check 
out of this extensive end loss program. This difficulty arose because 
the method of successive substitution was used to compute local Mach 
numbers f rom Pitot pressures and Reynolds numbers, and this com- 
putation procedure did not always converge. It was therefore neces- 
sa ry  to establish a double iteration procedure based on Newton's 
method to calculate simultaneously end 10s s corrections both for 
adiabatic wire temperature and Nusselt number. The input data 
for  this program consist of Pitot pressures,  adiabatic wire res is t -  
ances, probe support temperatures, measured slopes of wire 
2 
resistance-power curve corresponding to zero power ( d ~ / d I  R ) ,  
and wire calibration data including Nusselt number correction fac- 
to rs  (Appendix A) determined with the aid of the previous program. 
2 
'9' and dlR/d~ R a r e  obtained directly from Input value s of Rawm 
the punched card output of the raw data program, Pitot pressure 
input data a t  a given axial location consist of tabulated semiprofiles 
s f  pressures ,  and values corresponding to specific probe positions 
a r e  determined by interpolation, Starting with initial t r ia l  value s 
for stagnation temperature and Nusselt number, the computation 
is cycled until a convergence criterion is  met. K most cases satis- 
factory convergence takes place within 5 to 6 iterations, 
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B,4=) Fortran Listing of Hot Wire End Loss Program--Nusselt 
Number Version - - - 
- - - --- ----- -- 
DIMENSION T B L 1 ~ 4 6 ) r T B L 1 P ~ 4 6 ) r T B L 3 f 4 6 ~ ~ T 3 L 3 P ~ 4 6 ~ ~ T B L 4 l l 3 ~ ~ T B L 4 P f l 3 l  
lrTBI5f41)~TF3l5P(43)rTBL6f45)rTBL6P145)rTBL6PP(4>lrTOL7(19)rTBL7P 
2(19)rYD(lOO)rQ8V(lOO) 
DIMENSION 737t3) 
COMMON Z18rZ19*Z20rZ21rZ22~Z23~Z24rL25~Z26~Z27rZ2?*z~O~Z3l~Z32~ 
COMMON / C O N S T / T B L ~ I T B L ~ P ~ T ~ C ~ ~ T B L ~ P ~ T B L ~ ~ T B L ~ P ~ T B L S ~ T B L ~ * T ~ L ~ P ~  
1 T ~ ~ L ~ P P v T B L ~ P * T B L ~ ~ T B L ~ P  
r M 
50 READ fSr51) IDXX*QlO~Q14rQ16rQ13~Q9*DYD~NOP 
51JQ&!.AT (14,6X6FlOe0*3XI3) i 
REAC 15r500) TBL7P 
5nn FORMAT 116~5.71 
GO TO (310*320)*IDXX 
730 RFAD 15.171 fYDfI)al=l.NOP) 
1 3  FORMAT Il6F5.59 
d READ l5a14) tQBVfI)rI=lrNOP) 
14 FORMAT (16F5.4) - 
10 READ (5912) QlrQZeQ3rRAWMrSLP*Q7rIQl2 
12 F 0 ~ ~ A T 1 F 3 ~ l ~ l ~ F 4 ~ 2 ~ 1 ~ F 6 ~ 3 ~ 1 ~ F 5 ~ 2 ~ l ~ F 8 ~ 6 ~ l 9 ~ F 5 e l ~ l 9 ~ ~ 3 ~  
YDl=Q3+DYD /' I i 
YDI2=YDl*YDl I 
YDl=SORT(YDlZ) 
CALL TRLKP fYDltYDtQBrQBV*NOPI 
GO TO 330 
310 READ 15vll) Ql? Q29 Q ~ ~ R A W M I S L P V  Q7t Q8r Q9, lQl2 
I 1  F O R M A T l F 3 a l i l X F 4 e 7 * 1 X F 6 e 3 t 1 X F 5 r 2 r 1 ~ F 8 m 6 ~ 9 X F 5 0  lXF5e4*1XF404r 
1 8x13) 
370 IF I R W Q e O a )  GO TO SO 
Q12 = IQ12 
N775=1 
20 CALL FSTCM 
7n CAI  I PRI  CM 
CALL M22 
RO IF fAB<1[770 - Y9)/77n) - a019 1 5 0 ~ 1 5 0 ~ 1 0 0  
100 IF (NZ35-20) 1201200r200 
I?n ~ 7 7 5 = ~ 7 3 5 + 1  
CALL ADDCM 
GO TO 7n 
150 IF lABSIlFMUN-Y1)/FMUN~-~O0051 170tlOO*100 
11718 - Y7)/71R9 - a 0005) 700e7My100 
200 019 = Z25*FMUO*SQRT(ZZlI/Q6 
IF ((319 -. flnm855) 7 0 U O l r 2 0 2  
201 Q19=*0000855 t 
770=7.n 
SS = Z2O*SQRT(O*5*C419 o 
N n  = L.5 
CALL TRLKP (SS~fBL6rTAWsTBL6P*NO) 
f A l  I TRI KP f ZC;.T=foTRI APP&) 
Y 3 1  = 40 
CAI I TRI KP 1?7flaT~l 4 a F ~ ~ C o T ~ l l  
FNUF = fTAW/TSBZ9 /[lo0 + a5 *(220+*20) * IC41-1*0)1 
f f nMRl ITF 
0 
NZ35 = I 
F M l ~ a Q C i  
t21=234/FMUN 
r A l  W M  
1 
HFTAqO=FTASG - ETAS t F 
FMUN = 2.0 
2 7 0  721=Z34/FMUN 
CALL PRLCM 
CAI l PRLCM 
GO TO 2 0 2  
S I A F T f  F S T  OFfK 
SUBROUTINE FSTCM 
D I M E N S I O N  T B L 1 ( 4 6 1 r T B L l P f 4 6 ) r T B L 3 ( 4 6 ) r t B L 3 P f 4 6 ~ ~ T B L 4 l l 3 ) ~ T B L 4 P ~ l 3 )  , 
lrTOL5t43)rTBL5P(43)rTBL6(45)rTBL6Pf45)*TBL6PPf45)*T8L7(l9)*TBL7P 
2 ( 1 9 )  
D I M E N S I O N  2 3 7 1 3 )  
COMMON Z 1 8 r Z 1 9 ~ Z 2 0 ~ Z 2 l r Z 2 2 , Z 2 3 ~ Z 2 4 ~ Z 2 5 * Z 2 6 r Z 2 7 r Z 2 8 ~ Z 3 O ~ Z 3 l ~ 2 3 2 r  
1 Z 3 3 t Z 3 4 r 2 3 5 r Z 3 7 r C 1 ~ C 2 ~ C 5 r C 4 O ~ C 4 1 ~ C 4 2 r Q I * Q 2 ~ Q 3 ~ Q 4 * Q 5 * Q 6 ~ ~ 7 * Q 8 *  
~ Q ~ O I O ~ ~ , Q ~ ~ ~ Q ~ ~ ~ Q ~ ~ ~ Q ~ ~ ~ Q ~ ~ ~ Q ~ ~ ~ Q ~ ~ ~ Q ~ ~ ~ Q ~ O ~ Q ~ ~ D ~ E ~ S ~ E T A S ~ F K O ~  
~ F K W * F M U N I F M U O I F N B R I F N U I F N U C . F N U C * F N U F * F N U M * F I ~ ~ N Z ~ ~ * ~ ~ * S S ~ T A W * T S *  
~ T ~ z ~ v I s I ~ w O ~ Y ~ ~ Y ~ ~ Y ~ ~ Y ~ ~ N Y ~ ~ ~ N U C O ~ R A W M ~ S L P  
COMMON / C O N S T / T B L l ~ T B L l P ~ T B L 3 ~ T B L 3 P ~ T B L 4 ~ T B L 4 P ~ T 8 L 5 ~ T B L 6 * T B L 6 P ~  
I T R I  6PPmTB) 5PmTBI 7mTBI 7 P  
C SET  CONSTANTS 
FNlI = l a 5  ' I .  
FMUN = 1 a025 
NUCO = a 5  
019 = n.o 
C  COMPUTE 
734=27307+(RAWM-Q13)/~Ql6*O13) 
~ 4 = t Q 1 3 * Q 1 6 ) / ~ 3 . 1 4 1 5 9 2 6 5 * Q 1 4 Q S L P * ~ O O O 1 )  
(. 
t Y O = 4 h  I 
CALL TBLKPfZ2lrTBLlrFKO*TBLlP~NO) 
FKOzFKO+l f l r t700019 
, FNUM = tQ4 / (FK0+4.187*2 .541)  * 1aOE-6 
- 
T F  = 107 - 7 1 L I  / 7 3 1  . 
CALL  B S I T  
Ndlrth 
CALL TBLKPtZZlrTBL3rFMUOeTBL3P~N011 
F M I I n = F M m * I  na-11 
RETURN 
SUBROUTINE PRLCM 
DIMENSION TBL1146)rTBL1P(46)*TBL3t46)rTBL3P1461+T31.4113)rTBL4P(131 
lrTBL5(43)rTBL5P(43)rTBL6(45)rTBL6P145)*TBL6PPt45i*TflL7(l9l*TBL7P 
DIMENSION 2 3 7 ( 3 )  . - -. 
COMMON ~ 1 8 ~ ~ 1 9 r ~ 2 0 r 2 2 ~ ~ ~ 2 2 r ~ 2 3 r ~ 2 4 r ~ 2 5 * ~ 2 6 ~ ~ 2 7 r ~ 2 8  9 30 231*2329 
1ZJ3rZ34tZ35*Z37rCl~C2~C5*C4O*C41*C42*Ql~Q2*Q3~Q4rQ5eQ6*U7*Q8w 
+ 2~10tQllrQ12rQ13rQ14*Q15~Q16~Q17~Q18~Q19~Q2OrQ9wDrEPS~ETASwFKOw 
~FKW*FMUN*FMUOIFNBRIFNUIFNUCIFNUCOFNUF*FNUM*FI~*NZ~~*SO*SS~TAW*TS* 
C T S D Z I V I S I N ~ W O I Y ~ ~ Y ~ ~ Y ~ ~ Y ~ ~ N Y ~ ~ ~ N U C O ~ R A W M ~ S L P  
COMMON / C O N S T / T B L ~ ~ Y B L ~ P I T B L ~ , T B L ~ P ~ T B L ~ P I Y B L ~ ~ T B L ~ * T B L ~ P ~  
11 WO =(EXP(Z*O * F ~ u )  -1.0) /(FNU*(EXPIFNU*7aO) +1.0) ) 
T S  = (Q7-234) / 2 2 1  
S O = ( Q l 6 * ~ ) / ( l a O + Q l 6 * f Z 3 4 - C 4 2 ) )  
NO1 = 19 
CAI  L TBLKP(WOrTBL7*Z379TBL7PrNOl) 
Z18=Z32*FNUM 
N01=46 4 
CALL T B L K P I Z ~ ~ ~ T B L ~ * F M U O * T B L ~ P M )  I 
F M U O = F M U 0 + ( 0 ~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 l ~  t i 
Z24~Z2lf(l~0+0e5*~C41-1~0t*tZ20**2)) I 
CAI  I TRI KP(774rTJY 3 r V I S I N * T B L 3 P t N O l )  
V IS IN=VfS IN* (Oe0000001)  
NO1 = 43 4 
CALL T B L K P ( Z ~ ~ * T B L ~ ~ L ~ ~ * T B L ~ P P N O ~ ) -  
NO1 = 13 
CALL TBLKP (Z20rTBL4rFNUC*TBL4P,N01) 
NO = 45 
CALL T B L K P ( S S I T B L ~ ~ T A W I T B L ~ P * N O ~  
CALL T B L K P ( S S * T B L ~ ~ T S B Z ~ T B L ~ P P ~ N O ~  
F N U F = I T A W / T S B Z I / ( ~ . O + ~ ~ * ~ Z ~ O * * Z I * ~ C ~ ~ - ~ ~ O ) ~  
ETAS=Zl9*(FNUF-FNUCl+FNUC 
' Z30=11.-(Q7*WO/Z34))/fla-W0) 
FMUN=FTAS/730 
FNBR=Z19/231 
GO TO 50 
1 0  NO = 46 
CAI L TBLKP( 7 2 1  * T B L ~ ~ F K O P ~ B L ~ P ~ N O )  
F K O ~ F K 0 * ~ 0 ~ 0 0 0 0 1 )  
- CAtL  T B L K P ~ ~ T B L ~ ~ F M U O ~ T B L ~ P ~ N O ~ I  
FMUO=FMU0*10e0000001) 
224=~21/(1.0+0e5*~C41-1mO~*t220**2~) 
CALL T B L K P ( Z ~ ~ ~ T B L ~ ~ V I S I N , ~ B L ~ P ~ N O ~ ~  
V I S I N = V 1 S I N * ~ O a 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 ~  
225 = Ql9*06/tFMUO*SQRT122r)) 
4 1 2  Z ~ ~ = ~ V I S I N * Z ~ ~ ~ ( Z ~ ~ * F M U O ~ ~ * S Q R ~ ( O P S * C ~ ~ * ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ )  
REAL NUCO 
REAt NUFM - - - '  - 
REAL NUCl 
GO TO 5 0  
1 5  FRNU + -Z25+1e45*fNUCO**fel28*r(2e-NUCO)**4*)+2e6~)1 1 
N01=43 
CALL TBLKPIZ28rTBL5rZ19rTBL5PtNOl )  - - - 
7 7 1  = 1.0 + WO * ( l *O+(FNUC-Ql l )  / (FMuN-FNUCI) / ( l*-WO) 
ETAS=Z19*fFNUF-FNUC) + FNUC 
Z30=(1a-(Q7*WOIZ3411/Ile-W0~ 
50  RETURN 
SIBFTC OUT DFCK 
SUBROUTINE OUTPUT 
2t191 
DIMENSION Z37(3) 
8rZ19rZ20~Z21~Z22~Z23~Z24~Z25~Z26~Z27rZ28*73O~Z3l~Z32~ 
1 Z 3 3 r Z 3 4 r Z 3 5 r Z 3 7 r C l ~ C 2 ~ C 5 ~ C 4 O ~ C 4 1 ~ C 4 2 r 0 1 * Q 2 ~ Q 3 ~ Q 4 ~ Q 5 ~ ~ 6 ~ Q 7 ~ U 8 ~  
7 0  CAI W A D D C M  
CALL PRLCM 
CALI M7? 
10 221 = Z34/FMUN 
2 7 2  = 225 * FMUO / Q15 
Q20=Q6*(((70*220*Z20-1.)/(6.*Z20*Z20))**25* 491.67 
5 0  ID = Q12 + 001 
WHITE (69500) IDvQ2rQ3e NZ359 NY35vZ20~223r222s 
3R-P 
500 FOHMAT(2HHW13vllX4HXD Ell.4,1X4HYD Ell.4elX4HZ35 1212X4HY35 I21 
1 2X4HM Elle4rlX4HU Ell.4~1X4HRHOUEl1.4e1X4HTINFE11e4/c 
24HTO E11.4rPX4HPINFE11.4rlX4HPO Ella4elX4HREO Ell049 
.4,1X4HPSIRFll.4slX4HT* Ell.4rl,X4HNUO Ell.4/9 
44HPT E ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ X ~ H N * B R E ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ L X ~ H K I N F E ~ ~ ~ ~ V ~ X ~ H P S I B E ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
51X9HNU E 1 1 . 4 r l X 4 H N ~ E l l e 4 , 1 X 4 H N C  E11.4rlX4HNF tll.4/v 
64HPSINEll*4rlX4HNUM Ell.4rlX4HWO Elle401X4HNM €11049 
S F11a4alX&J75 . E 1 1 e 4 r w R  E1104fe 
84HALPAEllo4rlX4HN* E11e4nlX4HDYD Elle4tlX4HRAWMEllo4, 
9-1 P Fll.4111 
RETURN 
END 
S W T C A D D  . DFCK 
SUBROUTINE ADDCM 
D I W I O N  TBLl(46),TBL1P(46),TBL3(46)rTBL3P(46)rfBL4(131rTBL4P(131 
lrTBL5(431*TBL5P(43)*TBL6(451rTBL6P(451*TBL6PP(45l*TBL7(l9)*TBL7P 
I DIMENSION Z 3 7 ( 3 )  
* COMMON Z18rZ19rZZO~Z2lrZ2Z~~23vZ24vZ25~Z26~Z27~Z28~Z3O~Z3l~Z32~ 
1 Z 3 3 r Z 3 4 r Z 3 5 r Z 3 7 r C l t C Z v C 5 ~ C 4 O ~ c 4 1 ~ C 4 2 r Q 1 ~ Q 2 ~ Q 3 ~ Q 4 ~ U 5 ~ ~ 6 ~ Q 7 ~ Q 8 ~  
~ ~ S ~ ~ ~ V I S I N * W O * Y ~ ~ Y ~ * Y ~ * Y ~ I N Y ~ ~  P&JCOIRAWM*SLP 
COMMON / C O N S T / T B L ~ ~ T B L ~ P I T B L ~ P T B L ~ P * T B L ~ ~ T B L ~ P * T B L ~ * T B L ~ * T B L ~ P ~  
1 TBI ~ P P I T B I  5 P r T D I  7*TBL7P 
ZZl=Z34/FMUN 
i NO=46 
CALL TBLKP~ZZl~TBLl~FKOtTBLlPINO) 
FKOIFKO+(O.(~POO~) 
FNUM = (04 / (FK0*4e187*2e54)1  * 1eOE-6 
7 2 7 = w U C * I F N U F - F N U C ) * Z l 9 )  
Q 1 1  = Q7 / Z 2 1  
t Z30=(1.0-WO*( v 
ETAS=L27/Z21 
i 
L- EPSsETAS FMUN - 
FNU o S Q R T ~ ~ ~ ' ~ * Q ~ ~ * Z ~ ~ * F K O / F K W )  I 
Y3=Z20 , 1 
Y l=FMUN / 
C y z = i i a  
RETURN 
I FND ! 
S I B F T C  M 2 ?  DECK 
SUBROUTINE M 2 2  
Z(19) 
D I Y E N S I O N  23713) 
COMMON Zl8rZ19rZ20.Z21rZ22rt23~Z24~Z25*Z26~Z27rZ20~Z3O~Z3l~Z32* 
1Z33rZ34*Z35rZ37rCl*C2*C5*C4O*C41*C42rQ1*Q2~Q3*Q4*Q5~U6*Q7*Q8* 
~ Q ~ O ~ Q ~ ~ ~ Q ~ ~ ~ Q ~ ~ ~ Q ~ ~ ~ Q ~ ~ ~ Q ~ ~ I Q ~ ~ ~ Q ~ ~ ~ Q ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ O ~ Q ~ ~ D ~ E P S ~ E T A S ~ F K O ~  
~ F K W I F M V N I F M U O * F N B R I F N U I F N U C I F N U C * F N U F ~ F N U M * F I ~ * N Z ~ ~ * S O * S S ~ T A W * T S ~  
4TSR7  ~ V ! S I N I W O I Y ~  r Y Z * Y 3 * Y 6 * N Y 3 5 r N U C O * R A W M * S L P  
COMMON / C O N S T / T B L ~ ~ T B L ~ P I T B L ~ , T B L ~ P * T ~ ) L ~ * T B L ~ P ~ T ~ L ~ * T B L ~ * T ~ L ~ P *  
CALL NudREO 
- 
C A I  ! NUOREO 
G5=(1Z2~*FM~O+SORTtC40*Z2l*fC4l+1oO)/12.O*C4l~~1/~Oo3306*Q6Jl**2 
720 = 03 
703 CALL  NUOREO 
CALL NUOREO 
G 5 = ( ( Z 2 5 * F M ~ 0 * S 0 R T ( C 4 0 * Z 2 1 * ~ C 4 1 + l ~ O ) ~ ~ 2 . O * C 4 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ O * 3 3 8 6 * Q 6 ~ ~ * * 2  
F5=tm5*fC41+1oI*Z2O*Z2O~*t1m+o5*fC41-lc)*Z2O*Z2O~**~~~C4l+lol/fC4l 
1-1.11 
997 GO Tn 994 
994 CALL NUOREO 
RFTURN 
END 
T r  F L ~  nFy# 
SUBROUTINE BSIT 
ION TBt1I461*TBLlP(46)rTBL3(46)rTBL3P(46)rTt3L4(l3)rTBL4P(l3L 
DIMENSION 237(3) 
C w  7l8rZ19~Z20~ZZlr222rZ23rZ24~Z25~Z26~Z27~Z28r230rZ31rZ32r 
1 ~ 3 3 r L 3 4 t ~ 3 5 r Z 3 7 r C l ~ C 2 ~ C 5 ~ C 4 O ~ C 4 1 ~ C 4 2 r Q 1 * Q 2 ~ Q 3 ~ Q 4 ~ Q 5 ~ Q 6 ~ Q 7 ~ Q 8 r  
S Q ~ ~ ~ Q ~ ~ ~ Q ~ ~ ~ Q ~ ~ ~ Q ~ ~ ~ Q ~ ~ ~ Q ~ O ~ Q ~ ~ O ~ E P S * E T A S ~ F K O ~  
~FKWIFMUN*FMUO~FNBR,FNUIFNU*FNUC~FNUF~FNUM*FI~*NZ~~*S~*~S*TAW~TS* 
4T-.WOrYl*Y? r Y 3 r Y b r N Y 3 5 r O * R A W M s S L P  
COMMON / C O N S T / T B L ~ ~ T B L ~ P I T B L ~ ~ T B L ~ P * T B L ~ * T B L ~ P D T B L ~ ~ T B L ~ ~ T B L ~ P ~  
I T u P P n T R L 5 P s T R I  7aTRI 7P 
C THIS IS A DIRECT BISECTION FOR FNU 
2 0  IF  lFNU - 8.01 40r40*950 
40 IF (0.8-FNUI 60*60*960 
60 dQ=I_CULeLLO*FNU)-l.O)/(EXP(2.O*FNU)+1.0)1/FNU 
CON = IFKO/FKW)*FNUM*((Q14)**2*) 
tJ01 = 19 
CALL TBLKP1WOsTBL7rZ32rT8LfP~N019 
FTN = (FNU**2.)/a2 
Xl=ABS(FTN-CON! 
IF ( X 1  - rQOO7) 990s990s80 I 
80 IF IFTN-CON) 1001990*200i I 
CALL T B L K P I F W O I T B L ~ * Z ~ ~ ~ T B L ~ P ~ N O ~ ~  
FV s [V**7.1/722 
XZ=ABS(FV-CON) 
IF 1x2 -. m 7 1  9-6 
310 IF (FV-CON) 400*900*500 
qnn FNLI=V 
GO TO 990 
1 
951 FORMAT l15H NU EXCEEDS 8.0) 
+ QkA WRITF l h . O A 1  1 
961 FORMAT 113H NU BELOW 0.81 
FNII = -RP 
u0 10 990 Qon. 
END 
BIBFTC NUR DECK 
SUDROUTINE NUOREO 
DIMFNSION TBL1(46)~TBL1Pf46)rTBL3(46)rTBL3P(46)*TBL4fl3~~TBL4P(l3~ 
lrTBL5f43)9TBL5P(43)rTBL6f45)rTBL6P(45)tTBL6PPf45)9TBL7fl9)~TBL7P 
2(13) 
DIMENSION 237(3) 
COMMON Z18rZ~9rZ20rZ2lrZ22rZ23rZ24rZ25d26rZ27~228~Z30~231~Z32~ 
1 ~ 3 3 r Z 3 4 r Z 3 5 ~ Z 3 7 r C l ~ C 2 r C 5 ~ C 4 O ~ C 4 1 * C 4 2 r Q 1 ~ Q 2 ~ Q 3 * Q 4 ~ Q 5 * Q 6 ~ Q 7 ~ Q 8 r  
9 Q 1 7 ~  
~ F K W ~ F M ~ N ~ F M U O ~ F N B R ~ F N U ~ F N U C ~ F N U F ~ F N [ J M ~ F I ~ ~ N Z ~ ~ ~ S O ~ S S ~ T A W * T S ~  
~ T S R ~ ~ V I S I N . W O ~ Y ~ ~ Y ~ ~ Y ~ * Y ~ * N Y ~ ~ + N U C O * R A W M * S L P  
COMMON / C O N S T / T B L ~ V T B L ~ P I T B L ~ ~ T B L ~ P ~ T B L ~ ~ T B L ~ P ~ T B L ~ ~ T ~ L ~ ~ T B L ~ P ~  
1 T B L ~ P P ~ T B L ~ P I T B L ~ ~ T B L ~ P  
REAL NUCO 
R F A l  NUCl 
REAL NUFM 
IF ( 7 1 8  - 1 1  950,950r5 
5 IF I218 * 5. I 6969960 
6 SS = Z20*SQRT( 05*C41) 
vo = 45 
CALL TBI KP _ ( s S * ~ ~ T S ~ ~ ~ ~ T B L ~ P P ~ N O I  
, 4 X 3 5 =  1 
- 
- - FNUS- ZU+NUCwflm+(NUCO/NUFM)) 8 
D N U S = ~ ( ~ . + I N U C O / N U F M ) ) * * ~ - ~ ~ ) ) * ~ ~ ~ + ( N U C O / N U F M ) ~ ~ O ~ ~ ~ * ~ ~ Z ~ - N U C O )  
1*+4.)+2.67 - ,512 * ~ C O + ( ~ ~ ~ - N U C O ) * * ~ O ) * A L O ~ ~ N U C O ~ ) )  
NUCl = NUCO -FNUS/DNUS 
20 NUCO = NUCl 
GO TO 10 
950 WRITF ( 6 ~ 9 5 1 )  
951 FORMAT 119H NU0 LESS THAN 0e01) 
7 7 5  = 005 
GO TO 990 
960 WRITF (6r961) f 
961 FORMAT (16H NU0 EXCEEDS 500) 
ld W C O  = NUCl 
225 = le45*NUCO**(al28*f(2~-NUCOP**4e)*2a67~ 
990 RETURN 
END 
BLOCK DATA 
DIMFhlj ION TBI1(46)~TBIlP(461rTBL3t46)rTBL3P(46)rTBL4(13I*TBL4P(13~ 
~ * T O L ~ ~ ~ ~ ) ~ T B L ~ P ( ~ ~ ) ~ T O L ~ ~ ~ ~ ) ~ T B L ~ P ( ~ ~ ) * T B L ~ P P ( ~ ~ ) * T B L ~ ( ~ ~ ) * T B L ~ P  
2 ( 1 9 )  
DIMENSION Z 3 7 ( 3 )  
COMMON / C O N S T / T B L ~ ~ T B L ~ P I T B L ~ * T B L ~ P ~ T B L ~ P I T B L ~ * T B L ~ * T B L ~ P ~  
1 T B L ~ P P I T B L ~ P * T B L ~ ~ T B L ~ P  
DATA ( T B L l ( l ) * I  = 1,4611 3 0 m r 4 0 ~ r 5 0 m r 6 0 o r 7 0 m * 8 O m ~ 9 O m * 1 O O m ~ 1 1 O m  
1 1 1 2 0 m r 1 3 0 m r 1 4 0 ~ r 1 5 0 m ~ 1 6 0 m ~ 1 7 0 m ~ 1 8 0 0 ~ 1 9 0 m ~ 2 0 0 m ~ 2 1 0 e 9 2 2 0 m ~ 2 3 0 m ~ 2 4 0 m  
6 0 m r 2 7 0 e r 2 8 0 o ~ 2 9 0 m r 3 0 0 o ~ 3 1 0 m ~ 3 2 0 m ~ 3 3 O m ~ 3 4 0 m ~ ~ ~ 0 o ~ ~ 6 0 m ~ ~ ~ 0 m  
3 r 3 8 0 m r 3 9 0 ~ r 4 0 0 m ~ 4 1 0 m r 4 2 O m ~ 4 3 0 ~ ~ 4 4 0 m t ~ + 5 0 ~ ~ ~ + 6 0 m ~ 4 7 0 m ~ 4 8 0 m /  
DATA ( T B L l P ( 1 ) r I  = l r 4 6 ) /  0~7039rOm9117rlm131r1.350r1.558~1m784 
1 ~ 1 m 9 9 6 r 2 m 2 1 0 ~ 2 m 4 2 5 r 2 o 6 4 0 ~ 2 m 8 5 5 ~ 3 o O b 8 ~ 3 m 2 8 l ~ 3 m 4 9 2 ~ 3 m 7 O 3 ~ 3 m 9 l 2 ~ ~ ~ l l  
4 711~8~378~8~545r8.706~8~868~9~03019~192~9m347/ 
DATA ( T B L 3 ( I ) r I  = 1 * 4 6 ) /  3 0 m r 4 0 0 ~ 5 0 m ~ 6 0 e r 7 0 m ~ 8 0 0 1 9 0 0 ~ 1 O O m ~ l l O m  
1 r 1 2 0 . . 1 3 ( l e r 1 4 0 e ~ 1 5 0 m ~ 1 6 0 e r 1 7 0 m ~ 1 8 0 m r 1 9 0 m ~ 2 0 0 m ~ 2 1 0 ~ ~ ~ 2 0 ~ ~ 2 3 0 o r 2 4 O m  
2 r 2 5 O m r 2 6 0 m r 2 7 0 m r 2 8 0 o ~ 2 9 0 m ~ 3 0 0 m * 3 1 0 ~ ~ 3 2 0 m ~ 3 3 0 m ~ 3 4 0 ~ ~ 3 5 0 m ~ 3 6 0 m ~ 3 7 0 m  
3 ~ 3 8 0 e ~ 3 9 0 m ~ 4 0 0 ~ r 4 1 0 e ~ 4 2 0 o ~ 4 3 0 o ~ 4 4 0 o ~ 4 5 0 m ~ 4 6 0 ~ ~ 4 7 0 ~ ~ 4 8 0 m /  
DATA ( T 6 L 3 P ( I ) r I  = l r 4 6 ) /  215.7*281mlr347m3r416m3~485m6*555ml*6 
1 2 ~ m 9 ~ 6 3 2 m 9 r 7 6 3 ~ 3 ~ 8 3 1 ~ ? ~ 8 9 9 m 0 ~ 9 6 4 m 6 ~ 1 0 2 9 m ~ 1 0 9 1 m ~ 1 1 ~ ~ m ~ ~ 2 1 ~ m ~ 1 2 7 1 m ~  
2  1 3 2 9 m r 1 3 8 5 m ~ 1 4 4 0 ~ ~ 1 4 9 4 m ~ 1 5 4 7 m ~ 1 5 9 9 e ~ 1 6 5 0 m ~ 1 7 0 0 m ~ 1 ~ 5 ~ m ~ 1 7 9 8 m ~ 1 8 4 6 m  
DATA ( T 9 1 4 ( I ) * I  = 1 * 1 3 ) /  ' 0 ~ r 0 o 2 ~ 0 e 4 r 0 m k r 0 m 8 r l m O ~ 1 e 2 ~ l e 4 ~ l m 6 v l m  
1 8 r 2 a 0 ~ 2 m 2 * 1 0 m /  . ' 
1 7 0 ~ 0 m 9 6 4 r 0 m 9 5 9 ~ O o 9 5 5 ~ 0 m 9 5 2 ~ 0 e 9 5 0 ~ 0 ~ 9 5 0 /  
DATC ( T B L S ( l ) * I  = l t 4 3 ) /  3 m 0 5 r 0 o 0 6 r 0 o 0 7 ~ 0 o O 8 ~ O m O 9 ~ O m 1 O ~ O m l l r 0 .  
1 1 2 r 0 m 1 4 e 0 m 1 5 r 0 e 1 7 ~ 0 m 1 9 ~ 0 e 2 0 ~ 0 o 2 3 . 0 . 2 5 ~ ~ ~ * 0 o ~ ~ ~ 0 m ~ 0 ~ 0 o ~ 0 ~ 0 m 6 0 ~ 0 ~  
7 7 0 r 0 . 8 0 ~ 0 ~ 9 0 r l ~ 0 ~ 1 m 1 ~ 1 o 2 ~ l ~ 3 ~ 1 ~ 4 ~ 1 m 5 ~ 1 e 7 ~ l o 9 ~ 2 o O ~ 2 m 5 v 3 m O ~ 3 ~ 5 ~ 4 ~ ~ ~  
3 S m ~ r 6 m 0 ~ 7 m 0 ~ 8 m 0 ~ 1 0 m 0 ~ 1 2 ~ 0 1 2 5 * 0 ~  
DATA I T D L S P ( I ) * I  = 1 r 4 3 ) /  0 ~ 0 2 ~ 0 ~ 0 3 r 0 m 0 4 2 r 0 m 0 5 4 ~ 0 m 0 6 8 * 0 m 0 8 2 ~ 0 m 0  
1 97t0mll2~0~144rO~158~0o188~0m2P8~0m232*0m272v0m294v0m350~0m397~0m 
2  4 3 7 r 0 ~ 5 0 5 r 0 ~ 5 5 8 r 0 ~ 6 0 3 ~ 0 ~ 6 4 0 ~ 0 m 6 7 2 ~ 0 m 7 0 0 ~ 0 ~ 7 2 4 ~ 0 m 7 4 4 ~ 0 m 7 6 5 ~ 0 m 7 8 3 ~ ~  
3 e 8 0 0 r 0 m 8 2 6 ~ 0 m 8 4 9 ~ 0 m 8 5 8 ~ O o 8 9 5 1 O o 9 1 6 ~ O m 9 3 ~ ~ O ~ 9 4 4 ~ O ~ 9 6 O ~ O m 9 7 O ~ O ~ 9 7 7 ~  
4  0 ~ 9 8 2 ~ 0 m 9 9 0 ~ 1 ~ 0 ~ 1 m 0 ~  
DATA ( T B L 6 ( I ) r I  = l r 4 5 ) /  0 m 2 r 0 m 4 ~ 0 ~ 6 r 0 ' ~ 8 r l o 0 ~ 1 ~ 2 ~ 1 m 4 ~ 1 m 6 ~ 1 e 8 ~ 2  
1 ~ 0 ~ 7 r 2 r 7 m 4 r 7 m 6 r 2 o 8 ~ 3 ~ 0 ~ 3 o 2 ~ 3 o 4 ~ 3 o 6 ~ 3 o 8 ~ 4 ~ 0 ~ 4 ~ 2 ~ 4 m 4 ~ 4 e 6 ~ 4 ~ 8 ~ 5 m 0 ~ 5 m  
2 , 2 r 5 m 4 r 5 . 6 r 5 m 8 9 6 e 0 ~ 6 m 2 v 6 m 4 ~ 6 m 6 9 6 m 8 9 7 m 0 ~ 7 m 2 ~ 7 m 4 ~ 7 m 6 ~ 7 m 8 ~ 8 e 0 v 8 m 2 9  
3 8 m 4 ~ 8 0 6 * 8 m 8 * 9 e O /  
DATA ( T B L 6 P ( I ) * I  = l r 4 5 ) /  9m8027lr10m94784r12089399e15m69746r19 
1 ~ 6 ~ 0 7 A ~ 6 3 ~ 3 7 o 3 7 9 2 3 ~ 4 5 m 9 5 2 3 0 w 5 6 m 1 4 9 3 2 ~ 6 8 m 0 7 7 7 1 e 8 1 m ~  
2  9 9 4 7 r 9 7 m 7 7 9 0 2 r 1 1 5 m 8 8 2 8 7 ~ 1 3 6 m 3 7 8 2 1 ~ 1 5 9 ~ 4 3 3 6 1 ~ 1 8 5 e 2 1 7 6 9 ~ 2 1 3 m 8 9 9 2 7 ~ 2  
? 4 5 g ~ ~ 7 8 ~ a 6 1 3 4 ~ ~ 3 1 9 ~ ( 1 2 4 7 4 ~ 3 6 0 ~ 9 9 7 0 4 ~ 4 0 6 ~ 7 0 5 2 8 r 4 5 6 ~ 3 3 3 6 4 ~ 5 1 0 ~ 0 4  
4  7 5 6 r 5 6 8 m 0 1 7 3 0 r 6 3 0 m 4 1 1 8 2 t 6 9 7 m 4 0 2 2 9 ~ 7 6 9 e 3 1 ~ 8 4 5 0 8 9 ~ 9 2 7 m 6 3 ~  
5 inio.~i.1in7,ii~l~ns,?.i~.i,i4~8~8,1534~7~6.7,1785.2, 
6 1 9 2 0 m 4 r 2 0 6 2 ~ 2 r 2 2 1 0 m 9 , 2 3 6 7 e 0 ~ 2 5 3 O m Z ~ 2 7 0 0 m 7 /  
w DATA I T R l  A D P I  1 1 . 1  = 1 . 4 5 ) /  9 g h l ? 1 4 0 1 0 ~ . 0 4 9 7 4 a ~  
1 . 6 3 2 8 8 r l 5 m 2 2 7 5 8 r 1 6 m 9 6 0 6 8 ~ 1 8 e 7 9 4 0 8 t 2 O m 6 9 8 7 2 ~ 2 2 m 6 5 3 5 8 ~ 2 4 m 6 4 3 9 2 ~ 2 6 ~ 6  
7 5 9 ~ ~ ~ 7 4 3 ~ 7 . 3 7 ~ ~ 9 8 ~ 3 1 ~ 3 6 ~ 9 4 9 1 4 ~ 3 9 . ~  
3 0 0 ~ 4 3 m 2 0 9 0 4 r 4 5 ~ 3 0 3 5 4 ~ 4 7 e 4 0 1 0 8 0 4 9 m 5 0 1 2 6 ~ 5 1 o 6 0 3 6 6 ~ 5 3 ~ 7 0 8 0 8 v 5 5 o 8 1 4 2 8  
1 . 5 7 . 9 7 7 ~ 4 1 1 6 4 a 7 4 8 ~ k 6 m 3 5 9 o 6 8 ~ 4 6 7 ~ ? O ~ 5 8 O ~ 7 2 . 6 Q 2 ~  
5 74m802r76~910~79~025~81~130983.242~85*352r8~~461~89e561~9lm676e 
S ? - ~ ~ . Q c l , g a b /  
DATA ( T B L 7 ( I l r I  P lr191/ O c l r * 1 5 9 * 2 9 e 2 5 . e a 3 e e 3 5 9 ~ 4 e e 4 5 e  
t l /  - 
END 
Y" 
r K 
SUBROUTINE TBLKP~VOIVARIFOIFCNINOI  
i DIMFNSION V A R t l O O ) r F C N 1 1 0 0 )  
c T H I S  SUBROUTINE PERFORMS TABLE LOOK-UP.OPERATIONS* 
DO 1 0 0  I = l . N O  
V A R l = V A R ( I I  
I F  (VO - VAR1)  2 0 0 * 1 5 0 r 1 0 0  
100 CONTINUE 
-.- . 
WRITF ( 6 r 9 0 0 ) V O , N O  
9 0 0  FORMAT 134H VARIABLE EXCEEDS TABLE FOR VALUE E l l * 4 r 1 3 H  TABLE S IZE  
290 liO=FCN( 1 l 
3 0 0  RETURN ' 
FYD 
B. 5 Mean Flow Program 
This program calculates the local flow properties in a fluid 
stream from three independent flow properties using the compres- 
sible flow relations (21). Either one of three sets of input data may 
be used in the program. All sets use Pitot pressure and total tem- 
perature data, and the distinction between input types exists because 
the third input property might be centerline static pressure, total 
pressure downstream of the nose shock, or  mass flux data. As 
mentioned in Section 11, this variation in input data was necessary 
because the static pressures could not be measured directly in the 
vicinity of the base. Therefore, the third independent measurement 
in those base regions was either mass flux data in the base shear 
layers or the total pressure in the inviscid isentrspic region outside 
the shear pa ye^,^ Unfortunately, double roots difficulty in solving for 
Mach nurnber from the measured data requires that the mass  flux 
version of the mean flow program be used o d y  for M 2 1 .  
B. 5a) Mean Flow Program ID, Listing 
PO PozPt, free stream total pressure,  mmHg 
- 
TO To=T =Tt f ree  stream total temperature, OK 
e 
MFS M, free stream Mach number 
free stream Reynolds number based on 
free stream mass  flux, reference length 
and viscosity corresponding to free 
stream total temperature 
TFS T, free stream static t empe~a tu re ,  OK 
DO 
Pt, 
PFS Pa 
QFS % 
EFS Prn 
UFS 
DUFS p,u, 
D U  D 
REFS Re, 
MUFS pa, 
NOSP NOSP 
NTYPE NTYPE 
NPTS NPTS 
free  stream stagnation density, gmm/crn 3 
free stream static pressure,  mmHg 
free stream dynamic pressure,  gmfjcnn L 
free stream static densitys gmm/cm 3 
free stream velocity, cm/sec 
2 free stream mass  flux, gmm/crn sec 
reference length, cm 
Reynolds number corresponding to f ree  
stream mass  flux, viscosity based on 
free stream static temperature, and a 
given reference Pength 
viscosity based on free stream static 
temperature, gmm/sec c m  
viscosity based on free stream total 
temperature, gmm/sec cm 
number'(integer1 of profiles for data set 
integer (1 o r  2) indicating mean flow cal- 
culation procedure; mass  flux version (11) 
or  static pressure version (2) 
number (integer) of data points for given 
profile 
axial distance from base ratioed to refer-  
ence Pength 
lateral distance from centerline ratioed to 
reference length 
TT Tt local total temperature, OK 
PPM (pt Z/~,)m measured Fitot pressure ratioed to f ree  
stream total pressure 
P+ 
PEE "2 PIBM (L) (4 (-) ( X 
Po m P, v P* ) m 
' ~ Z L E  
product of corrected (viscous interaction 
and tunnel gradient) static pressure ,  F'itot 
pressure tunnel gradient factor,  and 
reciprocal of free s t r eam total pressure;  e 
the ratio of PIBM to P P W  gives corrected 
Rayleigh-Pitot ratio for $etermining Mach 
number 
REOM Ret measured local Reynolds number based on 
dm wire diameter and viscosity corresponding 
to Pocal total temperature 
P P C  free stream Pitst  pre s sure axial gradient 
M M local Mach number 
local dynamic pr e s sur e , gmf /cm 2 
P P/P, ratio of local static pressure to free 
stream static pressure 
PT ~ t / p o  q ratio of local total pressure to f ree  stream 
total pressure 
TTTTE T ~ / T ~  ratio s f  local total temperature to f ree  
.* stream total temperature 
U U E  u/ue ratio of local velocity to edge velocity 
TTB T/T, ratio of BocaP static temperature to edge 
static tempe rature 
DDE P/P, ratio of local density to edge density 
DUDUE ratio of PocaP mass  flux to edge mass  flux 
KN Ky = @ M / R ~  local Knudsen number 
TTOE z T,,, T 
e 00 
RET RetD 
H TDEE 
MUE )re 
u -u 
MDEF (%I 
Pe"e e 
EDEF 
e 
ratio of edge velocity to free stream 
velocity 
ratio of edge density to free stream density 
ratio of edge static temperature to free 
stream static temperature 
edge total temperature, OK 
local Reynolds number based on reference 
length and total temperature 
viscosity based on edge static temperature, 
gmm/sec cm 
viscosity based on local static temperature, 
gmm/sec cm 
viscosity based on local total t e m p  rature , 
gmm/sec cm 
ratio of local density-viscosity product to 
edge density-viscosity product 
ratio of local total pressure to free stream 
total pressure for region between shear 
layer edge and leading edge shock 
ratio of local Pitot pressure  to local total 
pressure 
ratio of local static pressure to local Pitot 
pressure 
ratio, a s  corrected for  turnel gradient, of 
local Pitot pressure to  free strqam total 
pressure 
Mach numbe r hnction 
generated 
gene rated 
local Reynolds number based on reference 
length and static temperature 
UDEF (u-uq)/(ue-ut) ratio of local-centerline velocity defect to 
edge -centerline velocity defect 
DDEF (p -  pk)/(pe - pq! ratio of local-centerline density defect to 
edge -centerline defect @ 
TDEF (Tq-~) / (Tq-Te)  ratio of centerline -local static temperature 
excess to centerline -edge static tempera- 
ture excess 
TTDEF (T -T )/(T -T ) ratio of local -centerline total temperature 
tk t& defect to edge -centerline total temperature 
defect 
UDIF (u,-u)/(ue -uq) ratio of edge - local velocity difference to 
edge-centerfine density difference 
D D E  (p, - p)/(pe - pq) ratio of edge -local density difference to 
edge - centerline density difference 
TDIF ( T - T , ) / ( T ~ - T ~ )  ratio of local-edge static temperature dif- 
ference to centerline -edge static tempera- 
ture difference 
TTDIF (Tt - T ~ ) / ( T ~ - T ~  ) ratio of edge-local total temperature dif - 
e 4 ference to edge -centerline total tempera- 
ture difference 
UDEL (ue -u)/ue ratio of edge-PocaP velocity defect to edge 
' vefoc ity 
DDEL ( pe - P)/P, ratio of edge-focal density defect to edge 
density 
TDEL (T-TJ/T, ratio of local-edge static temperature 
excess to edge static temperature 
UUFS u/um 
ratio of Bocal static temperature to free 
stream static temperature 
ratio s f  local velocity to free stream 
velocity 
DDFS P/& ratio sf Pocal density to free stream density 
DUDUFS p ~ / p , ~ ,  ratio of local mass flux to free stream 
mass flux 
DIST ratio of displacement thickness to refer- 
0 ence length, 6 * / ~  
00 
--PU 1 MoMT J peue ( - i F ) d ( 6 )  
0 
ratio of momentum thickness to reference 
ro length, 8 / ~  
EMT 
0 
ratio of energy thickneqs to reference 
length, E /D 
DMUDMU PuP/P,u,P, ratio of local mass flux-viscosity product 
to free stream mass flux-viscosity 
~ r o d u c t  
ratio of transformed y coordinate to ref- 
erence length 
DELl 6,/D ratio of wake total temperature semi- 
- 
thickness (&-el to reference length 
x 1/2 
DEL2 (E 4-$) square root of ratio of transformed axial 
u distance (based on Kubota's linear wake 
theory) plus "effective origin" of wake 
from centerline velocity extrapolation, 
- to reference length 
square root of ratio of transformed axial 
distance (based on kCubotaf s linear wake 
theory) plus "effective origins' of wake 
from centerline static temperature ex- 
trapolation, to reference length 
DEL4 '> D UDIF = .5 ratio of wake semi-thickness in terms of transformed lateral distance and based on 
WDIF = .5 location, to reference length 
- 
D TDIF = . 5 '> ratio of wake semi-thickness in terms of transformed lateral distance and based on 
TDZF = . 5  location, to reference length 
YDELl Y;/6e ratio of lateral distance to wake serni- 
t h i c h e  s s 
YBDELl \ 
YBDEL3 2 I ~ D E L  l4 5 generated 
X 
XOU @+$) -X/D generated 
- 
U 
XOT ( + ) x - x / ~  generated 
SF SF code number 0, 2, o r  101 for use in base 
region (NTYPE = 1) desclribing calculation 
procedure for streamline determination 
(mass flux integration frgm leading edge 
shock 2 ,  101 o r  centerline 01 and method 
of calculating mean flow (use of Reynolds 
number 2 o r  total pressure behind leading 
edge shock 101) 
W E 0 0  Re, 
YBC YBC 
UCL uq/u, 
TCL T@/T_ 
TTCL Ttq 
RW2 (I. -?r2 
Reynolds number code which instructs pro - 
gram to calculate mean flpw quantities 
from total pressure behind leading edge 
shock when measured ReynoPds number is 
both greater than R E 8 0  and exceeds edge 
Reynolds number 
for NTYPE = 1, SF > P  implies lateral 
position of data point from centerline in 
terms of y/D; for NTYPE = 2, and 
NTYPE = 1, SF<  1.0 h p l i e s  YB 
ratio of centerline velocity to f ree  stream 
velocity 
ratio of centerline density to free stream 
density 
ratio of centerline static temperature to 
free stream static temperature 
centerline total temperature, OK 
square of ratio s f  edge velocity to edge- 
centerline velocity defect 
square of ratio of edge static temperature 
to centerline -edge static temperature 
E!XCE!BB 
2 - 
"eue 8 QMOMT -2 i5 product of ratio of momentum thickness to 
Pmum reference length with ratio of edge dynamic 
pressure to free stream dynamic pressure 
"eUe E EMTM -- D product of ratio of energy thickness to ref- PmUm erence length with ratio of edge mass flux 
tr to free stream mass flux 
p u d Y  L=r mum pm"mD n (D) 
u integrated mass flux from centerline to 
data point location a s  ratioed to free stream 
V 
mass flux 
PSI X d  Y 
PCO% * U  =%*I ,, ( D )  
Y~ integrated mass flux from centerline to 
data point a s  ratioed to free stream mass 
flux; for this case integration starts a t  
leading edge shock, i.e, , SF > P 
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-- 
B. 5f) Fortran Listing of Mean Flow Program 
- - - - - ---- 
SIBFTC MA1 DFCK 
DIMENSION TV(2OO)r MUV(2OO)r YD(5OI r  PPM(5O)r T T ( 5 0 ) r  REOM(50) r 
i 1 F V(2001rMFV(200)tPPPV(ZOO~rMV~2OO~rPPV~2OO)eMPV~2OOl 
COMMON / T A B L E / T V ~ M U V ~ P P P V ~ M V * M F V ~ F V ~ P P V ~ M P V  
REAL M F S ~ M U F S ~ M U O ~ M I M U I M V ~ M S ~ M U T ~ M U V ~ K N I M D E F ~ M O M T M D E F S  r FVrMlrM2 
1 rMPV 
C l=1036*9800 /20871EO6 
C2=SQRT(104*2m871 ) *10000  
C3=1036* *7 /102+*305  
C4=SQRT(301416*07)  
1000  READ ( 5 1 1 )  NOSPI NTYPE* PO, T O P  MFSr DIA*SFrPTM 
1 FORMAT (215r6F10.0)  
WRITE ( 6 9 6 )  NOSPr NTYPEr PO9 T O *  MFSv DIArSFePTM 
6 FORMAT ( ~ H ~ ~ ~ X ~ H N O S P = ~ I Z ~ Z X ~ H N T Y P E = ~ I Z ~ ~ X ~ H P O + , E ~ ~ * ~ ~ ~ X ~ H T O = ~  
( l F w & H M F S =  . ~ ~ A ~ X ~ H D O F ~ H S F ~ . F ~ ~ * ~ X ~ H ~ T M ~ ~ I  
TEMP = 10 + MFS**2/5o 
P7 = TFMP**3-5 
TFS = TO / TEMP 
DO=C-I+PO/T~ 
DFS = DO/TEMP**Zo5 
UFS=SQBTtTFS)*MFS*C7 
QFS~DFS*UFS**Z/1960o 
DUFb t DFS*UFS 
CALL TBLKP(TFSrTV*MUFSrMUVo44) 
M U F S = M w m n F - 7  
CALL TBLKP(TO~TVVMUOIMUVI~~) 
M ~ = M U O * l - O F - 7  
i 
REFS = DFS*UFS*DIA/MUFS 
REOFS = REFS+MUFS/MUO 
PFS=PO/TEHP7 
WRITE ( 6 1 7 )  REOFSIREFSVTFSIDOIPF-SVQFSVDFSTUFS~DUFS) 
7 FORMAT ~ ~ X ~ H R E O F S = ~ E ~ Z O ~ ~ ~ X ~ H R E F S = V E ~ Z O ~ ~ Z X ~ H T F S ~ V E ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ X ~ H D O ~ V  
I ~ F ~ ~ ~ X ~ H P F S = ~ E ~ Z O ~ ~ ~ X ~ H Q F S = V E ~ ~ O ~ ~ ~ X ~ H D F S = ~ E ~ ~ O ~ /  
~ ~ X ~ H U F S = ~ E ~ Z ~ ~ ~ ~ X ~ H D U F S = V E ~ ~ O ~ )  
C PdOFILE DATA CALCULATION 
r\los= 1 
GO TO ( 1 O r Z O ) r  NTYPE 
10 REAu ( 5 9 2 )  XDr PPGr NPTS~XOUIXOTIREOO 
2 FORMAT ~ Z F 1 0 e 4 ~ I 1 0 ~ 3 F 1 0 0 4 )  
M I T E  ( 6 r 1 6 )  XDr PPGI NPTSrXOUvXOTrREOO 
16 FORMAT ( ~ H O ~ ~ X ~ H X D = I E ~ Z ~ ~ ~ ~ X ~ H P P G = ~ E ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ X ~ H N P T S = ~ ~ ~ ~  
l2X4HXOU=vE12~4r2X4HXOT~rE12o4rZX5HRE00~rEl2o4/5X2HYDe 
w 2 L 1 X 7 H T T e 1 1 X 3 H P P M r 1 ~ P I B b 1 v 9 X 4 H R E O M ~ 9 X 1 H M r l 2 X l H Q ~ l 2 X l H P ~ l 2 X 2 H P T ~  
311X5HTTTTE/5X3HUUE,10X3HTTEvlOX3HDDEvlOX5HDUDUE~8X2HKN~llX2HKEr 
~ ~ ~ X ~ H R E T ~ ~ O X ~ H U O E F ~ ~ X ~ H D D E F , ~ X ~ H T T F S / ~ X ~ H U U F S ~ ~ X ~ H D D F ~ ~ ~ X ~ H D U D U F S ~  
~ ~ X ~ H P P P ~ ~ O X ~ H P P C ~ ~ ~ X ~ H M O E F ~ ~ X ~ H E D E F I ~ X ~ H D I ~ T ~ ~ X ~ H M O M T ~ ~ X ~ H E M T /  
U T ~ ~ O & ~ ~ F M O W H Y D E J & & X ~ H D E L S B  9X6HYBDEL3r 
~ ~ X ~ H T D E F ~ ~ X ~ H U O E L ~ ~ X ~ H D D E L / ~ X ~ H T D E L ~ ~ X ~ H U D I F ~ ~ X ~ H D D I F W ~ X ~ H T D I F ~  
1 4*3-us7* 
~ ~ X ~ H T T D E F V ~ X ~ H T T D I F ~ ~ X ~ H Y B D E L ~ ~ ~ X ~ H R W ~ ~ ~ O X ~ H R H ~ ~ ~ O X ~ ~ P S I ~  
w 1 1 ~ O M T r 8 X ~ T M v 9 ~ H C 9 1 Z X 3 H y B C ~  
READ ( 5 ~ 3 )  ( Y D ( I ) r  I z l r N P T S )  
HEAD 6513)  I P P M ( i ) v  I = f r N P T S )  
READ ( 5 9 3 )  ( T T ( I ) e  I s l e N P T S )  
READ ( 5 9 3 )  I R E O M I I I P  I * l e N P T S I  
3 FORMAT ( 1 6 F 5 0 0 )  
I GO TO 36 
20  READ 45021 XDv PPGe NPTSvPIBMoXOUoXOT 
G A L  15r31 IYDI1)e I*laNPTS) 
READ ( 5 ~ 3 )  tPPH(1)r I*l*NPTS) 
RFAC ( 5 . 3 1  (TTlIla ItleNPTSl 
30 DIST ='o* 
MOMT = 0- 
EMT = 0.  
31 GO TO 140r5010 NTYPE 
32 PPM( I lsPPM( I )/*Ol r 
e .  GO TO 71 
40 CALL T B L K P ( T T ( ~ ~ ~ T V I M U T ? M U V , ~ ~ ~  
MUT=MUT*lanF -7 
IF (SF-1.0) 45943943 
11 IF [ S F  - 0 . )  47r47r44 
47 RMEaREOM(1) 
~ r -  r.n rn 69 
t 42 CALL TBLKP(FeFVrMoMFVolO1) 
a;n t u n  
. 50 PPP PIBM / PPMII) 
P t*PD-I 
I 
A l l  TBLKP(TT(1 ) r  TV,MUT,MUV*44) 
MUT=MUT*laOE-7 
6 0  MS M**7 
T t M P l  = MS/5a 
TEMP2 = 5. / (6r*MS) d 
PPC a PPMtS) / PPG 
1F (M - 1.1 64964.65 
6 4  Q=a7*la36*PO*PPC+(M**2a)*(5a/I5*+M**2r))**3*5 
GO TO 6 6  
65  TEMP5 = 117a*MS-l.) / (6a*MS1)**205 
TEMP6 = ( ( 7 * * M S - l a ) / 6 r ) * * 2 a 5  
Q=C3*PO*PPC*TEMP5 
6 6  TTFS = T T ( i )  / TFS/ ( la+TEMPl)  
GO TO (6196219  NTYPE 
6 1  I F  (SF-1.0) 71962962 
7 1  DUDUFS f (REOM(I)*MUT)/(a000254*DUFSI 
UUFS = Q/(QFS*DUDUFSI 
GO TO 6 3  
6 2  UUFS = M / MFS+SQRT(TTFS) 
DUOUFS = Q / QFS / UUFS 
i 63 30FS = DUDUFS / UUFS 
CALL T B L K P ( T T F S * T F S I T V I M U ~ M U V ~ ~ ~ )  
,'.lU=MU+l.OE 7 I - 
DMUOMU =DUDUFS*MU/MUFS " I 
HET = DUDUFS*DFS*UFS*DiA/MUT I 
RE = RET*MUT ( MU 
I F  (M - 1.1 67.67r68 
6 7  P=PPC*TEMP7* (5 . / (5e+M**2o i t * *305  
PT=PPr 
GO TO 69 
A 8  P = P P f + T F M P 7 * l T E M P 2 1 * * 3 ~ P 6  
PT = PPC+t1a/bs+TEMP2)+*3OS+TEMPb , 
69 PPP = P / PPC/TEMP7 . 
KN = C4*M*a762/1RE*a0002541 
I F ( I  mNFm 1) GO TO 70 
UE a UUFS t 
TF = TTFS 
DE = DDFS 
FNF=MU 
TTOE = T T ( I )  
GO TO 9 0  
7 0  I F ( I  aNEm 21 GO TO 80  
.. UCL = UUFS 
DCL = OOFS 
mTTFb 
TTCL=TT( I )  
R y 2 = 1 - / 1 l a - I U C . L & J F 1  1 * * 2 b  
RH2=1a/((TCL/TE)-la)**2a 
80 UUE = UUFS / UF 
DDE = DDFS / DE 
I DUDUE = DUDUFS / DE / UE 
C=ODE*MU/FMUE 
MDFF = DUDUE*(lo-UUE) 
TTTTE T T ( I )  / TTOE 
TTF = TTFS / TE 
EDEF 9 OUDUE*(l.-TTTTEI 
+ UOEF - (UUFS-UCL) / (UE-UCLB 
OOEF r (DDFS-DCLJ / (DE-DCL) 
t TDkF*tTCL-TfFS)/(TCL-TEI 1 
T T U t F * ( T T ( 1 1 - T T C L ) / ~ T T O E - T l C L j  
k UOELm W F S  I /UE - -  . . 
TDEL=(TTFS-TE)/TE 
UUJF- la  - - W E F  
OD1 F=Ae-DDEF 
T D l F z I e - T i .  
TTDIFSla-TTOEF 
I F  I 1  aFQa 1) GO TO 1 0 0  
I F  ( 1  eEQe 2 )  GO TO 9 8  
DFLYD Y D I I J  - 
DlST  (2.-DUDUES-DUDUE) / 2e*DELYD + DlST 
W T  = (MDFFS+MDFF) / 2 e * D W D  + MOMT 
EMT = ((10-TTTTES)*DUDUES+~le-TTTTEI*DUDUE) / Ze*OELYD+EMT 
YB *( (DDES+DDFl / 2e*D~YDl *DE*UF*SQHTtREFS)+  YB 
YBDEL2=Yb/DELZ 
YBDEL4=YB/DEL4 
98 GO TO ( 1 0 0 r 9 7 ) r  NTYPE 
97  I F  1IIDIF - TDIF) 99.99.109 
99 I F  LDEL4-1.0 ) 1 0 1 ~ 1 0 1 ~ 1 0 2  
YB = 0.0 
'. ~ I C T  rgs 
MOMT 1 0. 
LI F- 
YBDEL4=0eO 
L Y W f i  - 
* GO TO 5 . 
b 
i 
MDFFS = MDFF 
TTTTES TTTTE 
DDES = DOE 
QMOMT=MOMT*UE*UE*DE 
FMTM=FMT+DE+UF 
YMC=YB*SQRT(C) 
p S I l = U E + D E + ( y D ( j )  - D I S T )  
I F  (SF-1.0)  9 0 r 8 9 r 8 9  
69 P S I * I D F I  l+uE*DE*(DIST - Y D t I ) ) )  
YBC=DELl-YDI 
90 WRITE ( 6 ~ 9 1  Y D ( I ) ~ T T ( I ) ~ P P M ( I ) ~ P I ~ M ~ R E O M ( I ) ~ M ~ Q ~ P ~ ~ T ~ T T T T E  
lrUUErTTErDDErDUDUE,KN,RE,RETrUDEF,TTFS*UUFS* 
- - . - 
9 FORMAT (lHOr10E13a4/(1X~lOE13a4~) 
5 1 = 1 + 1  
N I  -1-1 
I F  (NO ONE. NPTSb GO TO 29 
I F  (NOS aGTe NOSP 1 GO TO 1000 
E D J' 
1 
I 
S 1BFTC &LO DECK 
BLOCK DATA 
RF41, MV*MUV*MFVIMPV 
DIMENSION T V ~ 2 0 0 ~ ~ M U V ( 2 0 0 ~ ~ P P P V ( 2 0 0 ) ~ M V ~ 2 0 0 1 ~ M F V ( 2 0 0 ~ ~ F V ~ 2 0 0 ~ ~  
1PPVCzOO 1 *MPV (700 1 
COMMON /TABLE/TVIMUV*PPPVIMV*MFV*FV*PPV*MPV 
C TL&jJ 1 --- MU*F(T) 
DATA ( TV(l)rl * lr441/ 0 ~ 0 ~ 3 0 ~ ~ 4 0 * r 5 0 * r 6 0 * ~ ~ 0 * * 8 0 * ~ 9 0 * ~ ~ 0 0 * ~ 1 1 0 *  
1 r 1 2 0 ~ r 1 3 0 ~ r 1 4 0 ~ ~ 1 5 0 ~ ~ 1 6 0 ~ ~ 1 7 0 ~ 9 1 8 0 ~ ~ 1 9 0 ~ ~ 2 0 0 ~ ~ 2 1 0 ~ ~ 2 2 0 * ~ 2 3 0 ~ ~ 2 4 0 *  
2 ~ 2 5 0 ~ r 2 6 0 ~ r 2 7 0 o r 2 8 0 ~ ~ 2 9 0 ~ ~ 3 0 0 ~ ~ 3 1 0 * * 3 2 0 ~ ~ 3 3 0 ~ ~ 3 4 0 * ~ 3 5 0 * * 3 6 0 * ~ 3 ~ 0 o  
3 ~ 3 8 0 ~ r 3 9 0 ~ ~ 4 0 0 ~ r 4 1 0 * ~ 4 2 0 m * 4 3 0 ~ ~ 4 4 0 ~ ~ 4 5 0 ~ ~  
DATA ( MUVl1)rI = 1 ~ ~ 4 ) / 0 * 0 ~ 2 1 5 ~ 7 ~ 2 8 1 0 1 * 3 4 7 * 3 ~ 4 1 6 * 3 ~ 4 8 5 * 6 ~ 5 5 5 * 1 ~  
1 6 2 2 ~ 9 * 6 9 2 0 9 ~ 7 6 3 ~ 3 ~ 8 3 1 ~ 9 ~ 8 9 9 ~ 0 ~ 9 6 4 ~ 6 ~ 1 0 2 9 ~ ~ 1 0 9 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ 1 2 7 1 ~ ~  
2 1 3 2 9 ~ ~ 1 3 8 5 ~ ~ 1 4 4 0 ~ ~ 1 4 9 4 ~ ~ 1 5 4 7 . r 1 5 9 9 . r 1 6 5 0 e ~ l 7 0 0 e ~ 1 7 5 0 ~ ~ 1 7 9 8 ~ ~ 1 8 4 6 0  
3 ~ 1 8 9 3 ~ ~ 1 9 3 9 ~ r 1 9 8 5 ~ ~ 2 0 3 0 ~ ~ 2 0 7 5 ~ ~ 2 1 1 8 * ~ 2 1 6 0 2 2 0 0 2 4 5 2 2 8 6 2 3 2 ~  
4 *r2366**2406er2445*92485*/ 
C TABLE 2 --- M=F(P/PFS) 
DATA ~ P P P V ~ l 1 ~ 1 = 1 ~ 1 1 1 ) ~ ~ 0 0 7 7 3 9 ~ ~ 0 0 7 8 9 6 ~ ~ 0 0 8 0 5 7 ~ ~ 0 0 8 2 2 4 ~ ~ 0 0 8 3 9 4 ~  
1 ~ 0 0 8 5 7 2 r ~ 0 0 8 7 5 4 r ~ 0 0 8 9 4 3 ~ ~ 0 0 9 1 3 8 ~ ~ 0 0 9 3 3 8 ~ ~ 0 0 9 5 4 6 ~ * 0 0 9 7 6 1 v * 0 0 9 9 8 3 v  
1001021~*01045*001070**01095**01122**01149**0117?* 
I *01207r ~ 0 1 2 2 2 ~ * 0 1 2 3 7 ~ ~ 0 1 2 5 3 ~ ~ 0 1 2 6 9 ~  
1 ~ 0 1 2 8 ~ r o 0 1 3 0 2 ~ ~ 0 1 3 1 9 r . 0 1 3 3 6 r . 0 1 3 5 4 ~ * 0 1 3 7 2 ~ * 0 1 4 ~ 9 ~ ~ 0 1 4 4 8 ~ ~ 0 1 4 8 8 ~  
7 o 0 1 5 3 Q ~ e 0 1 5 ~ 4 i ~ O l 6 1 9 ~ m O 1 6 6 7 ~ * O I 7 P 6 ~ * 6 1 7 6 8 ~ e O l 8 2 3 ~ ~ O ~ 8 8 O v o ~ l 9 3 9 ~  
3 ~02002~~02067r~02136r~O2208~~02284~*02364~d02~49**0~537~*02631~ 
4 ~ 0 2 7 3 0 r ~ 0 2 8 3 4 r ~ 0 2 9 4 5 v ~ 0 3 0 6 2 ~ ~ 0 3 1 8 7 v ~ 0 3 3 1 9 ~ * 0 3 4 5 9 ~ * 0 3 6 0 9 ~ * 0 3 7 6 8 ~  
5 0 0 3 9 3 8 ~ ~ 0 4 1 2 O . r ~ 0 4 3 1 4 v ~ 0 4 5 2 3 ~ ~ 0 4 7 4 7 ~ * 0 4 9 8 ~ ~ ~ 0 5 2 4 ~ ~ e 0 5 5 2 6 ~ ~ 0 5 8 2 9 ~  
6 *06157*o065~3*o06900~~073?3~*07785v*08291~*08848*e09461~~10~4~ 
7 oL089~o1173~o1266rol371r.1489r.1622~~1773~~1945~~2142~~2368~ 
8 ~ 2 6 2 8 * m 7 9 3 0 r * 3 2 8 0 t r 3 6 8 5 ~ 0 4 1 5 9 ~ * 4 6 8 9 ~ ~ 5 2 8 3 ~ * 5 9 1 3 ~ e 6 5 6 0 ~ ~ 7 2 0 9 ~  
9 * 7 b 4 0 r * 8 4 3 0 * e 8 9 5 6 r * 9 1 8 3 * * 9 3 9 5 * * 9 5 7 5 * * 9 7 2 5 e * 9 8 4 4 * * 9 9 3 0 o e 9 9 8 3 *  
1 *9994.1.n/ 
DATA (MVfI)rl*lrlll) / 1 0 ~ ~ 9 ~ 9 ~ 9 * 8 r 9 ~ 7 r 9 * 6 0 9 * 5 ~ 9 ~ 4 ~ 9 ~ 3 ~ 9 0 2 ~ 9 ~ 1 ~ 9 ~ 0 ~  
1 8 * 9 * 8 e 8 r 8 0 7 * 8 * 6 r 8 * 5 v 8 * 4 9 8 * 3 v 8 * 2 $ 8 ~ 1 ~  
1 8.0s7.95 r7m90~7*85*7080*7075~'7*70~7e65r 
P 7 * 6 0 v 7 e 5 5 c 7 . * 5 ~ 7 ~ 4 v 7 o 3 r 7 o 2 ~ 7 ~ 1 ~ 7 o 0 t 6 ~ 9 v 6 o 8 ~ 6 ~ 4 9 6 e 6 ~ 6 e 5 ~ 6 o 4 r 6 * 3 ~  
2 6*2~6*lr6*0~5*9r5.8r5.7r5m7~5~6~5*5v5e4~5*3~5*2~5e~95*0~4*9e4e8~4*7~ 
3 4&e4~5r4m4*4e3r4*294eI*4~(1~3e9~3e89307t3*6e3*5e3*4~3a393*2~3*l~ . 
4 3 o 0 e 2 ~ 9 r 2 ~ 8 r 2 ~ 7 q 2 ~ 6 ~ 2 ~ 5 ~ 2 ~ 4 ~ 2 ~ 3 v Z ~ 2 ~ 2 o 1 ~ 2 ~ 0 ~ 1 ~ 9 ~ 1 a 8 ~ 1 ~ 7 * 1 ~ 6 ~ 1 ~ 5 ~  
5 1 ~ 4 ~ 1 0 3 ~ l ~ 2 v 1 * l ~ l e 0 ~ m 9 ~ ~ 8 ~ m 7 ~ e 6 ~ ~ 5 t ~ 4 ~ ~ 3 5 ~ m 3 ~ ~ 2 5 ~ ~ 2 ~ ~ 1 5 ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ 0 5 ~  
6 003r.0 / 
c. TABLE 3 --- MzFIFM) 
DATA (FV(I9v IslrlOl9 / * 8 3 8 5 * m 8 3 8 8 * * 8 3 9 2 e * 8 3 9 7 * * 8 3 9 9 * * 8 4 0 4 9 * 8 4 0 6 e  
P~8409**8414r*8418,e8423**8427~*8431**8436**84439*8452**8457**8462* 
2 * 8 4 6 7 ~ * 8 4 7 3 r * 8 4 8 0 r ~ 8 4 8 5 , * 8 4 9 1 ~ * 8 4 9 7 ~ * 8 5 0 4 ~ * 8 5 1 3 ~ * 8 5 2 1 ~ * 8 5 3 0 ~ * 8 5 3 9 ~  
' 3*8548r*8557,*8565r.8575~*8589~086OO~e8613t*862lr*86319*8649~*8662~ 
4 * 8 6 7 6 e . 8 6 9 1 r * 8 7 0 6 r * 8 7 2 1 * e 8 7 4 2 r . 8 7 6 2 r . 8 7 8 0 * * 8 7 9 8 * * 8 8 1 9 * * 8 8 4 3 q * 8 8 6 5 *  
5 ~ 8 8 9 4 t ~ 8 9 1 8 ~ ~ 8 9 4 4 ~ . 8 9 7 5 ~ ~ 9 0 0 9 v ~ 9 0 4 2 ~ 0 9 0 7 7 e ~ 9 1 1 4 ~ * ~ 1 5 5 ~ ~ 9 1 9 6 ~ ~ 9 2 4 7 ~  
6*9299r*9343,*9403r09464r*9523109596**9667**9753**9837**9933* 
7 1 ~ 0 0 3 5 r 1 ~ 0 1 4 9 ~ 1 ~ 0 2 6 5 ~ 1 ~ 0 4 0 3 ~ 1 ~ 0 5 3 6 ~ 1 ~ 0 6 9 5 ~ 1 ~ ~ 8 6 4 ~ 1 ~ 1 ~ 4 6 ~ 1 ~ 1 2 4 8 ~  
8 1 * 1 3 5 7 ~ 1 ~ 1 4 6 3 ~ 1 ~ 1 5 8 3 ~ 1 ~ 1 7 0 2 v 1 ~ 1 8 3 0 ~ 1 * 1 9 5 6 ~ 1 ~ 2 0 9 0 ~ 1 ~ 2 2 2 1 ~ 1 o 2 3 7 1 ~  
9 1 * ~ ~ l ~ 7 6 6 3 ~ 1 ~ 2 8 0 9 ~ 1 ~ 2 9 6 1 ~ 1 * 3 1 0 4 ~ 1 * 3 2 4 4 ~ 1 ~ 3 3 8 0 ~ 1 ~ 3 4 9 4 v 1 ~ 3 5 8 5 ~  
11*3664vl*3680/ 
DATA ( ~ F ~ ( l l ~ l ~ l ~ 1 0 l l / l 0 ~ v 9 ~ 9 ~ 9 ~ 8 ~ 9 o ~ ~ 9 o 6 ~ 9 * 5 ~ 9 o ~ ~ 9 * 3 ~ 9 * ~ ~ ~ o ~ ~ 9 o O ~  
1 8 * 9 r 8 * 8 * 8 * 7 r 8 0 6 r 8 m 5 ( i 8 0 4 * 8 * 3 * 8 * 2 + 8 0 1 *  8*097*9r7*8r7m7*7*60 
1 7 ~ 5 r 7 r 4 t 7 ~ 3 t 7 ~ 2 ~ 7 ~ 1 ~ 7 ~ O v 6 w 9 ~ b e 8 ~ 6 0 7 ~ 6 * 6 ~ 6 * 5 e 6 o 4 ~ 6 * 3 ~  
2 6 i 2 ~ 6 ~ 1 ~ 6 ~ 0 ~ 5 ~ 9 r 5 ~ 8 r 5 . 7 r 5 o 7 ~ 5 o 6 ~ 5 o 5 ~ 5 o 4 ~ 5 o 3 ~ 5 o 2 ~ 5 ~ 1 ~ 5 o 0 ~ 4 o 9 * 4 e 8 ~ 4 o 7 ~  
1 3 4 r 6 ~ 4 ~ 5 r 4 ~ 4 a 4 ~ 3 ~ 4 e 2 ~ 4 0 1 ~ 4 ~ O t 3 ~ 9 ~ 3 ~ 8 6 3 ~ ~ ~ 3 ~ 6 ~ 3 0 5 ~ 3 ~ 4 ~ 3 ~ 3 ~ 3 0 2 ~ 3 ~ l e  
4 3 ~ 0 ~ 2 ~ 9 r 2 a 8 t 2 ~ 7 r 2 ~ 6 ~ 2 * 5 ~ 2 ~ 4 ~ Z ~ 3 1 2 * 2 ~ 2 * 1 ~ 2 ~ 0 ~ 1 o 9 5 ~ 1 w 9 v 1 w 8 5 ~ 1 o 8 v  
I 
1 l l * 7 5 v l m 7 e l r 6 5 ~ l r 6 ~ 1 o 5 5 ~ I ~ 5 ~ ~ r 4 5 ~ 1 e 4 9 1 r 3 5 ~ 1 o 3 ~ l o ~ ~ t l ~ Z ~ 1 o l ~ ~ l ~ l ~  
11*05~100/  
C . TABLE ~-----MIFI@PPT) 

Sll;FFTC T R I  DFCK 
SUBROUTINE TBCKP(VO*VARIFOIFCNINO) 
d I M L N S I O N  V A R ( l O O ) r F C N ( l O O )  I 
c THIS SUBROUTINE PERFORMS TABLE LOOK-UP'OPERATIONS~ 
IF ( V O  - V A R 1 )  3-0 
100 CONTINUE 
WRITF f 6 . 9 0 0 ) V O e N O  , 
900 FORMAT ( 3 4 H  VARIABLE EXCEEDS TABLE FOR VALUE E l l e 4 r 1 3 H  TABLE S I Z E  
. - - -  
2 9 0  F O = F C N l I )  
3 0 0  RETURN i I 
END ,' 1 
i 
. i 
C. 1) ID Listing for Tabulated Mean Flow Data 
D D reference length, inches 
MFS free stream Mach number 
P p/p, ratio of local static pressure to free stream static 
pressure 
- 
PIT0 Pt2 - 3 x 1 o3 ratio (x 10 ), as  corrected for tunnel gradient, 
of local Pitot pressure to free stream total pressure 
PO PC3 free stream total pressure, mm Hg 
PPCE - '&e ratio, a s  corrected for tunnel gradient, of edge 
Po Pitot pressure to free stream total pressure 
PTM Pt - ratio of local total pressure to free stream total 
Po pressure for region between shear layer edge and 
leading edge shock 
REFS f ree  stream Reynolds number based on reference 
R e m ~  length 
TO T 
0 
free stream total temperature, OK 
TT Tt local total tempe rature , OK 
TTTTE Tt / T ~  ratio of local total temperature to free stream 
e total temperature 
TW T~ wall temperature, OK 
UUE u/u, ratio of local velocity to edge velocity 
XD X/D axialdistancefrornbase~atioedtoreference 
length 
YD y/D lateral distance from centerline ratioeel to refer- 
ence length 
f 
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TABLE I 
Test  Summary 
TABLE II 
Accuracy Surnmary 
Quantity 
T  
awm 
--- 
pb/prn (Base Tap) ---  
Pb/P, (C Probe-Low R e )  - - - 
Pw5 /p, (Ad. Wall) ---  
- - - 
Derived Result 
Tt/To (Min. -Edge) 
T ~ / T ~  (Max. -Ad. Wall) 
T ~ / T ~  (Max. -bold Wall) 
- - -  
MI 
- - -  
*9Y 
- - - 
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(THIRD PORT CENTERLINE 1 
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FIG. 4 VAWDATllON OF FREE STREAM PITOT PRESSURE IN 
VERTICAL CENTERPLANE 0P TUNNEL 
FIG. 5 a. FLAT PLATE MODEL (FP) 
g16.5 b. 20' WEDGE MOEL-H-.15' (15 W) 
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FRONT VIEW 
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PITOT PRESSURE PROBE 
SCALE: FULL 
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TRANSDUCE~ OUTPUT, mv 
FIG. 8 CALIBRATIION OF STATHAM PRESSURE f WANSDUCER 
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VARIATION OF CENTERLINE AND (EDGE MACH NUMBER WITH AXIAL DSIANCE AT 
20. WEDGE MODEL- W * -3-Bg)lABA?lC; WALL 
x / ~  
FIG. 16d VARlATDON OF CENTERLINE AND EDGE MACH NUMBER WITH AXIAL DISTANCE AT b f :6  
2V WEDGE MODEL -W.3 (COLD WALL 
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F16.17 CORRELATION OF CENTERLINE MACH NUMBER FOR 20; 
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FIG. 23 WAKE TRANSITION CORRELATlBN AT h L  = 6 
8 2.5 7.5 SO 12.5 
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IF10.24~ COMPARISON OF VELOCITY DEFECT DATA WITH 
LINEAR THEORY FOR Ma =6 AND ~ e ~ ~ * 4 . 7 ~ 1 0 ~  
FIG.&$b COMPARISON O F  VELOCITY DEFECT DATA WITH 
LINEAR THEORY FOR Mm 4 AND l?eaH =.?xIo~ 
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FIG. 35a REAR STAGNATION POINT LOCATION FOR. NEAR WAKE 
BEHIND 2Q0 WEQGE A? Ma=6 (Hs.3) 
x/H 
FIG.35 b REAR STAGNA'PBON POINT LOCATION FOR NEAR WANE 
BEHIND 200 WEDGE AT M,=6 (H s.3) 
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